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Editorial 
• 
The chaos of industrial strife, into 
which the cloak and suit industry of 
New York has been plunged, was not 
of the union's making. All the re-
sponsibility for this war, and any dis-
location of business H will entail, rests 
entirely on the shoulders of the Cloak, 
Suit and Skirt Manufacturers' Protec-
tive Association." It was they who 
chose the barbarous method of the 
and not for lack of courage, faith and 
discipline in the organized ranks. Our 
union is well known for some very 
hard blows it has delivered at various 
times in its history. Only this year a 
number of our locals have acquitted 
-themselves with credit in industrial 
warfare. We are for peace because 
we have been trained to regard trade 
matters and union afFairs from a busi-
bckout as a means .of becoming "mas- ncss viewpoint, and we are susceptible 
tors in their factories," however un-
American the term* "masters" as ap-
plied to industry, may be. On April 
29th they locked out 30.000 workers 
from their 409 shops-. Thus the union 
had no alternative than to declare a 
general strike. The war was forced 
upon us. 
The policy of our union has been all 
the time a policy of discussing griev-
ances 'in conferences with employers 
and negotiating settlements peace-
fully. Wo. hold the strike as a weapon 
of last 'resort, and use it effectively 
only when every expedient for arriv-
ing at an amicable arrangement has 
Wed. Primarily we stand for peace; 
not out of weakness, not because of 
.inability t o conduct a spirited fight, 
to every fair and reasonable attempt 
to preserve and even perpetuate peace 
in the industry on a basis of fairness 
and justice. 
For six years we have responded to 
every impulse making for peace. With-
in the last two years our General 
Officers have concluded some fifteen 
collective agreements in various trades 
and centers of industry, and signed a 
large number of agreements with in-
dividual employers. In most of these 
cases no strike has occurred. Con-
ciliation and''arbitration have taken 
the place of force, and all disputes be-
tween employers and employees are 
now adjusted peacefully by these 
methods, with profit to the employers 
and benefit to the workers. 
, • . ^ •- • • rmmmmmm 
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the present tremen-
dous struggle in New 
York we call to witness 
the.inhabitants of the city, its muni-




and a general strike on the other. \m. 
partial people may not know how t$ 
make cloaks, but by calmly analysing 
the human .element entering into tht 
contentions of both parties, they could 
arrive at an arrangement satisfactory 
to both parties. For every quarrel is 
meet in conference himself, Jacob H. but an outburst of passion that wist 
Schiff, Oscar Straus, Dr. Felix Adler, counsel and calm consideration can 
press that we wished for peace. At 
the invitation of Mayor Mitchel to 
Dr. WOT. C Breed and other promin-
ent citizens, for the purpose of 
straightening out the differences be-
tween the union anil association, our 
avoid or adjust. 
Within recent years the public has 
beeri educated to the enlightened. 
modern view that troubles betwew 
• 
:. 
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representatives promptly responded capital and labor.can best be adjusted 
and were prepared to stretch a point 
or two to re-establish peace in the in- " 
dustry. The manufacturers, however,-
snubbed the Mayor and insulted public 
opinion. Mayor Mitchel and the citi-
zens named were animated by a sense 
of civic duty in trying to avert a £ 
flict; but the Manufacturers' Ass 
tion has recently developed a policy of 
"Damn the public," as the New York 
"Tribune" so aptly expressed it. 
If the difficulties had been gone over 
by impartial people, there would have 
been no need to resort to such extreme 
measures as a lockout on the one side 
' • 
by conciliation and the collective bar-
gain. The feeling has grown immense-
ly that industrial disputes and unrest 
can never be solved by the arbitrary 
methods such as the cloak manufac-
turers want to force on the industry; 
that such methods must only intensify 
the bitterness between employer and 
employees and keep aflame the pas-
sions of strife and turmoil. The Pro-
tective Association spurned that en-
lightened view and must be saddled 
with the entire responsibility for the 
present distracted state of the cloak 
industry. 
GRAND MUSTER OF CLOAKMAKERS ON MAY DAY \ 
can and does prove an effective defence. 
This is, perhaps, the best evidence of 
the class struggle under modern in-
dustrialism. I t proves convincingly 
that the salvation of the working class 
depends solely on absolute unity with-
in the ranks. . 
The May parade would have been 
imposing enough if the cloakmakers 
had not been locked out by the em-
ployers with the direct purpose of 
smashing their union. For, the cele-
bration of the First of May has be-
come a fixed institution to the workers 
rer since its inception the labor 
movement has been considerably stim-
ulated by the threats and oppression 
of the employing class. Labor ideals 
have tended to become more convinc-
ing; the greater the opposition of its 
enemies. The more hostile the acts of 
the "mastcrs'^to their men, the more 
embracing grows the solidarity of the 
workers. When the menace of the 
employers* move against them is most 
serious, the workers feel themselves 
most as true brothers in need. It is 
then that unity of purpose and action 
in the needle trades. Absence of the 
sunshine of happiness in their lives and 
lack of material well being, makes 
idealism a life-necessity to them. In 
ihe short busy season the bundle of 
work absorbs their entire attention. In 
the long slack season the anxiety of 
making ends meet overshadows their 
horizon. Material prosperity does not 
<nter into the perspective of their 
daily dreams, and so they turn to the 
hope of a brighter future in store for 
the working class. One feels happy 
to contemplate the promise of emanci-
pation of Labor which the First of 
May vividly brings to the workers' 
minds. If they do not. realize the 
fruits df prosperity and material sun-
shine in their'own lives, it makes them 
feel exalted to hope for good times 
coming to the toilers of the world. 
But the hostile act of the cloak 
manufacturers helped to make the 
May Parade a most imposing spec-
tacle. It turned the march into a 
demonstration of the 
UoakmakeiV Union. 
power of the 
* 
EFFECTIVE ANSWER H e r e W " t h C 
TO EMPLOYER*' best answer to 
C0NTCNT,0NS
 the contention of 
ihe manufacturers that they want to 
be masters in their factories. The 
march of the great army of cloakmak-
ers seemed to say to them: "Yes,'mas-
ters over the dead things in the fac-
tories—that we have never questioned; 
but masters over our lives, owners of 
our labor- force —never! We are 
strongly organized and shall resist 
your desire to own us body and soul 
to the last throb of energy within us." 
Every step of the tens of thousands, 
as they were marching along Fifth 
Avenue, in the very center of the 
cloakmaking district, s«cmed to re-
echo this answer to the Manufacturers' 
Protective Association. Every con-
tingent manifested this set determina-
tion to.resist the employers' onslaught 
on the union by showing a sign, "Long 
Live the Ooakmakcrs' Union!" 
And for hours the cloakmakcrs' con-
tingents followed one another. They 
marched grouped by shops, locals, dis-
tricts, the women as well as the men, 
the old as well as the young. Even 
the cutters of Local'No. 10, who used 
to be cool to the May Parade, made 
an impressive showing. 
If some of the .employers were 
watching the solid phalanx of the 
cloakmakcrs' ranks from the windows 
of their factories they must have had 
moments of mortification to think that 
their hostile move had had the effect 
of mobilizing this huge army for de-
fensive and offensive purposes. Can 
they ever realize their dream of forc-
ing open shop down the throats of this 
Union Army? If they think they can 
break the union, in face of this unity 
pervading the workers' ranks, this 
resolute bearing of every unit, this 
solidarity of the entire labor move-
ment, this whole-hearted sympathy of 
the public—if the employers think so, 
, then—they are destined to emerge 
from this crisis sadder if wiser men. 
I UNANIMOUS RESPONSE TO ORDER OF GENERAL STRIKE £ 
H the May Parade demonstrated the It is the proud boast of the Inter-
Uoakmakers' Union in resolution, the national Union, that their order for a 
walkout from the 1,800 independent general strike was responded to unani-
h^ops revealed the qnion in action. mously, and that the instructions ac-
• 
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COmpanying the order were carried out 
to the letter. Moreover, the workers 
not only responded willingly but joy-
fully. It "was indeed a sacred moment 




The employers of the 
Protective Association 
have been playing the 
game of "Divide and rule" since sev. 
eral years. They used sub-manufac-
turing to create division and enmity 
between inside and outside workcri. 




Years of education and propaganda 
have borne fruit. The workers in the 
cloak and cognant industries have ac-
quired the union habit. They can put d r i v e n t 0 Mmpetc with each other for 
two and two together. They know t h e Job- m o r d e r t o c h c a P c n t h c ^T 
cost to the employer, their conception 
of brotherhood cannot rest on a solid 
foundation. Soon after the workers' 
victory of 1910 the employers started 
fostering the growth of this pernicious 
system, and soon found it a service-
able expedient to foil the workers in 
their insistence on fair prices. The 
expedient hurt the workers, without 
destroying their faith in the union. 
Our representatives conducted a 
campaign of enlightenment. They ren-
dered the workers alive to the menace 
of the system, but they also showed 
them that the way out was by greater 
unity and more solidarity. So that, 
when the Protective Association reck-
oned on this artificial division between 
the workers as a factor in their favor. 
they were thoroughly misled. Thc 
unanimous and whole-hearted response 
of thc cloakmakers in the independent 
shops to the order of the general strike 
proved that they saw through the 
schemes of the employers to divide 
them. The plans of the Manufactur-
ers' Association in this regard have 
miscarried, and their error is going to 
prove very costly to them. 
In their opposition to equal distri-
bution of work, in their refusal to 
carry out the preference provision ol 
the late agreement, and in their stunts 
of arbitrary discharge and discrimina-
tion—in all these it was their object 
to render the union impotent and un-
who are'their friends and who their 
enemies. They know the gain of faith-
fulness and the risk and shame of 
faithlessness. They cannot afford to 
be condemned by their sisters and 
brothers and enlightened public opin-
ion as "scabs" and traitors. They 
would be cither fools or knaves to 
range themselves on the side of the 
employers whose lockout of 30,000 
men and women will go down in his-
tory as the most heartless and unsocial 
act, perpetuated in a free and demo-
cratic country. 
Whoever watched the sights and 
scenes presented by this historic walk-
out on May 3rd could not fail to be 
impressed with the grim determination 
of the cloakmakers to fight and win. 
The manner in which this general 
strike order was carried out has shat-
tered the belief and hopes of the em-
ployers of the Protective Association 
that the union army was divided, that 
the union had no control over some of 
the workers, and similar delusions, 
[ere was a strong and unmistakable 
answer to all their arguments of this 
kind. Here was positive proof of com-
plete and thorough unity, of a resolute 
and undaunted spirit of brotherhood 
and solidarity that the employers can-
not'demoralize with all their "golden," 
will-o'-the-wisp promises to individual aWe to withstand their planned at 
workers. tack. When some of the worker* 
fiff m 
• - ' • - , . 
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owing to hard times, fell behind in the 
payment of dues to the union, the 
manufacturers interpreted this as fav-
oring their contemplated move. But 
they mistook the shadows for realities. 
When the employers delivered the at-
tack, every cloakmaker showed his 
true color, and the order to strike 
found the workers of the independent 
shops rallying: to the union flag and 
ranging themselves on the side of their 
30,000 brothers and sisters locked out 
by the association manufacturers. 
And the faith and solidarity of these 
loyal workers has already been largely 
rewarded. Hundreds of the independ-
ent employers have quickly settled 
with the union, granting all demands, 
and hundreds more are eager to fol-
low suit. 
OPEN SHOP—SWEATSHOP 
Sanitation and fire protection are 
essential to the union shop. These 
provisions arc insisted on by the union 
in every trade agreement, but it does 
not follow that ihey are in any way 
a safeguard against the sanitary shop 
degenerating; into a sweat-shop in the 
sense of starvation wages, speeding, 
unregulated hours and shop tyranny, 
indeed, the original meaning: of 
"sweat-shop" was a shop where the 
workers were sweated, expfoited and 
made sick with driving and over-work. 
The union shop means that the em-
ployers are pledged against manufac-
turing garments under such sweating 
conditions. A collective or individual 
agreement signed with the union is 
more or less a guarantee that the gar-
ments will be made under decent and 
humane conditions a s stipulated there-
• " ' • - . 
open shop, on the other hand, 
stands for thfc absence of any regula-
tion ; it does away with all guarantees 
and safeguards. Employers become 
the absolute maaler*. the autocrats of 
the shop. No individual worker is 
strong eno'ugh to conlpel them to fulfil 
their verbal or even written promises. 
An individual worker in the open shop 
must become servile and submissive, 
or he. (jpouickly made to get out. 
Wherever the practice of the open 
shop has been prevalent, not only in 
our industry but in every other indus-
try, it has brought the shops or fac-
tories concerned to the condition just 
described. Sweating and exploitation 
is a page in the book of experience of 
every cloakmaker, waistmaker and 
every other maker an the ladies' gar-
ment industry. Open shop in the past 
meant a sweat-shop in more than one 
sense, and the planned open shop of 
the Protective Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation means the rule of the sweat-
shop as sure as night follows day. 
Of course, the leaders of the Protec-
tive Association think they have a 
good way of throwing sand in the eyes 
of the public As Mr. Robert Bruere 
has well pointed out, the inside shop 
of a big employer, near his showroom, 
may appear as sanitary as you like, 
but his subsidiary shops, working pre-
sumably on independent lines, but in 
reality doing his work, are sweat-
shops and fi ret raps in every sense. 
Prior to 1910 the open shop was the 
rule In tne cloak industry of New 
York, and everybody knows what the 
workers suffered therein. AH the 
shocking evils of ttome work, over 
work, Saturday and Sunday work, 
sub-contracting, money-
LADIES' GAIHKNT WOXKEA 
other forms of sweating were distinct to exercise harshness and oppression, 
evils which are stilt fresh in the recol- what is to prevent his shop from De-
tection of the public. And the public coming a sweat-shop? You may have 
also remembers the great strike of in tbiis shop all modern sanitary ar-
1910 that was needed to break down rangements, and fire drills, too,—if the 
the revolting open shop system of that employer is the sole arbiter of the h-
F.FTXCTIVE 
bor conditions, these will soon be 
brought down to the level of the 
sweat-shop. 
Therefore, when the Cloak Manu-
facturers' Protective Association deny 
their intention to reintroduce the 
sweat shop and, in the same breath 
assert their determination to operate 
by open shop, they glaringly contra-
dict themselves. The workers cannot 
be deceived by the cloven hoof of the 
employers* pretensions; and the pub-
lic nowadays is sufficiently enlightened 
to realize that sanitary standards alone 
are no guarantee against the abuses 
and malpractices of the open shop. 
time, 
= . - . • . ..• - • 
r s H o r Since then, thanks to 
-rur. MOST the campaign of enlight-
enment conducted by the 
union, the public has been 
educated to the needs of,the workers 
.the shops which the union stands 
r and enforces. It is now clearly 
recognized that the workers must get 
fair wages and work regular hours. 
Their physical condition must not be 
strained by excessive overtime, and 
they must have periodical rest at 
week-ends and holidays. They must 
not be subject to discrimination, arbi-
trary discharge or harsh treatment. The only guarantee for the enforce-
On feeling aggrieved the worker must ment of promised wage scales, and 
have the right to ventilate his griev- working hours is the union being a 
ance through his organization, and party to an agreement giving cxprcs-
should not have to suffer in silence for 
fear that the employer will regard him 
with displeasure if he ventures to urge 
the justice of his claims. It is recog-
nized that even the best employer can-
not impartially judge his own action. 
The only way Ihese humane work-
ing conditions can be guaranteed is is only another term for sweat-ahop, 
through (lie workers* organization be- and that the most effective guarantee 
ing*the collective guardian of their' for promised conditions and pledges is 
rights. For that reason the right to the union shop, collective bargaining 
organize has long been recognized in and arbitration. 
country and state. It is unquestioned. 
It has become an institution in modem 
society* ....'.-. \ 
Open shop is a plain denial of this 
elementary right. In theory the em-
ployer has no objection to the worker 
joining his trade organization. In 
practice, however, he discriminates 
and persecutes him for doing so. - In 
absence of a check upon his desire 
sion to these promises. Only the un-
ion can safeguard to the worker the 
right to bring his grievances before 
impartial persons and get redress. 
All the arguments of the Protective 
Association will not jivail them against 





of New York are 
writing • chapter 
into the history of the Goakmakers' 
Union and the International Ladies' 
Garment Workers' Union, which is 
destined to be a guidepost to all fu-
ture organizing efforts in the needlt 
industry. They are conducting a de-
• 
. 
• • : • 
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cisive struggle which is a supreme test 
of strength between them and their 
organized employers. 
In enthusiasm, determination and 
self-sacrifice on the part of the work-
ers, the straggle is similar to the his-
toric strike of 1910, but it marks a 
different course in the plain avowal of 
the employers to smash the power of 
the union. This naturally adds to the 
zest of the workers' resistance. 
In view of the avowed purpose of 
the lockout being a return to the ar-
bitrary, autocratic rule of the employ-
ers, characterising the period preced-
ing the general strike of 1910,—this 
fact alone is sufficient to stiffen the 
workers* back in this gigantic strug-
gle
 s 
The union is fighting for its rights 
to bargain for the workers with the 
employers collectively or individually, 
for the right t o protect t he workers 
against harsh treatment and vengeful 
discrimination in the shops, and for 
every humane principle, implied in 
conciliation and arbitration, that has 
partially governed the industry in the 
last six years. 
The employers are fighting: for the 
rule of the Bourbons in industry, the 
freedom to crush the spirit out of the 
workers, their unchecked power to 
overawe them into submitting to any 
wages, hours and conditions that it 
would please them to grant. 
* <V * 
There is this fur-
ther difference be-
tween the struggle 
of 1910 and that of 
today. Whereas in 1910 it was a spon-
taneous outburst mostly of a raw, un-
organized mass of workers, who d*d 
not realize the full meaning *of union 
and organization, this year the strug-
gle is waged by a well-organized and 
discipline^ army which has been in the 
thick of industrial warfare more than 
once. j 1 i'A ••-• •':. t?r-




Bearing in mind that in 1910 an al-
most unwieldy, unprepared and ill-
equipped mass of workers of diverse 
tongues stood its ground bravely for 
eight wceksand won, the present army 
of experienced strikers can be relied 
on to hold out for any length of time, 
if necessary. - t ' 
Mr. E. J. Wile, president of the Pro-
tective Association, is trying to create 
the impression that his association will 
"fight it out if it takes all summer and 
and all winter, too." But that is easier 
said than done. If, in the meantime, 
the trade is driven to centers which 
are maintaining friendly relations with 
the union ; if the small, struggling em-
ployer of yesterday will, through this 
struggle, rise to the surface and be-
come the important manufacturer of 
today; if some of the "standpatters" 
of the Protective Association should 
be ruined m the process—something 
which happens in every big strike in 
the needle industry—the latter will 
have only themselves to blame. 
It now seems clear that the plans 
of the Protective Association to crush 
•the union, and remain sole arbiters of 
the labor conditions and of the-lives 
of 60,000 people, have been maturing 
fpr many months. But already these 
plans have miscarried. The employers 
reckoned upon the workers deserting 
the union, bat it was the1 mistake of 
their lives. 
FACTORS A* fighters for their 
FAVORABLE TO lights the cloakmak-
THE UNION
 e r s h a y e a I o n g h i j . 
tory behind them, and they regard the 
employers' estimate of their character 
as a gross insult to them. The em-
ployers and their bought agents may 
try to lure them from the right paths 
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will treat all such under-hand 
rturcs With scorn and contempt. 
Every worker is loyal to the union. 
No one will give himself over into in-
dnBtriil slavery. Every shop and 
every- worker is accounted for m the 
strike halls. The union habit is deeply 
rooted m the hearts of our people. 
Scabbing' and treachery to the cause 
are revolting to their souls and con-
sciences. Besides, they know from 
many years of experience the worth-
less nature of the employers' individ-
ual promises. Without guarantees to 
the anion and without the organired 
power of the union watching over 
, their fulfillment, these promises are 
bound to prove a snare and a delusion. 
Public opinion is entirely on the side 
of the workers. The labor movement 
of the country is heart and soul with 
them. Ample financial support has 
been pledged in 'a l l quarters; Some 
ro.ooo workers have returned to work 
wider union conditions, and these, to-
gether with the numerous membership 
of the International, are pledged to 
contribute a part of their earnings to 
the: strike fundi It might be men-
tinned by the way that the average 
membership of the International for 
-the last six months has been the 
highest on record. Our strongly-in-
trenched position*'-' at Philadelphia, 
Boston, Chicago, Cleveland and recent 
victories in New York and other cities 
give us an immense power to carry on 
this fight for months. 
The manufacturers refuse to see all 
these, to us favorable factors in the 
situation. They refuse to see the signs 
of the. times or reflect that it is too 
late in the day to revert to the open 
shop practice of the past They are 
shutting their eyes to the possibility 
o f this great city incurring incalcula-
ble materialloss if this dispute proves 
long drawn out. These stubborn facts 
are soon destined to disillusion many 
of the more far-sighted and larger-
hearted manufacturers. 
Altogether the outlook for the em-
ployers of the Protective Association 
is hopeless. It maybe safely predicted 
that as soon as they realize their pre-
carious condition they will sue for 
peace with the union individually if 
not collectively. 
" : 
Great of 60,000 Cloakmakers 
A- CoiMft iJ Account of O N TroobU la the Cloak Industry of Now York.—How the 
O a t h M M l f m i w i l Intuited ih . City Mayor and Defied Public Opinion---Official 
Sutemaat by the Union.—Thsir Brutal Lockout s f 30,000 Work*™.—Th* 
Call on the Worker, fay tha Union to Stand United In the Supreme 
Maawnt.—-The Worker*' Enthulastie Raepoaee as Shown by the 
Record March or Cloakaaakers in the Mar Panda nnd tha 
Proud and Unanimous Walkout of 30,000 Additional 
Werners from tha Independent Shape an • Counter 
Strain.—Passing Details of tha Great Struggla, 
Interesting Eajsrawiona of Opinion, Greet-
ings and Meoeagas ' of Sympathy.— 
Facta**.t* rnwor of t t - Unlaw. 
Toward* the end of April pen latent 
rumors of a amoral lockout by tha cloak 
manufacture™ of the Protactlre Associa-
tion began to gain currency. ' Animated by 
a aanae of civic duty and a m Ions to avert 
aad dlatvew befalling KOTO* 3 00.-
« • tosaa of tbli city aa a mult of the 
loekont that waa bonad to darelop Into • 
general strike, a nuinber of publlc-aptrlted 
citiic-na headed by Mayor Mltebel Inter-
reaed In a laudable effort to restore peaw 
to thi* distracted indtwtry. Mayor Mltchel 
immediately Invltad Proaldent Benjamin 
BcksaHigir Of the International aad Mr 
Sfe 
• - . ' • • • - -
. 
K. 0 . Wile, president of tha Manufac-
turers' Association to moat him, the mem* 
ben of the Council of Conciliation, which 
be had appointed In -July last, and several 
representative cltlsens, Includlnf Jacob H. 
Senlff, Oscar B. Strnua. William C. Bread 
Dr. Felix Adler and others. A paragraph 
ID the Mayor's letter read as follows: 
l-aat Summer, at the request of both tha 
Manufacturers' Aaaoclatlon and the union, 
1, ta Mayor, appointed a body of citizens 
to help yon reach a working arrangement 
On the suggestions of this body, an agree-
ment was reached and accepted by both 
parlies. It would bo an extreme mlifor-
itme for either party now to take stepa to 
fraHtrate what waa then accomplished. 
The union had erery reason to feel dls-
utUfled with tha employers' conduct dur-
ing the life of the agreement signed In 
Anxast, '1916. A number of Important 
provisions therein remained a dead letter, 
ind finally the Manufacturers' Aaaoclatlon 
abrogated tha agreement by refusing to 
accept a decision of the Council of Con-
•JlltHon, defining preference of union men 
to mean "union men In good standing." 
Notwithstanding the employers' attitude 
the union accepted tha Mayor'a Invitation 
without question, and International Presi-
dent Schlestnger and Attorney Morris Hlll-
qult officially represented the. workers at 
the conference. The manufacturers,»how-
ever, snubbed the Mayor and tha cltlxens 
named by ft point-blank refusal to meat 
them. 
Mr, Jacob H. Scold said at the confer-
ence that he had proposed a truce until 
October; that no lockout take place or 
strike declared In the height of the season, 
and that In the meantime an effort should 
be made to settle the' dispute. He be-
lieved that the union leaders would eon-
««at to such ft proposition, 
Mr. Morris HHlqult, counsel tor the un-
ion, said that be had not bean able to 
confer with the officers of the Union In 
regard to the suggestion of a trace until 
October, but he fait aura that tha union 
" u ready to conciliate the dispute. Tha 
anion was lacing a struggle for its very 
nUtence, and would, declare a, general 
<Wke If tha lookout went Into effect In 
Hut event the union would pledge Itself 
t,J
 preserve the peace and rely on the olty 
is furnish adequate protection agalnat ae-
sftaJts and insults. 
"T ; 
M i l t , ; .»; 
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EXT RACT PIIOM REPORT OF DR. FEUX ADUUt 
In bis vernal report to the Mayor, At tha 
conference, of the circumstances that lad 
to tha break between the two parties, Dr. 
Adler, chairman of tha Council of Con-
ciliation, made this statement: 
When we gave the Aral decision, the 
Manufacturers' Association were entirely 
satisfied with us. When wa defined the 
word "unionist" to mean a unionist In 
good standing, they threw our decision In 
our faces, and declined to abide by I t de-
aplte the fact that they had agreed to 
abide by the agreement for two years, and 
despite the fact that when after t$ ses-
atona in the hot month of July, we finally 
obtained the consent of both aldsa to the 
agreement It waa understood that the 
CoanoU Itself should be the Interpreter of 
this agreement 
Mr. Mayor, we were acting atrictly ta 
accordance with thla understanding, and 
we were interpreting to the best of our 
ability and In the beat of good faith the 
language of thla agreement, the language 
which defined the preferential agreement 
or arrangement And then we had the 
mortification of finding that one side re-
fnsed to abide by oar dedsio*. 
EXTRACT FROM COMMENT BY THE MAYOR 
Emphasising what you hare already said 
concerning the Interest of the city, and 
what 1 have said.—I think the community 
baa a right to demand at this time that ao 
group or element In it will jeopardise tbe 
public peace at this particular time* If 
this matter should progress to the point 
of disturbance in toe public afreet*, the 
city government would regard It aa necee-
aary to quell those disturbances with a 
strong hand. 
And, Incidentally, of course, under the 
conditions which have been produced here, 
those who are responsible for bringing on 
this oondition must carry the burden of 
that responsibility before tha public. 
EXTRACTS FROM STATEMENTS OT JACOB 
SCM1FF 
Mr. Jacob Schlff told the Mayor'a con-
ference how a number of cloak manufac-
turers, members of the Executive Com-
mittee of the aaaoclatlon and others for 
whom he had great respect and esteem, 
came to him and expressed tha opinion 
that the dispute 
Would bring a great deal of censure 
upon the manufacturers, public opinion 
would be against them, and, more than 
anything else, that it would create anor-
mous suffering among Innocent man, 
women and children, who did not desarve 
I t They said that If a atrlke bad to come, 
they were not willing to take the responsi-
bility for the suffering that would grow 
out of tha consequences of a lockout '• • * 
^ • • : - . . - ' - : - * . - ^ v - . - -
• ' 
LAMBS' GARMENT WOBKD* 
• 
Thee* gentlemen, who are membera of 
the Association bat not member* of the 
Executive Committee, came, and when In-
formed of the circamstancea, wlthoot any 
reserve whatsoever, aided with the men 
who had called upon me, and aald a lock-
out In their opinion waa absolutely un-justified, and unjustifiable and ought to be 
prevented. 
Mr. Schlff added that be had naked (ha 
Executive officers of the union and aaao-
claUon to meet him at hi* residence. Bat 
while the union Immediately accepted, the 
association declined. Mr. 8cblff concluded 
aa foliowi: 
I know, and you will know from what 1 
have aald to you, that the Manufacturers' 
Aaaoclatlon and their Executive Committee 
are by no means a unit In this proposition. 
It la being forced by executive oncers who 
appear to me to have no understanding at 
all of what social justice is. I any It 
frankly, men who take auch n position do 
not deserve to represent a large Important 
trade, and the best thins; the manufac-
turers can do Is to get rid of inch leaders. 
We cannot take such risks aa these men 
will force upon u In this great city. But 
I do hope that the Manufacturers and their 
executive committee understand the situa-
tion, and will make nute to help to rem-
edy i t If they do not, they will leans to 
their coat that public opinion and the peo-
£B of New Xorfc cannot be led by a hand-1 of men to support what la atterly 
wrong. 
STRONG REMARKS BY M*. OSCAR STRAUS 
Mr. Oscar Straus, chairman of the Pub-
lic Service Commtaslon, aaked with char-
acteristic directness: < 
Why la the other aide not hern? Are 
they afraid to come In the open, to meet 
the issue and questions that have been 
raised? The assumption la, by their ab-
sence they are; and the atiatiipUon 1B that 
by not coming here they are decidedly In 
the wrong. It ahows lack of respect for 
that public opinion that Is represented by 
the Chief Magistrate of this city—refusing 
to come here.to confer In his presence for 
the purpose of adjusting what threatens 
to be a serious Industrial war- The public 
la deeply interested in thla. * * * It Is an 
Insult to public opinion, an lnsalt to the 
Mayor aa the representative of that public 
opinion that these manufacturers should 
decline to come here and meet this board 
of conciliation, meet the Mayor aa the rep-
resentative of the public, meet the other 
side, and place upon the table their griev-
ances or objections, so that the public may 
see what are the real merit! of thla 
Rotation. 
STATEMENT OP THE MANUFACTUHERS' ASSN. 
. To all this the manufacturer* rapUa-fl, In 
fee following statement, which la an object 
lesson In the psychology of the employing 
ctaaa: -
-It la to be regretted that In a crlsli of 
this klud, where large Interests are in-
volved and which la the result of a long 
series of events and disagreements cul-
minating In the present crisis, that certain 
Individuals and civic bodies, without sa 
intimate knowledge of the situation, should 
Inject their activities at auch a crucial 
moment 
It la utterly impossible that any good 
may result from thla course, and the con-
tinued effort of outside Influencee in s 
mlagulded desire to force the parties Into 
a false position can only tend to aocento-
ate the feeling that exlsta and to make 
more difficult any future adjustments as 
between employer and-employee. 
STATEMENT OF THE UNION 
The union issued the following state-
ment: 
In aa effort to Justify their unprovoked 
lock-out of 60,000 workers, the Executive 
Committee of the Cloak Manufacturers' 
Association haa Issued a public statement 
designed to lay upon the workers and their 
union the responsibility for the dlsutroBS 
conditions that are hound to follow their 
action. They allege that the union had 
been threatening to strike with the "closed 
shop" as the issue. 
The union n u for more than a year 
made every concession to avoid a strike. 
At this grave moment in our international 
relations, the union feels thai a peculiar 
duty rests upon both the manufacturers 
and the workere to keep the peace. There 
Is no dispute between the two aides that 
cannot be adjusted by arbitration. The 
union's only demand haa been that the 
manufacturers should carry out In good 
faith the decision of the Mayor's Council 
of Conciliation. It la not.demanding the 
"closed shop"; the closed shop has never 
been aa lano daring the existence of the 
agreement which the Manufacturers' As-
sociation haa recently abrogated. 
The facta back of the present crisis are 
these: 
In 1910 after years of anarchy In the 
garment trades, the manufacturers ivmi the 
workers entered Into a collective agree-
ment, known aa the Protocol of Peace, 
nnder which the workers surrendered their 
right to atrlke In Individual shops, In re-
turn for the employers' pledge to mslntsin 
the so-called "preferential union agree-
ment." This preferential union provision 
is Article 14 of the Protocol, and roads: 
"Bach member of the manufacturers la 
to maintain a union ahop, a 'onion shop' 
being understood to refer to a ahop where 
union standards as to working: conditions, 
hours of labor, and rates of wages as here-
in stipulated prevail, and where, when 
hiring help, union men are preferred. It 
being recognised that, alnce there »re dif-
ferences In degrees of afclU among those 
:•-
JONB,! 1910 
«mployed In the trade, employers shall 
have freedom, of selection ai between one 
union man and another, and shall not be 
confined to any list, or bound to follow 
toy prescribed order whatever." 
In addition both ildes joined In the cre-
itlon of a Board of Arbitration to which 
tie* agreed to submit all of their contro-
Ter>iei for final adjustment. 
For five rears the Industry prospered 
under this agreement, largely due to the 
itateamen-Uke spirit of the executive* of 
the Manufacturers' Association, of whom 
one of the most Influential was Max 
Sehwarcs. There has always been In the 
association a minority opposed to the 
ucreement; to the principle of arbitration 
sad to the recognition of any responsibility 
toward public opinion. In May, 1916, Mr. 
Scbwarica went down with the Lueltanla. 
Soon thereafter the manufacturers opposed 
io the eollMtfv* agreement WOP control of 
the Manufacturer a' Aasoclatlon. From that 
time until the present the deliberate policy 
of the Executive Committee of the Manu-
facturers' Aasoclatlon has been to foment 
trouble and to do everything in IU power 
to destroy not only the Protocol of peace, 
bat the union itseir. 
Last year, after the BoaVd of Arbitra-
tion, of which Louis D. Brandeis wa* chair-
man, had rendered a declalon favorable to 
toe union, this new Executive Committee 
of the Manufacturera' Association refused 
to honor the declalon and thus automatic-
ally abrogated the Protocol. The union 
was In a favorable poaltlon to strike. The 
employers had rejected a decision ren-
dered by the board which they had helped 
to create, a new busy season was com-
mencing and the treasury of the union was 
•trong. The union and the workera took 
the position, however, that they owed an 
obligation to the public not to break tho 
peace eo long as arbitration was possible 
Upon their Initiative the Executive Com-
mittee of the employer* reluctantly agreed 
io invite Mayor Mitch el to appoint a Coun-
cil of Conciliation. 
It was at this time that the Interpreta* 
Hon of the preferential union clause was 
first called Into question. The practice for 
fire years had been to Interpret this clauso 
•a a continuous preference, that la, the 
onion worker in good standing wa* to be 
given the preference not only at the actual 
moment of hiring, but throughout the term 
of employment. The manufacturers had 
gWeo preference to union workers in good 
Handing not only at the moment of hiring, 
eat In laying off their workers at the ap-
proach of the alack season, and Io distri-
bution of work. The Council of Concilia-
tion held that it must he bound by the 
•*tter of the agreement and therefore de-
cided that the preferential agreement ap-
plied only at the moment of hiring. The 
union accepted* this decision In good faith 
although It. was a serious defeat. The Question then arose as to the Interpreta-
tion of the term, union worker. The union 
contended that preference mi 
to a worker In actual good et 
moment of employment. The employers 
contended that a man who had at any time 
been a member of the union, whether he 
had permitted his membership to lapse or 
not, wss for the purpose of the preferen-
tial union clause, a union man. On this 
Issue the Council or Conciliation decided 
against the manufacturers. Whereupon 
the manufacturers refused to honor the 
decision of the council as they had previ-
ously Ignored the decision of their own 
Board of Arbitration. They deliberately 
placed the union In a poaltlon where it 
could secure redress of grievances only 
through a strike. 
Having created this condition, the manu-
facturers now charge that the union "had 
been threatening to strike." As a matter 
of fact, the union haa been consistently 
opposed to a warfare la the Industry. II 
belloves that the problems of the Industry 
cannot be satisfactorily aolved either by 
lockouts or strikes, but only through pa-
tient resort to the method of fatrmlnded 
discussion, adjustment and democracy. 
The union Is not asking for the closed 
shop. Its only demand baa been that both 
sides should submit their disputes to the 
arbitrament of an Impartial body, whether 
that body be called a Board of Arbitration 
or a Council of Conciliation. 
i 
UNION APPOINTS GtNERAL STRIKE 
COMMITTEE 
The lockout was to take place on April 
19, and prior to that the Board of Direc-
tors of the Cloak and Sklrtmakere' Union 
and the New Tork members of the General 
Executive Board of the International met 
and perfected plana for a general strike. 
The following members were appointed aa 
chairmen of the various sub-committees 
composing the General Strike Committee: 
General Strike Committee—Chairman, 
B, Schleslnger; Vice-Chairman, J. Hal pern; 
Secretary, L. Langer. 
Settlement Committee, consisting of one 
member from each local and all the dis-
trict managers—George Wlshnsck, chair-
man; J. Woolf. Vice-chairman. 
Finance, Relief and Law Committee— 
consisting of the financial secretaries of all 
the locals and Ab. Baroff, General Secre-
tary 'of the International—Philip Kaplo-
wllx, chairman. 
Organisation Committee—S. Mets, chair-
man. 
Hal! Committee—M. Kovinaky, chair-
man. 
Picket Committee—J. P. Cohen, chalr-





Speakers' Committee—Winer Rosenberg. 
chairman, BOW replaced by Ab. Baroff. 
Committee—B. Schleslnger, chair-
Informatlon Committee—consisting of 
all complaint clarka—H. Wander, i 








UNION issues CALL TO • 
A policy much in favor with employers 
generally i s to danounce the leaders ot the 
workers' organisation aa outsiders, med-
dlers, e t c , ami constantly din it Into the 
•are of the workera that their l eaden 
stand between them and the welfare of 
their employees. If not for thoae med-
dlera the course of the manufacturers 
wonld run very imooth. The lion and the 
lamb would lie down together, and the 
Utter wonld not mind being eaten up by 
the former. At a time of eriali like this 
the employare fall back upon thu—the 
strongest argument in their itock In trade. 
One detail In the policy of the cloak asso-
ciation waa the weakening of the union 
by trying to destroy faith In the lead-
era; and the question waa: Would the 
workera in the ahopa submit to a itate of 
affairs that eliminated the representatives 
of the union from the situation, prevent-
ing them from formulating their demands 
and Inaistlng upon well-defined guarantees 
for observing them? Would the workers 
be misled by thoae whose aim la to grind 
profits out of their toll, or would they fol-
low the lead of their trusted officers and 
stand as one man for the union and Ita 
mission to safeguard their rights?. 
The following call was leaned to the 
cloakmaker* by the Union: 
.The membera of the protective associa-
tion have announced their determination 
to lock out all of the workera In the near 
future, Perhaps, within a day or two, the 
doors of «00 cloak factories in this city 
will be closed and tena of thousanda of 
workera will be thrown Into the street 
The proposed lockout can have only one 
leaning: It Is a declaration of war against 
le union. The powerful organisation of 
the cloakmakers has for years been a thorn 
In the fle»h of the worst exploiters of la-
bor. The anion of the workers has been 
their sole and most effective protection 
against slave driving, starvation wsgea, 
and oppression, and oar employers recog-
nise that they cannot go back to the dark, 
sweatshop days of olden times so long aa 
oar alert and militant organisation remains 
la existence. 
"The union most be destroyed at any 
cost," Is the slogan and battle cry or the 
reactionaries, who at this time are at tbi 
head of (he protective assoclsUon. With 
this end in view, they have been planning 
their attack against the anion for months 
and now they are grimly and. relentlessly 
determined on war. 
They have flatly rejected all efforts on 
the part of the public to adjust their dis-
putes with the union. 
, R*VE INSULTED THE MAYOR 
They btve brasenly declined an urgent 
Invitation of the Mayor of tbla city to meet 
him and the represent a tires of-the union 
In conference. They have flaunted public 
opinion and outraged public sentiment: 
they do not attempt to Justify their Inde-
fensible position, they take the brutal at-
titude of the old time slave holder, tfait 
tbey must break the power of resistance 
of "their hands," that tbey must be the 
lords and caare of the 60,000 cloakmakers 
of this city. 
Against this unprovoked attack the or-
ganised cloakmakers wlU have to defend 
themselves- It will be a straggle of life 
and death. * struggle which will doterralne 
whether the cloakmakers will be forced to 
go bsck to Inhuman employers, begging at 
their doors aa a horde of submissive slaves 
for a chance to work at starvation wages 
and to atand every speclea of Insult aad 
oppression without a murmur of protest 
or show of resistance, or whether they will 
assert their rights and dignity aa workers, 
cltlsens and men, to treat with their em-
ployers collectively on the basis of human 
rights and t o exact In return for their la-
bor a living wage, fair shop conditions sad 
proper guarantees against excessive op-
pression and exploitation. 
WAA NOT Or OUR MAKING 
This war Is not of onr making. The 
employers are forcing It upon us and the 
50,000 workers In the Industry will be 
ready to take up the challenge and to fight 
for their rlghta and existence with al! the 
strength and endurance, al l the enthusi-
asm and devotion, all the persistence and 
self-sacrifice of which they pave shown 
themselves capable of In the put . 
Our employers will not be permitted to 
fight the battle upon the Held chosen by 
them and upon the tarma laid down by 
them. The planned lockout will be Imme-
diately answered by a general strike In the 
entire industry. The workers, once forced 
into the fight will take the aggressive. The 
union will at once formulate a new Hat of 
demands, end there will be no surrender, 
.no peace, truce or let-off nntll the workers 
secure Just conditions of work end life*. 
STAND FIRM BY YOUR UNION! 
To you, the men and women who are 
dally tolling at the machines and tables la 
the cloak factories, making enormous for-







for themselves—to you. the rank sad file 
of the cloakmakers' an ion, we address this 
appeal a t tfala supreme hour of, crlala In 
oar existence. Stand Arm by your union. 
your only strength and hope, Be loyal to 
each other, be t rue to yourselves and yonr 
families. Fight, and l ight until yon have 
..nil. The employers no> doubt will make 
erery effort to indue* you to abandon the 
union and to become traitor* to yonr fel-
low workers'. They wilt offer you ipeclal 
Inducement*, Individual agreements and 
good wag**; they will bo lavish In their 
promisee upon condition that you renounce 
yonr adberenoe to tbs anion. Reject all 
inch offers with scorn. Do not enter Into 
>.r.v private agreements with your employ-
ers; do not negotiate o r deal with them 
on any subject except through the union. 
Remember at all t imes tha t your strength 
lies In your unity and solidarity and In the 
maintenance of yonr union. 
Brothers, the Impending flgfat Involves 
the question of our very life and existence. 
Our cause Is Just. We have the sympathy 
of every thinking and feeling man and 
woman In the community. We will have 
the active support of the , ent i re labor 
movement Let every man do hla duty. 
We mast, we will, win this fight. 
On April 29 the Association employers 
carried their threat into reality and locked 
out all their employees, some 30,000 In 
somber, banding to each worker a circu-
lar, that cast the entire blame on the un-
ion officers and trying to justify their ac-
tion for which they already stood con-
demned In the eyes of t he public. If this 
*as a bait to the workers to desert their 
organisation, then It miserably failed of 
luj purpose. The organised army of cloak-
makers gave two positive answers. One 
answer was the unprecedented turn out at 
tee May Parade, and t he other, the coun-
ter-stroke of the general strike, tying up 
e w y shop In the city. 
AN ARMY O P CLOAKMAKBR8 IN T H B 
MAY PARADE 
The May Parade this year has received 
a tremendous impetus from the cruel lock-
out of 80,000 workers, by the cloak manu-
'•clunra of the ProbKUTs Association. 
The record turn-out of cloakmakers, tho 
numerous banners and expressive signs, 
the proud and erect bearing of the men 
and women marching shoulder to shoulder 
ror many hours—ail thhs seemed to speak 
to the cloak employers, o r as they would 
Hie to call themselves pow, "masters" 
some euch words as these: 
"Would, you break o u r union Jn order to 
I m - i ti" 
prlv" us of the power of organised pro-
test against wrong and injustice? Would 
you s tar t open shops In order to set 
brother against brother In vile competi-
tion for the Job? Hero we demonstrate 
to yon that we shall curb your purpose 
by standing together as one man until our 
battle i s crowned with victory." 
As an answer to the vain pretensions of 
the Protective Association the apparently 
endless contingent of cloakmakers In this 
parade was most decisive. I t was Impos-
sible to mistake Its meaning, and dur ing 
the month of May ths solidity of t he 
fighting army bore out the workers' stern 
resolution to make this a historic bat t le 
for Justice and right. 
One sign said: "Agreements may be 
broken but our union never!" This 
summed.up the thought in all minds, and 
the word never Is now resolutely repeated 
in every hall where the strikers are as-
sembled. 
INDE-THK WALKOUT FROM THE 
PKNDENT 0HOPH 
The second decisive answer followed two 
days later In the walkont from the rest of 
the cloak factories, thus tying up the en-
tire Industry of the city and metropolltsn 
district. They did this In response to an 
order couched la simple business-like 
terms. The very occasion renders the 
strike order historic and worthy of record 
In these columns.- It read: 
The general strike declared to all cloak 
and aklrtmakera of Greater New York and 
vicinity. All cutters, operators, sample 
makors, tailors, finishers, pressors, skirt 
makers, reefer makers, and button-hole 
makers of New York and vicinity are di-
rected to stop work a t 11 o'clock this 
morning, May 3 , 1916, promptly, nei ther 
sooner nor later. Pack up your tools and 
leave your shops and stay out until the 
union's demands, presented to our em-
ployers, will be conceded by them. 
Sisters and Brothers: 
Today. Wednesday, May 8, Is a historical 
day for us all. Today you will declare to 
your employers that they cannot destroy 
your union, and you will demonstrate to 
the world your loyalty to your sisters and 
brothers who were locked out by the em-
ployers' association. 
You are requested to leave your employ-
ment as orderly and quietly as possible. 
Make no arguments and enter into no dis-
cussion with your employers. In going 
dowo, use either stairway or elevator and 
as soon as you leave the factory do not 
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to roar headauartera a s directed on the 
card Riven to the shop clisirmnn. Do not 
wait for any committee to take you down. 
We will send none-. We rely solely upon 
tfte loyalty of our members to cheerfully 
abide by the decision of our organUstlon 
and to atay nut of employment until or-
dered back to work by your organisation. 
Above all give no opportunity to your em-
ployera or other Interested parties to make 
disturbances which may lead to a breach 
of tbe peace and to arrest*. 
Long live th« Cloak sad Skirt Makers' 
itonl 
order of the General {executive Board 
or tbe International Ladies' Garment 
Workers' Union and Joint Board of the 
Cloak and Skirt Makers' Union of 
Greater Now York and vicinity. 
Keen observers described this walkout 
as • strike la "say mood," and this was 
by no means exaggerated; The strikers 
felt convinced of the Justice, of their cause. 
They had learned from experience that 
victory can never be theirs unless they 
make common cause with their locked-out 
brothers and sisters, and eagerly vscated 
the shops, marching good-huraoredly' to 
the halls with deep confidence In the power 
of the union to take care of their affairs. 
It was a woadarful mareb, and Instructions 
were literally carried out. 
REVISED PROVISIONS AND WAGE SCHEDULES 
The General Strike Committee decided 
that the provisions aad revised wage 
schodules cited below shall be embodied In 
the agreements with Individual manufic-
t iirrrs: 
! . The working week shall consist of 
forty-eight boura. -
I. The ten legal holidays recognized by 
law in the State of New York shall be 
observed In the Industry. 
S. Overtime work shall he limited to 
two hours on each of the four first days 
of the week In busy seasons. Overtime 
work shsll be paid for at double rates for 
week workers and at the rate of 76 cenu 
per hour for operators, place tailors u d 
skirt makers, and 80 cents per hour for 
finishers, In addition to regular pay. 
4. Minimum rates for week workers, 
except sample tailors, will remain oa-
cbanged until July 1, 1918. Sample tall* 
ors will receive a minimum of 1*6 a week 
from the date of thla agreement. Otber 
week workera win receive the following 
minimum from July i t 
Cutters, | 8 0 . 
Jacket and reefer - upper presssrs. 
917.60. @B#*' 
Skirt upper preasers. $3&. 
Skirt under pressors, ISO. 
Jacket and reefer under preeaers, 913. 
Piece pressors, $17. 
Drapers, $ H . 
Hasten. $18. , 
Skirt finishers. $12. 
Buttonhole makers shall receive a mini-
mum of 91 per 100 unfinished buttonhole* 
arid a minimum of $1.40 per 100 finished 
buttonholes. 
8. Piece prices shall be settled on s 
basis which will yield to the operator, 
piece tailor and skirt maker ot avenue 
' J 
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skill and experience 76 cents for each 
continuous hour of work and to the fin-
isher 60 contB for a continuous hoar of 
work. 
C. Settlements shall be made by the 
employer with the Joint price committee* 
of nil inside shop and hti outside shops 
In the pretence of a representative of the 
union. 
7. No contractor shall be employed un-
lets he Ii registered with the union and 
unless the .union certifies to the employer 
that he maintains union standards and 
ibat proper sanitary conditions prevail In 
Us shop. 
No new contractor shall be engaged so 
long as there are vacant accommodations 
for work In the Inside shop nor no long as 
lbs contractors at the time working for 
tbe Drm ere not sufficiently provided with 
work, nor to long as each of the contract-
ors now doing work for the employer Is 
not supplied with enough work to fully 
employ at leaat eight machines. 
No contractor shall be discharged until 
the beginning of a new season. 
8. Tbe employer shall divide all avail-
able work as equally as possible among 
his Inside shop and his outside shops, and 
within each shop such work shall be di-
vided as equally a* possible among all 
workers. 
The following clauses were added to 
guard against strikebreaking: 
Whereas, a general strike la now in 
progress In the cloak and suit Industry, 
and this agreement Is entered into upon 
the express understanding that none of 
tbe work to be done hereunder by tbe 
employees shall be done for or sold to 
rtoak and anlt manufacturers whose em-
ployees are on strike, the employer here-
by a screen; 
That until the general strike now pend-
ing shall be formally called off by the 
union he will keep complete and accurate 
records of the names and addresses of all 
concerns for whom be will do work or to 
whom he will sell goods of any descrip-
tion, and that he will exhibit such records 
to the aald union or Its representatives 
whenever requested to do so. 
That, during the pendency of the 
general strike as above mentioned, he w)»., 
If and when requested by the union, am* 
Woy a person designated by said union to 
bare charge and supervision of all receipta 
and deliveries of work and of all ship-
ments of goods of the said employer and 
to keep records of such receipts, deliveries 
and shipments. 
Should the undersigned violate the fore-
going clause he shall be liable tor and 
•ball pay to the anion tbe sum of one 
thousand (|1,000) dollars as fixed, ascer-
tained and liquidated damages for such 
notation, and the foregoing agreement 
•bait in addition thereto become null and 
void at the option of the union. 
The contract also contains a number of 
provisory clausea that In tbe event of a 
collective agreement being subsequently 
concluded, It shall bo obligatory on Indi-
vidual employers to comply with provisions 
therein. 
ruECAtmoru AGAINST HIRED THUGS 
President Schlealnger immediately took 
precautions agalnat tbe possibility of the 
manufacturers employing blred thugs, In 
view of the violence these bought souls 
perpertrate on strikers and pickets. Presi-
dent Schlealnger asked Police Commission-
er Woods to define tbe status of the pri-
vate detective thugs who have haraased 
union pickets In tbe past. In reply 
Schlealnger received the following letter 
from Commissioner Woods: 
I am preparing a general order to the 
police force aa to the law in regard to 
conditions that may arise during strlkea. 
This general order will be made public 
as soon as It Is Issued. 
Tou u k me to define the status of the 
"private guard" under the law. I have 
been advised by the Corporation Counsel 
that private .guards or detectives or watch-
men employed In times of lockout or 
strikes have no more power under the law 
than private cltisens have. It must be 
remembered, however, that a private per-
son has the power of arrest for any crime, 
felony or misdemeanor, committed or at-
tempted In hla presence; and also haa the 
power to arrest any one who has commit-
ted a felony, even though not in bis pres-
ence. Such guards have no power to 
carry revolvers,, unless they have a permit 
from competent authority. 
I am gtad to have your assurance that 
the members of the International Indies' 
Garment Workers* Union will co-operate 
In promoting the public interest. Ton 
may count upon it that the Police Depart-
ment will use all Its efforts to maintain 
law and order, and to give to both sides 
In the controversy their full legal rights. 
In previous mattera of this kind which I 
have dltcnssed with you I have found that 
you asked nothing more than this. 
, .•: ' i . • s • . • . ' • • • ' - ; " 
MK8SAQBH OF ENCOURAGEMENT 
Numerous messages of encouragement 
have been received from our locals In 
Important centers of Industry, from other 
organizations and from prominent dtlxens 
of New York and elsewhere. A few typical 
expressions of solidarity are given here-
with: 
iraist and Drwmakan' Union, Local ts — 
At a meeting of shop chairmen, price 
committees and active members of Local 
16, the biggest local of our International. 
• • - ' • - • • 
TUB LAMM' GASMSKT WOBKM 
B resolution was unxnlmouBly adopted ex-
pressing indignation at the brutal attitude 
Of the employer* of the Protective Asso-
ciation, and encouragement of the heroic 
stand of the cloakmakani against the at-
tempt to break their anion. The meeting 
pledged moral and financial support and 
decided to levy en assessment of one dol-
lar on every member of the union for the 
cloakmakers' strike fund. 
Joint Board of I'kitaMfkU-
"Mey your struggle be crowned with 
smccaos. We wish you a speedy victory. 
We stand ready to aid you with all ID our 
power- Long live the International! Long 
live the Cloak, Skirt and Reefarraakers* 
Unions!" 
SMrfeM**ra' Union of Boston, Local U— 
••Wo congratulate you upon the courage 
you are showing In this struggle, You 
have our fullest sympathy and we pledge 
moral and financial aid." 
J o i n t B o a r d Of Cleveland--
"Accept our expression of sympathy 
with your great struggle for social justice. 
We believe and hope that you will present 
a united, solid front until you will secure 
a complete victory. Our unions have been 
built UP ea a result of many sacrifices and 
great struggles, and we shall not permit 
any malignant power to destroy them." 
Cbsbnaaart* Union of Toledo— 
"We wish you success In your struggle 
and are confident of your victory- We are 
on guard that DO New York work shall be 
made here. Tour fight is our tight and 
your victory'W our victory." 
Bro. Morrit Signan— 
"I congratulate the cloakmakers on the 
courage with which they have undertaken 
the struggle. United by the spirit of 
solidarity you will surely triumph over 
your employers who have attacked you In 
•och an Inhuman manner. Fight for your 
rights. The union is the only protection 
available to the workers, 
"it Is painful to me that chance has 
taken me away from you, and that I can-
not be with you In this sacred moment. 
Stand united and victory will be yours." 
Tkt Victoria** Worker* of Downtown— 
"We, the workers of the Division Street 
stores. In general meeting assembled, on 
Hay 7, 1916. resolve, that as we a n al-
ready returning to work, the union having 
won All our demands, we pledge ourselves 
to assist our striking brothers and slater* 
In every possible way. Long live the Cloak 
and Sklrtmakera' Unions!" 
MESSAGES WOM OUTSIDE ORGANIZAT 10V> 
Fr trident Gompm of the America* Pia\...-;. 
of Z-ooor— 
"The unwarranted attitude and action 
of the Cloak Manufacturers' AssocistJoa la 
arrogantly refusing to meet Mayor Mltchel 
and the conciliation commission be ap-
pointed, and the manufacturers' braien 
lockout of 90,000 of their employees, 
merits the condemnation of every right-
minded man* and woman of our country. 
I ana arranging for Secretary Morrison to 
meet your Executive Board Wedneadiy 
and I am communicating with Treasurer 
Lennon and several organisers to go to 
New York to aid your organisation in the 
most unjust struggle forced upon lite 
workers. I shall come to New York to 
confer with you and the Executive Board 
Sunday, May 11. You may count upon 
every support in securing a well-deserved 
victory against overwhelming greed snd 
tyranny of the manufacturers to at once 
crush the union and the spirit of the 
workers. If the men but stand true, they 
will not only deserve but will achieve 
victory." 
Unittd Uebreic TredeB— 
"Tho United Hebrew Trades hereby ex-
.presses lt» sympathy with the striking and 
looked-otit cloakmakers, wishing tbem a 
speedy and great victory. At the last 
meeting i t was decided to do all in our 
power to aid the eloakmakers In their 
struggle. 
"The United Hebrew Trades calls on 
every one of the hundreds of thousands of 
members affiliated therewith to stsnd by 
the cloakmakers, render them every moral 
and financial support and contribute to the 
success of the strike. 
"The cloak manufacturers cannot escape 
from the organised workers." 
Joint Board of the Furrier* • Vmion— 
"We remember your general strike of 
1B1Q when In solid phalanx and with 
united forces you have compelled the 
manufacturers to recognise your strength. 
the strength of Justice and the Ideals ot 
the labor movement. 
"The strength and power of your or-
ganisation has been s thorn In the side of 








jealous of your solidarity for the welfare 
or your members against whom they bare 
now conspired to nullify all the gains and 
tecompllshments for the betterment of the 
condition* of the working clan which were 
secured after a number of yeara of sacri-
fice, struggle and starvation. 
' "When the Pnrrters' Union, who fol-
lowed you In 1912, have been called on 
strike yon were the first to extend your 
help to the full limit of your resources. 
And we believe that the victory of the 
Furriers' Union and, In fact, lta very ex-
istence, was largely due to your unfailing 
OBBI stance: -
"Now, when the master class of the 
cloak industry have combined to crush 
everything that was built up after long 
years of struggle and suffering, we, the 
Joint Board of the Furriers' Union, wish 
to express to you that we are willing to 
sacrifice everything that will be In our 
power to help you till a victory Is won. 
Our undivided support, moral and finan-
cial, will be at your service at any time 
you wM demand It. ^ 
"Courage, Brothers! Your fight Is our 
tight. Your victory Is our victory. And 
with the combined forces of the entire 
labor movement you will take up 
war and bring It to a successful end." 
Amalgamated Clothing Worker* i* Convention 
.Auembled at Roeketter-— 
"Convention of Amalgamated Clothing 
[Workers of America sends greetings to 
striking cloakmakers of New York. Wo 
are with you In this supreme hoar. We 
are confident that your splendid organisa-
tion will lead lta members to victory, Your 
struggle la ours and we assure you of our 
moral and financial support" 
'The convention of the Workmen's Circle 
held in Brooklyn, N. Y.,—an organisation 
of 45,000 members—sent similar expres-
sions of sympathy and pledges of support. 
Commutes on Industrial and Social Service for 
tht Unemployed— 
"As a means of expressing the good will 
snd sympathy of this committed toward 
the garment worker* In the present situa-
tion In New York. I hereby offer our ser-
vices In a way which we believe would be 
most beneficial to any of the striking em-
ployees who become aerlonsly embarrassed 
financially as * result of the strike. I i n 
"linking particularly of the day! when 
the flghi gets hottest and some 
y « r . 
of the union are almost driven to deeper*- * 
tion becauae of the financial needs of their 
families, 
"These conditions exlatad In 1M« aad 
may be duplicated this summer. We eaa 
then organise Into temporary shops seek 
of them as might be referred to us through 
the union headquarters, siring them work 
to do at repairing garments, wbieh we 
would sell in order to pay them wag** for 
sufficient time or at a auffldent rata to 
provide them with enough money to keep 
up the fight. 
"Even if some variation of this proposi-
tion Is needed, please regard it as sincerely 
made in the hope that we may thus be of 
service -to the cause." 
• 
CC1IRBNT OPINIONS OP TiRAORRfl ANH 
PROMINENT SYMPATHIZERS 
In a straggle of this magnitude It Is 
Interesting- to know the opinions of leaders 
and of prominent cltlsens outside of the 
ranks. We have already noticed what 
such well-known men In the cossmantty 
** Jacob Sehlff, Oscar Straus, Br. Felix 
Adler and others think. We also know 
that the manufacturers think only of how 
to break the union and be "master* In the 
shops." We shall now place before our 
readers some of the current opinion as to 
this almost unprecedented struggle aad 
the responsibility therefor. 
PRESIDENT SOnXKSlNOBrVS 1NTBK-
EaTTTNO OPINIO* 
In an Interview with a reporter of 
the Jewish Forward President Schlestnger 
answered a number of questions ** fol-
lows: 
What changes In the cloak: trade eV> ye* 
anticipate as the outcome of this strike? 
J don't pretend to be a prophet, replied 
Mr. Scbleslnger. I know, however, .that 
each big atruggls In th« trade has changed 
the "mas" of our Industry. Thare wae a 
time when the clonic trade was la the 
bands of real "magnates," In the hands of 
wealthy German-American Jews, such a* 
the celebrated Jonasson firm, Freedman 
Bros., Freedlander, Blumenthal, etc. Dur-
ing the strenuous fight* that these men 
have had with their employees, a*d largely 
owing to them, the Russian Jewish em-
ployer came Into the industry and their 
shops have gradually put the former cap-
tain* of the Industry In the background 
and began to dominnt* the field-
I wish to call your attention to the 
present condition In the trade. There ar* 
approximately over 1,000 employers in the 
industry, of which *G« belong to the em-
• " . » • • . 
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ployera' association. Many or the remain-
ing number ar* not actually tiianiifricttir-(or themselves, but arc sub-inanufac-
rera making goods for the larger Arms. 
. if the employers of the association 
Mulntaln an obstinate attitude for a 
time, what will be the reaulta? The 
anb-manufectarer will And a, way to the 
rarlous stores and buyers In the country 
and' will become the real manufacturer jost aa well a* the preeent employer! hare 
reached their present standing at the ex-
ponae of the wealthy German-Jews who 
controlled the trade years ago. The sub-
manufactnrera will bare the chanoe of 
their lives to take the places of theae flrmi 
In a long drawn out battle. 
What would be the effect of audi a 
change on the condition of the cloak-
ttakenT 
The queatlon. Mr. Schleslnger aald, la 
a very aorioua one. You aee, the cloak-
maker of today la not the man of the 
yean cone by when be would permit hla 
master to mistreat and mlahandle him. 
In the put the employers recruited their 
workers from among people. who came 
from the European countries where no la-
bor movement existed. They were sub-
miiaive and meek and the manufacturers 
could do anything they wanted with tbem. 
The Immigration wares ot the last decade 
have, howerer, brought new men Into the 
trade, men who-hare been under the In-
fluence of the movement for freedom In 
Russia, and some of them hare partici-
pated in It Upon coming here they hare 
passed a thorough-going union training. 
The Russian Jew In the business has 
defeated his predecessor through the sweat 
shop, for which the supply of "hands" at 
one. time seemed unlimited. At present. 
howerer, conditions hare changed alto-
gether. It Is almost Impossible to Imagine 
av cloak ahop today without union condi-
tion!*, and whoever wants to manufacture 
cloaks now must hare a union ahop. 
The Protective Association haa undoubt-
edly miscalculated Its plans In thinking 
that there !• a way of smashing the cleak-
raafcers' onion. The union lives in the 
heart and the blood of every eloakmaker. 
If there was realty ever a possibility of 
breaking the union, there was never a 
more opportune moment for It, than dar-
ing. May, 1915, when the heinous murder 
conspiracy hung over the heads of oar 
union and many of our loyal members 
were Imprisoned. The scab agency of 
Bnlkeas was on the "Job," and the entire 
atmosphere was full of poison directed 
against us. and yet—— 
Well, President Scblealnger smiled, you 
did' not forget, I trait, those wonderful 
days.when our brothers were freed, the 
scab agency obliterated and the employers 
brought before the bar of public opinion. 
If the manufacturers could not destroy onr 
union at that time, what can they accom-
plish now, when not only the organised 
workers of the entire country bnt the 
whole city of New York, the Mayor, ihe 
Mayor's Council of Conciliation, the entire 
press and all the prominent cltlxens of 
this city are with ua In thli struggle? 
The lockout Inaugurated by the em-
ployers la really directed not quite so 
much against the union aa against the 
entire public opinion of New York. 
What doea a lockout signify* Tie 
workera were chased out ot the factories 
In the expectation that they will come 
back begging for their Jobs. That would 
give the employers the opportunity to ac-
cept them back on their own terms. When 
the employees, howevor, replied with a 
general strike to this lockout, the lockout 
became a matter of the past, and that Is 
precisely the condition In the trade now. 
How long will Hilt strike last? 
That la easy. The strike will Isst until 
we win, aald President Schleslnger witfa 
Invincible confidence. 
COMMBKT BY INFLUENTIAI. NEW YOWC 
DAJUE* 
Under the caption "Settle It Peacefully." 
the New York Times ot April 30, said 
editorially: 
An nnuanal situation has developed in 
the present dispute between the msnufac-
turers and the unions in the cloak and 
suit Industry In this city. The unions, 
this time, are on the side of Industrial 
peace, they are willing to have the merits 
of the controversy decided by arbitration. 
The manufacturers, on the contrary, with 
a brusqueneu thst approaches very near 
to discourtesy, have declined the Mayor's 
Invitation to lay tholr grievances before a 
conference of cooclllstlon composed of 
such men as Oscar 8. Straus, Jacob H. 
Schlff, and Dr. FelU Adler. The cloak and 
autt manufacturers are frankly in favor of 
war. They have declared a lockout of the 
30,000 men In their employ. They are 
determined to re-establish the open-shop 
principle, and they mean to fight this 
question out with the unions now before 
the busy Summer seaaon arrives. 
With the particular merits of this dis-
pute the public is not greatly concerned 
But It Is very much concerned In having It 
settled by amicable means. For more than 
five years there has been peace In the 
cloak and suit Industry, thanks to the 
protocol signed In 1910, which established 
the "preferential union shop" and pro-
vided for the settlement of all differences 
by a "Board of Grievances" and a "Su-
preme Court of Arbitration." This pro-
tocol, revived last Summer by the action 
of the Mayor's Council of Conciliation, was 
recently abrogated by the union on the 
ground that the manufacturers had re-
fused to accept certain decisions not In 
their favor. The anion, however, wants 
peace, and It la willing to enter Into a 
new protocol to that end. If the manu-
facturers are not wholly lacking In sens-? 
and reasonsbleuess they wlU not lightly 
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defy public opinion by persisting In a, 
course which Is sure to entail much cost 
ind suffering to their workers, to the city, 
iir.it to themselves. 
The following ptrigrspha are called 
from an editorial !• toe New York Tribune 
of April IS: 
The attitude or the Manufacturers' As-
sociation In the present clothing trade 
iroubles Is nothing short of "the public 
be damned.' Ko other Interpretation can 
be placed on the refusal to meet Mayor 
Mltcbel and the Council of Conciliation to 
confer abont means to avert the threat-
coed lookout scheduled for Saturday. 
Mayor Mltchel Is stating the caee mildly 
when be says that "under the conditions 
which hare been produced here, those who 
are responsible for bringing on this con-
dition must carry the burden of that re-
sponsibility before the public." That bur-
den Is heavy, for the consequences cannot 
fall to be serious—serious to the employ-
ers, the employees and the great body of 
the public, If this unreasonable and arbi-
trary stand be continued. The manufac-
turers will be ill-advised, Indeed, if they 
precipitate upon this city, in this time of 
crisis, the disturbances and dangers of a 
great labor war. • • * 
It Is unthinkable that the manufactur-
ers, who managed to live and do business 
without manifesting symptoms of starva-
tion for some six years under the protocol, 
can be In a condition which compels their 
selecting Industrial war now rather than 
arbitration. Tet they seem bent on plung-
ing themselves, their workers and the pub-
lic Into the thick of I t Their course Is 
wrongheaded, dangerous, a menace to the 
community. It U to be hoped, that the 
saner minds In their association, which 
recognised the advantages of conference 
and conciliation In other years, will regain 
the ascendancy before It Is too late. 
1916 • ' u 
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ROBKItT W. RRUBRK THROWS LIGHT 
ON THE D1BPUTB 
Mr. Robert W. Bruere. the arbitrator on 
the union side under the protocol of peace 
In the waist and dress Industry, and so-
ciological adviser to the International, 
gave an Interesting account of the situa-
tion in the cloak Industry to a eorrespond-
«nt of the New York Times, which Ap-
peared la its magaaine section of Sunday, 
May 7. IMS'. "We cuU from this the fol-
lowing luminous passages: 
In 19l& over 1300.000,009 of women's 
cloaks, suits and skirts were made in New 
York City. Today this industry is turn-
bllog baek Into anarchy. The manufac-
turers have formally and flatly. In several 
statements, told the Mayor, two boards of 
arbitration, several public-spirited media-
tors and the public, to keep their hands 
off. it was the death of their far-sighted 
executive, Max M. Schwann, when the 
Lusftanla' went down, and the resultant 
change in the personnel of the Executive 
Committee of the manufacturers, which 
changed the spirit that had grown up un-
der the protocol, and gave to a minority 
in the association the upper hafld. 
Up to the year 1808 the clothing ln-
dustry in New York had won a bad name 
for Itself. "8weated trades" it was called. 
The Jewish workman wne described as un-
American In his scale of living and work-
ing condltlona. The manufacturers were 
reported greedy and soulless, willing to 
work their men long honrs In unsafe 
buildings, under Insanitary conditions. 
Each of the 8,000 or more-little shops waa 
a hot-bed of discord.. Friction between 
workers and owners was continuous and 
a guerilla warfare ran like grass-flre from 
shop to shop. In the autumn of 1909 the 
smoldering discontent flamed out Into a 
general strike of exceptional bitterness. It 
waa August of 1910 before both sides, 
exhsusted with their destructive warfare, 
sought some likely means to secure per-
manent peace. 
Mr. Bruere goes on to the details of the 
protocol settlement on the compromise of 
the preferential shop clauso which both 
parties accepted and for a period of five 
years conciliated their dispute* or sab-
mltted them to a Board of Arbitration. 
"But the manufacturers say that the 
unions are demanding a closed shop. Did 
the 'preferential union shop' mean a closed 
shop?" Mr. Bruere was asked and replied 
emphatically: 
Certainly not. The unlona made the 
condition that In fairing men, those hav-
ing a union card and known to be union 
men, efficiency being equal, should be 
given the preference over non-union mem-
bers. And they took this stand ea much 
for the manufacturers' benefit a*.for their 
own. For, yon see. In order to have re-
sponsibility on either side there must be 
strength. Unless the majority of the 
workers in every shop were union mem-
bers it would be Impossible for the leaders 
to live up to their agreement with the 
employers. 
The anions bad agreed not to strike. 
If, In deOance of this agreement, the men 
went out on strike In any ahop, their 
leaders would order them back before the 
grievance waa taken up by the manufac-
turers and anions together, if these two 
could not agree, the question went auto-
matically to the Committee on immediate 
Action and In final appeal waa carried to 
the Board of Arbitration. During all this 
time the men remained at work under the 
existing grievance. No representative of 
the union could visit any shop uniesa ac-
companied by someone from the Manufac-
¥ 
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tnrere' Association. The walking delegate 
loot Ua Job uad«r the protocol. 
The protocol shitted the struggle be-
l * w i employer and employee from (he 
•oat* of fore* and paaatoa to Uut of In-
tellgeace and constitutional democracy. 
Moreover, under Its provisions there *«• 
established a. Joint Board of Sanitary con-
trol made tip of representatives of the 
three parties In interest—the public, tha 
writer* and the employers. 
Mr. Braere proceeded to describe the 
work of this board In surveying the In-
dustry, orgtng lmprorementf to bo carried 
M t and lessening tha number of cellar 
shops, fir* haaardi and pest holes. Tha 
board proceeded on the theory, novel In 
America, that the Industry ought to « -
sump responsibility for lis own sanitary 
condition a. 
Continutnn;, Mr. Braere pointed ont that 
conditions were not improved up to *n.7 
decree of present-day perfection. He said: 
That would hare been .too much to ex-
pect in so short a time. One of the most 
•tubborn hasarda in the allied needle 
trades hi the constant danger which many 
of the workers ran of being burned alive. 
For instance, although tho law is manda-
tory In the matter of fire drills and lire 
alarm signal systems. In I I I buildings In 
which "erf located the 3,198 shops of the 
needle trades, In October, 191S, the Joint 
Beard of 8anltary Control reported that 
only 88 were equipped with any sort of 
Are alarm signals, and that In only 18 
were fire drills said to be conducted. That 
means that PI per cent of tha buildings 
la which more than 76,000 workers wsre 
housed >had no system of fire alarm slf-
nale and that In only I per cent, were fire 
drills even repnted to be practiced. 
On the other hand, 88 per cent of these 
building* were equipped with sprinkler 
systems because Insurance companies allow 
a Mg reduction In premiums on building* 
In which sprinklers have been installed. 
Unfortunately for the workers, there ti no 
comparable reduction on any system of 
life-saving appliance*. 
Out of t a b period of co-operation be-
tween union* and employers came an bon-
net endeavor to do away with that curse 
of the Industry, overwork at one season. 
followed by a longer period of partial and 
often entire unemployment at another. 
From July 18 to October 1 avery shop In 
New York is working full time or over, 
on Winter garments. Then come dullness 
and stagnation until about tbe firet of 
January, whan tha rash to fill Spring and 
Summer orders begins. Under these con-
ditions « fialsher who make* good wages 
ftVAugust must remember that he will be 
Idle In November. That's pretty difficult 
for the beat of us to do; It's a great hard-
ship for the aeedleworker. Little by little 
this state of affairs was yielding to treet-
"•! ' iv-\i 
ment The work was being spread orer 
and dovetailed together, so as to lewo 
the worst of tbe rush and to give at leut 
partial employment for th* dull months. 
From 1910 to 1915-there was peace In 
the Industry. • • * The Industry pros-
pered, largely because of tbe far-sigh M 
and statesmanlike spirit of the executive 
of the Manufacturers' Association. ot 
these, Mr. Schwarcz was one of the most 
influential. He was a man of remarkable 
social vision. He and his associates on 
the Executive Committee showed a strong 
sense of public responsibility for the right 
conduct of the Industry. Here's an ex-
ample of a dispute which arose after Mr. 
Schwarcs's death, which I believe would 
have been handled very differently had he 
been alive: 
A year ago, on account of the war, the 
fur market In Europe Was practical IT 
closed. Pur dealers were forced to con-
centrate upon tho American market and 
fur trimmed suits for women became tbe 
fashion. Under the new style machine 
operators w*re hard h i t A few stitches 
served to hold the fur In place, whereas 
hours ot careful workmanship had for-
merly been nordod. Skilled workmen who 
used to mako as much as )80 a week dur-
ing rush seasons found themselves golnc 
home at the end of tho week with only |8 
or $10 In their pay envelope. The new 
styles were working a serious hardship. 
Under former relations the union rep-
resentatives would have gone directly to 
the manufacturers and asked them to re-
consider the piece prices so a* to enable 
the workman to make a living; In fuel, 
they did go, but the employers elected to 
stand on the letter of the law and would 
make no change*. * • \ 
I believe that much of this present bit-
terness I* directly due to the fact that 
under the protocol no machinery was de-
vised to allow both aide* to get together 
except over a controversy. 
Tbe remedy is that the protocol must 
be enlarged to Include some arrangement 
by which manufacturer* and workers ran 
meet on a common ground of discussion 
and united action. Some means must he 
found to bring both sides together, not sa 
boss suad worker, but as cltlsen* of tbe 
Industry and of the community to obtain 
a larger outlook. There are, of course, 
fundamental differences whlcb cannot bo 
removed by conference; these must he 
psssed upon judicially as the protocol proj 
vide*; but any open discussion of non-
controveralsl Issues ha* never been at-
tempted. Any means to Insure thb would 
be a distinct contribution to law and order 
in tha Industry. It'a almost a necessity 
from the point of view of public interest 
The manufacturers' insistence that they 
will not tolerate sentimental Interference 
by the public In this conflict i* absurd 
You can't lock out 60,000 workers from 
their dally bread and say that their neigh-




in the matter. Just think ol the burden 
which organised charity will be called up-
on to bear If this itrlke drags on. How 
are landlord* to collect their rente, or 
irocer* their accounts? What about the 
«tlra DO) Icing needed to prnbtnt the (treetiT 
• : 
Following the publication of thin artlele 
the Protective ARaocIatloa disputed the 
point made therein as to most of the 
ihopt still being flretraps, etc. To this 
Mr. Bruere replied as follows: 
A manufacturer who hai, say, four hun-
dred cloakroakern working for hiin. em-
ploys one hundred directly and the re-
maining three hundred Indirectly, through 
the medium of "contractors" employed in 
moat cases excluelTsty for him. The di-
rect employees compose bis "Inside shop." 
This Is located In the Fifth Avenue dis-
trict, la mostly clean and sanitary, and 
wrves as a enow-place for buyers, factory-
Inipectors and the public at large. The 
other three hundred worker* are crowded 
In dark, old. Insanitary loft buildings in 
the heart of the tenement-house district 
on the lower Kast Side, which are often 
rentable fire-traps. 
As an Illustration of this Ingenious ar-
rangement I may cite the shops of no leas 
n person than Mr. B. J. Wile, the presi-
dent of tbe Association. Mr. Wile main-
tains a well appointed shop a t No. 160 
Fifth Avenue, in which he employes when 
they are not locked out, about 160 per-
wns. He points a t It with prldo. But 
the bulk of his workers, about 600 In 
number, are distributed among a dozen 
contractors, six of whom aie the following: 
Sllversteln A Sllveretein, 65 Ooerck Bt. 
Yoseek. 67 Lewis Street 
Welssman, 67 Lewis Street 
Bloch, 77 Sheriff Street 
Bloom, 110 Attorney Street 
Kats, 821 East 3rd Street 
What Is true of Mr. Wile, holds equally 
true of a very large number of the leading 
members of tbe Association. 
The "sweat-ahops" maintained by the 
numbers of the Protectivo Association run 
tnto many hundreds and they are con-
stantly on the increase. The Union has 
been unable to adequately cope with thorn 
because they operate under the protection 
of the association (perhaps that Is why 
the latter styles itself Protective Associa-
tion). The Joint Beard of Sanitary Con-
trol has been unable to eradicate the evil 
*••-•:-IUEO it was not given the force or 
nioana required for such a gigantic task. 
Ttiat 1B why one of the principal demands 
o< the Cloakmakers' Union Is for a proper 
npervlslom of the contractors' shop*. •-
VICE-PRESIDENT WISHNACK OK THE 
SITUATION 
*• reply to a correspondent Bro. Wlah-
owk laid: 
The strike In the non-association shops 
and the settlemeutB effected have exploded 
a pet charge against our onion. 
At every meeting of the Board of Arbi-
tration, Mr. Julius Henr / Cohen, the for-
mer attorney of the association, persist-
ently charged that we did not control the 
Independent shops. At the time the pro-
tocol was abrogated In 1916, Mr- Max 
Meyer hurled this accusation against us In 
the dally press. 
Well, on May S we refuted this baseless 
charge against us with stubborn facts. On 
that day, when the workers walked out of 
the Independent shops, we have proven 
that our union controls the entire trader— 
the Independent as well as the association 
•hops. , . ; , . ^ . J J 
- • • 
EMPLOYERS APPRECIATING ONION 
RULE 
l a a complimentary letter to President 
Schleslnger after their firm had settled 
with the union, Welnstiln Bros., one of 
the largest houses In ths Industry, wrote 
as follows: 
We have had no trouble In conducting 
our business with union help. We would 
rather have a "whole union factory" than 
one-half union and one-half non-union, aa 
this would only serve to create a tot of 
dissatisfaction and dissension among our 
help. We are always on friendly terms 
with our employees, and when a friendly 
feeUng exists all small matters are easily 
adjusted. 
The root of all evil la the cloak trade 
arises principally from the Illegitimate 
manufacturera who themselves do not 
profit thereby, but give a certain class of 
so-called "manufacturers," who, in reality, 
are what Is known in the trade as "cut-
throats," an opportunity, without having 
to undergo the general oipenses of a legit-
imate cloak manufacturer, who requires 
designers, sample' handa and other enor-
mous expenses, to produce the original 
garment. This c lan of "manufacturers" 
has coats made op In a little side street 
factory, where the employees labor from 
twelve to fourteen hours a day, and where 
they do not have to comply with union 
demands, for 60 per cent, leas than the 
legitimate manufacturers have to pay for 
their labor. • • • 
We signed this contract, not for the pur-
pose of becoming popular with the union 
or from a monetary standpoint of view. 
We signed it In good fsith. with a spirit 
of fairness. Why enter Into a prolonged 
strike without having any certain purpose 
in rlewJ We do not intend to take ad-
vantage of the strike conditions that exist, 
as we have our regular customers to look 
after, and we will deliver all our orders to 
them at the original prices quoted. 
.' * - ;' 
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^ 9 B I « LADIES' GARMKNT WORKER 
A. F. W L. FOLLOWING I B B STRUG-
OLE WITH KEEN INTEREST 
President Bamuol Compere sod Secre-
tary F r u k Morrleon of tha American 
Federation of Labor In course of last month 
nulled union hesdauarter* and some ot 
the halli where tho Strikers are assembled. 
Praaldant Compere addressed a crowded 
meeting of atrlkera at Beethoven Hall and 
Rave them encouragement and advice. 
Referring to Mr. Wile's plaint before tha 
convention ot tha National Association of 
Manufacturers, President Compere aald: 
Wlla spoke before a convention of 
an organisation made np of men upon 
whom tha courts of the United Statea had 
placed the atamp of dishonor and corrup-
tion. 1 can understand how those words 
of President Wlla found a lodgment In 
mlnda and the hands and tha pocket-
books of the membera of tha National As-
sociation of Manufacturars. For among 
tbe gentlemen who he addressed la no auch 
stuff in their body and make-up as their 
pockatbooks and their bank accounts. It 
Is an organisation of men who nave no 
coucapUon of modern industrial condi-
tions; It Is an organisation of men which 
In industry Is leading today, but In con-
cepts of human rights and human free-
dom, lire in tha 16th century. They be-
Uere that the working people today in this 
Republic of the United Statea, have no 
mora rlghta than did the slaves and serfs 
of tha ISth century. But they vrill have 
to reverse their Judgment and will have 
to change their force, for It Is writ upon 
the affalra of our time that the working 
people are determined and will achieve the 
rlgata to manhood and womanhood. . 
Mr. Prank Morrison speaking for the prose 
re marked: 
No lockout has been successful. It la 
hardly ever Justifiable. It baa but one and 
In view—the decimation of the ranks of 
organised labor. It la a sort o< "we'li-
aUrve-you-nrat, then-you'll-be-glad-to-eome 
back-to-us-indrvidually" policy. 
It la that kind of policy that strengthens 
the backbone ot the labor movement In-
stead of weakening It. In this Instance 
we are not at all without hope. I atlll 
believe It possible to settle the dispute if 
the association will meet us half way. In 
the event that It doesn't, then of course 
there la nothing left to do but go ou strik-
ing. ODD thing la certain, the union will 
not surrender Ita identity. It can't he 
crushed. Organised labor won't allow It 
to be crushed. If support la all that la 
needed, tha strikers will have nothing to 
complain of. 
Recently a group ot the moat widely 
known and ableat writers in America have 
Bent ta the union their expression? of sym-
pathy and co-operation. After reviewing 
. . : • - ; . • • . • • • . . • . . . . . • 
the evidence, they have come to the con-
clusion that the lockout declared by the 
Manufacturers* Association was Indefensi-
ble, wrong-headed and against the public 
Interest. They have proposed to organize 
a committee to co-operate with other cltl-
sens and civic bodies ID bringing the truth 
home to the public'* 
In thla group of writers and publicists 
are: Miss Ida Tarbell, Mlsa Fannie Hurst.' 
Leroy Scott, Harvey J. O'HIgglna, Char lei 
Rand Kennedy, Percy MacKaye, Walter 
Pritchard Eaton, Ernest Poole, Rupert 
Hughes, Thompson Buchanan, Jesae Lynch 
Williams, Louis Joteph Vance. 
NATIONAL CONSUMERS' LEAGUE PRO-
WOT AOAIN8T CLOAK MANUFAC 
TURERS ASSOCIATION 
On May 18, 1916, the Executive Com-
mittee of the National Consumers' League 
adopted the following resolution of pro-
test Mr. Newton D. Baker, Secretary of 
War, the president o' the Leaguo, pre-
sided: 
Whereas. The present lockout of 60,000 
workers In the New York garment trade* 
Is of national importance as the goodi 
manufactured hare are eold throughout the 
country, and 
Whereas, The present crisis Is due to a 
refusal of the Cloak, Suit and Skirt Manu-
facturers' Protective Association to comply 
with the decisions of the Council of Con-
ciliation appointed by the Mayor of New 
York City last July following the abroga-
tion by the employers of the protocol 
agreement; 
Whereas, The manufacture™ have re-
fused the direct request of the Mayor to 
enter Into negotiations either with the 
repreeenUtivea of the public or the gar-
ment workers; 
Be It Resolved that the National Con-
sumers' League recommend to the Indi-
vidual leagues to protest to the above u-
soclatlou of manufacturers against the ar-
bitrary stand the manufacturers bsre 
taken agslnat the public as well as agalnut 
their employees, at the aame time affirm-
ing the Interest ot the public In tbe Im-
mediate settlement of this dlapute. 
MR. K. J. WILE ATTACKS THE UNION 
The president of the Protective Associa-
tion who refused to bring his grievance! 
before a committee of impartial person* 
headed by Mayor Mltohel, poured out his 
troubles and the vials of his wrath at the 
convention ot union hetere and peraecn-
tore—tbe National Association of Manu-
facturer*. If Jacob Schiff and Oscar Straw 
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certsln that hie hearers at the convention 
will not make them when the rush of the 
tenon HU in. For that the manufac-
turers win have to make peace with the 
union. So far, the only sympathy (If any) 
Mr. WOe got for bis "poor" colleagues 
«n at this convention of an organization 
hostile to labor. 
He attacked the anion as socialists, com-
munists1 and anarchists, and sneered at the 
members of the Council of Conciliation as 
upllfters. Of coarse. It might be said that 
It Is better to be upllfters than degrader*. 
which Is what the Protective Association 
wants to he, but It would be wasting a 
flse argument on Mr. Wile who is bent on 
fighting the union "all summer and vrln-
ter, too", tor the open shop. Let him rest 
assured, be will not get It. 
FEDERATED WOMEN'S CLUBS DISCUSS 
THE STRIKE 
At a meeting held on Thursday, May 
15th, under the direction of the Women's 
City Club, attended by representatives of 
all the civic organisations of the city and 
delegates to the Biennial Convention of 
Federated Women's Clubs, the cktakmak-
Ms* strike received sympathetic attention, 
and the attitude of the Manufacturers' 
Association was severely criticised. The 
Manufacturers' Association had been In-
vited to state Ita aide of the controversy, 
bat Mr. Wile, its president, wrote saying 
tost the association did not believe In out-
side Interference and; was "tired of pro-
fessors and upllfters." 
Among the organisations represented 
••re the National Civic Federation, Colony 
Club, Young Women's Christian Assocla-
UOB, Young Women's Hebrevr Association, 
Consumers' League, New Yofk Federation 
or Women Teachers, Cosmopolitan Club, 
Women's Trade Union League, Women's 
Professional League.. Women's Medical 
Association, New York Bute Woman Suf-
frage Party, Association Opposed to Wom-
M Suffrage, Women's University Club, 
Association of Catholic Charities, Pen and 
Brash Club, Heterodoxy Club, Women's 
forum, and representatives of many wom-
«'• publications. 
Mrs. Learned Hand, president of the 
club, who opened the meeting, said that 
the women of the city, who were the con-
sumers of the product of the garment in-
duatry affected by the strike, had a right 
to know all about if. 
The union waa represented by President 
Schleslnger, Morris HUlqutt and Robert 
W. Bruere and stated tbe case for the 
workers. The manufacturers were Intent 
on starving the workers In order to secure 
their submission, was the burden of their 
addresses, but, said Miss Mellnda Scott, 
president of the Women's Trade Union 
League: "They will starve ns, but tbey 
will not beat us." 
President Schleslnger said he had beard 
that tbe manufacturers planned to open 
their shops soon, and had arranged for tbe 
employment of gunmen. He appealed to 
the representative women to help the 
workers In the struggle. "We shall be 
glad to have ydur help," he said, "but If 
you don't help us. w« shall win anyway." 
To sum op, the situation at the time of 
writing la as follows: 
(1) The manufacturers have estranged 
public opinion, which Is entirely on the 
side of the workers In the struggle forced 
upon them. 
(>) Several hundred Independent shops 
Including a few members of the associa-
tion, have settled with the union, and some 
12,000 workers have'returned to work un-
der Improved conditions. 
(3) Those at work have pledged IS per 
cent of their earning? and more, if neces-
sary, toward financing the strike. 
(a) The union has the promised sup-
port of the labor movement in general and 
of a number of large organisations In par-
Ucular. 
(B) There la absolute unity Is the 
ranks, When tbo necessity for making 
sample cloaks arises, the manufacturers 
will climb down. They will find that they 
have been mistaken In believing: them-
selves able to smash an organisation 
which Is so deeply rooted In the minds 
and hearts' of the workers; an organisa-
tion which haa Impressed the public ss 
being conducted on reasonable, business-
like lines. Tbe manufacturers will find 
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Before w« proceed to farther detail of 
the work accomplished by our union In 
the last two yean, 1t will be of interest 
to glance- at the machinery of our organ-
isation—the methods and procedure em-
ployed In protecting the members In the 
Onr experience In dealing with the 
mannfactarers began In 1918, and since 
than we have had a definite policy. This 
enabled as to turn the changes effected by 
the reTlsed agreement Into a blessing for 
the whitegoods workers. Tat our union 
has never overestimated its powers, any 
mors than It haa permitted them to be 
Ignored or slighted. 
We impress on oar members the : 
that through the agency of the union they 
have acquired rights in the shops; but we 
also make clear to them the limits to 
which we can go. Thus we avoid unnec-
eonfllets with'the employers. So 
long as the workers* desires are In accord 
with the agreement, our union mslntslns 
a firm attitude and proud bearing. Where 
the workers' demands are unjust we tell 
them frankly that we cannot Insist on 
them. It Is not our policy to encoursge 
the workers to demand things that cannot 
Da attained. 
it Is not our aim, any more than It is 
the aim of unions generally, to drive em-
ployers out of business. Our aim Is to 
defend the workers' rights, to effect more 
trade Improvements and ease the harden 
of the workers. 
We believe In peaceful negotiations with 
the manufacturers. When, however, they 
attempt to deny rights- and. privileges we 
are ready to draw the sword of the strike 
and strike hard; 
But as a matter of' fact we use this 
•word only as a last resort In our rela-
tions with the Cotton Garment Mannfao-
Swrs* Association the strike has been 
ruinated. The anion does not even em-
I 
ploy an attorney; and, so tar, we have had 
no use for arbitration or outside Impartlii 
conciliators. We negotiate, discuss with, 
try to prove snd convince the employers 
that the union Is right In Its contentions. 
Those are the weapons the union employs 
in all disputes between employees and em-
ployers. 
Trme, It Is often hard to convince sn 
employer of his unjust actions. For that 
reason It la necessary to keep the anion ID 
good fighting trim. The most Impressive 
argument is the fact that the union.Is 
determined to protect the workers' Inter-
ests at all eost 
The Grin vane o Board, created to adjust-
disputes upon which the representatives 
of both parties csnnot agree, is not greatly 
over-worked. Bro. Shore, the manager of 
our union, always contrives to preaent the 
case for the workers with due effect and 
achieve the desired results. Our effort to 
enforce the provisions of the revised 
agreement wss accompanied by a number 
of disputes. 
THE MINIMUM SCALE, SETTUNO PRICES AND 
THE QUESTION OF DISCHARGE 
The minimum scale for week workers nt 
first cansed much friction. In the shops 
where a large number of week workers 
are employed and many of them were 
poorly paid, the employers were reluctant 
to grant the stipulated lACjewe of a ?I.M 
to M a week. But ss this increase had 
become a law In the trade, it was decided 
to discipline such employers. Frequently, 
oven the official representatives of the ss-
soclatlon sought a loophole of escape from 
the legitimate demands of the union. Os-
tensibly this was done to safeguard the 
interests of Its members, and such actions 
were the cause of differences which the 
Grievance Board had to decide. 
Eventually the minimum scale became 
a definite rule in the trade and is now 
understood by every manufacturer. lt» 
introduction hat abolished the Inhuman 
. 




nxploltatlon of former times when employ-
ers bad bad the sole power to determine 
wsges. Now It la only necessary to u w r -
taln the length of time a worker haa been 
smployed fn the trade. If ahe haa been 
working at the machine or with the 
pressing Iron six months she must be paid 
not less than 17.50 a week. Bearing In 
mind that In euch a trade aa ladlas* under-
wear, there Is a constant Influx of young 
girls who In the "good old. tlraee" recelred 
inj sort of wages for years at a itretch, 
oar present minimum scale la a great gain. 
Similarly la the case with our piece 
workers. The abolishment of the added 
10 per cent, at the end of the week, and 
the Introduction of tho t«at la settling 
prices on a-definite minimum basis, under 
toe superrlslon of the price committee. 
has at first called forth much mlsunder-
•tandlng. Bat with the Increasing ampli-
cation of this mode of aettllng prices the 
complaints' against abuses ID tble regard 
hare been reduced to a mlntmuo. 
In regard to discharge, the contract 
provides that no worker shall M discrim-
inated against on account of union ac-
tivity. Upon this being proven, the said 
worker shall be reinstated. 
Union activity does not only atean def-
inite service in the cause of the organisa-
tion, but also an effort on the part of the 
worker to maintain anion conditions, set-
lllng prices In the prescribed manner, etc. 
Natural/ upon discharging members of 
toe union, employer*, allege reasons tend-
IDS; to disprove the union's claim of dis-
crimination. We cAn. however, safely as* 
sert that all such complaints In the asso-
ciation shops are satisfactorily adjusted. 
The contract provide* that upon work-
ers refusing to start'work for the limited 
period of twenty-four hours. It Is not ac-
counted a stoppage or a breacb of good 
faith In our relations with the employers. 
Tet even such permissible stoppages are 
seldom practised. Generally speaking, the 
manufacturers and our members have be-
come accustomed to deal with sbop ques-
tion* without excitement and without hys-
terics. The revised agreement had caused 
disputes here and there, and our union 
'as busy adjusting tbem In order that our 
members might benefit by the new pro-
*laioas. Subsequently these matters were 
H arranged that (*!• union was able to 
msa 
m 
apply Itself to certain sore points then 
still waiting to be straightened out. 
THE CONTftACTO* QUESTION 
The contractor question has been occu-
pying attention ever since tho strike of 
1918. At the termination of the strike, 
when the union entered Into the first col-
lective agreement with the Cotton Gar-
ment Manufacturers' Association, It was 
determined that In the shops of the con-
tractors there must prevail the same con-
dition! as those obtaining In the trade as 
a whole. 
I t was, however, clear to us that it 
would not be practical to apply In the 
contracting shops the same methods of 
control sa those In operation In the asso-
ciation shops. The union, therefore, de-
cided to deal with the contractors In the 
same way as with the manufacturers hav-
ing Individual agreements. This the asso-
ciation opposed, claiming for the contrac-
tor* the same privileges aa were enjoyed 
by its members; and when the union felt 
compelled to call strikes In contractors' 
shops the association protested and ar-
raigned Brother 8. Shore, the manager of 
the local, before the Grievance Board. A 
dispute with the association arose, The 
contractors remained under the protection 
of the association, and the union had no 
alternative than deal with the contractors 
In case of dlspuU M with association 
shopa. This practice was followed during 
the Ufa of the first contract with the as-
sociation. 
When, the new agreement guaranteed to 
the workers many improvements, these 
were understood to benefit also the work-
ers of the contractors' shops. This is dis-
tinctly provided for In the agreement. But 
white some contractors compiled with this 
provision, many remained obdurate: and 
when the matter was brought to tho no-
tice of the association, the latter suddenly 
changed front, giving the union a free 
hand to bring the contractors under con-
trol. :". 
The leaders of the association probably 
assumed that the union bad no Influence 
over the workers. A rumor had reached 
tbem that due to unemployment the 
workers in some shops had stopped paying 
dues; but their strategy proved faulty. 
Though some of the workers In the con-
trasting shops war* not quit* near to the 
• 
• 
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union, (hey immediately responded to the 
call and were ready to defend their rights 
even If It were necessary to wape a de-
termined struggle. 
The onion readily accepted 111* chal-
lenge of the association In regard to the 
contractor* and began an active organic- -
Ing campaign In the contractors' shops, 
which are located almost entirely In 
%oklyn . 
Soon the contractor* perceived that th* 
aaloa w M proparlns to call their workere 
ont on strike. They organised an associa-
tion and applied to the nnlon for a settle-
ment without a strike. After severs! con-
ferences our manager. Bro. Shore, suc-
ceeded in effecting an amicable settlement 
through which the workers gained many 
rights. The union now exercises direct 
control over the** shops. 
Thus the sore contractors' question was 
solved. It was no easy task, it mum not 
be forgotten (hat the work was undertaken 
in hard times, when unemployment wss 
rife, and the shadow of the frame-up hov-
ered over our movement, Including our 
anion, bet us brleny refer here to the 
arrests. 
THE AME5T OF BROTHER SHORE AND OUR 
MEMBERS' HE PLY 
Among the arrested labor leaders who 
w*r* accused of various crimes waa also 
Manager Shore through whom our local 
was dragged Into the conspiracy hatched 
by creator** of the underworld. The ene-
mies of labor, In their attempt to discredit 
the labor movement, aimed likewise at oar 
organization. 
A wave of Indignation spread crrer our 
members at Bro. Snort's arrest, sad, per-
vaded by • rare spirit of unity and devo-i d ; 
mmM Uon to th* nnlon, tbsy tightened their 
ranks. Increased their strength and re-
doubled their loyalty to the organisation— 
the source of their hopes for a brighter 
and better life. 
Our local and dlatrlct meetings of that 
time will ever remain engraved on the 
minds and besrtsvof our members. At those 
meetings they expressed wholesome detes-
tation of the enemies of labor and gave vent 
to their fond concern for the tortured souls 
of our accused brothers In the determina-
tion to do all In their power to refute the 
mentions end lying charges against them. 
They gave practical expression to thrir 
feelings by raising a defence fund, And 
when one employer—Sdelson A Son—vnt-
tnrsdl to tease his employeee with an ;••• -
leal referenca to the arrest of our mm-
ag*r, they all stopped work and struck u 
a protest The protest had an lmmedlite 
effect, for the association quickly apolo-
gised for the employer's levity. 
Equally with all the unions our korai 
passed through a trying but also an 
loterosUes; time—e time of excitement sod 
enthusiasm, reflecting a* In a mirror the 
soul of the masses, their loyalty and de-
votion to the union. 
It Is unlikely that the Indicted Intor 
men will ever be placed on trial There 
la a universal conviction that the chaw? 
were baaed on falsehood and conceived in 
corrupt motives. 
That time was, of course, character lied 
by. extraordinary activity, hut at no tine 
baa the pulee of the union ceaaed throb-
« • V**.*.'S 
OUR ORGANIZING WORK 
While our attention is constantly occu-
pled with maintaining the condition* won, 
we must at the same time look out lor 
newly opened shops and hare them or-
ganised. On the advent of the busy stt-
son such shop* are usually opened, and It 
was necessary to form an organising com-
mittee to bring these shopa under the 
control of the union. Work of tnt* kind 
baa to be done also In the aasocistlon 
shops. 
Although our new contract provide* 
much more clearly than the first contract 
for th* status of union members In tha 
•hose, the problem ae yet has out 1K*« 
completely solved, and friction In regard 
to the point often arises between the ta-
lon and association. We must, therefore, 
continue our organising campaign, our 
work of educating the workera In the trade 
to a knowledge of unionism. It Is an «• 
gent and useful work, bringing good re-
sults. It makes the members active. It 
keeps them In close touch with the «r-
ganbtation and gtvee them a sense of 
responsibility In union affaire. 
The work le done by our shop chairmen. 
th* members of the Executive Board sad 
many members drawn from the rank sid 
ale, and It ts to them a labor of lore asd 
• 




devotion. The writer of those lines Is 
Identified with this work In the union. 
Aside from ordinary circulars our union 
liaues bulletins from time to time, giving 
ID account of passing erents and develop* 
n«nts. On special occasions the union 
calls member meetings In some of the 
largest hal ls . These meetings s re verit-
able demonstrstlons of the power of the 
organisation. ThUB our union Is contin-
ually pulsating with life and movement. 
Needless to say that we do not hold aloof 
from the general life of the larger labor 
movement. 
OUI PAKTICIPATJO?,' IN THE OEMt-HAl. LABOR 
MOVEMENT 
The Whltegoods Workers ' Union does 
not fall to be represented In every general 
activity of Labor. In case of strikes In 
any trade our union readily lends assist-
ance.- We a r e represented In the central 
M i e s and stand in the forefront of 
t he labor movement among the Jewish 
workers. i 
THE IMMEDIATE OUTLOOK 
We are now preparing to s tar t a vigor-
ous organising campaign on a large scale. 
During this year we must meet In con-
ference with the association and discuss 
new demsnds. Let ourtpeople hold them-
selves In readiness. A (labor organisation 
Is never assured of a peaceful life. I t Is 
possible that thla time an open conflict 
may be .brought about. 
The oewly opened shops will have t o be 
brought under the Influence of the union. 
In order to equalise conditions In all shops. 
The union feels strong enough to take up 
this work and has high hopes of carrying 
It through. 
Our union comes to the Thirteenth Con-
vention of the International throbbing 
with life and quickened with hope or cer-
tain success In the near future. 
- ; • . - . 
• • Report of Misses' and Children's 
Dressmakers' Union 
I wish t o report on the trials and ups 
and downs Local 60 has gone through, and 
(he success achieved, In order that the 
International and all Its am Haled locals 
may rejoice with us. 
In July, 1914, Local 50 had existed only 
on paper. Through the generosity of the 
International and Its far-sightedness the 
local has been kept going. Realising that 
(here was excellent material among the 
workera In the children's dress line for 
building s s trong and substantial union, 
ue International has paid the entire ex-
pense necessary to conduct Its affairs, in-
cluding rent and organiser 's salary. 
In October, 1914, President Schlesioger 
placed Brother 8. Martin as organiser of 
the workers In our t rade. Brother Martin 
did bis level best, but the conditions 
throughout the country, particularly In the 
needle indostry, made It ra ther a dis-
couraging task for Brother Martin and his 
•ssiatsnts. and for a t least three months 
hardly any results were accomplished. 
When the spring season set in In Jan-
nary. 1916. the work of organising became 
**>ier, owing to the fact that In the pre-
vious three months the workers' griev-
ances and complaints bad been adjusted 
irrespective of their being union or non-
union. The workers realized tha t t he In-
ternational meant business, and that their 
ev/ery need and want would be attended to. 
providing they would join the ranks and 
help building up a strong organisation. 
Tbe result of the agitation and organis-
ing work was that in July. 1915. we had 
a membership In good standing ot ap-
proximately 1,500, while In July, 1914, we 
bed possibly 100 members. During; all 
t h a t time we were doing business with the 
Children's Dress Manufacturers' Associa-
tion as far as possible, and with the con-
t ractors Individually, although they had 
an association of their own. 
In tbe meantime we elected an Executive 
Board, held semi-monthly member rnset-
Ings In the different boroughs where we 
had established branch offices, and Insti-
tuted systems that made It possible for 
Local SO to thrive under tbe direct super-
vision ot the International and its organ-
isers. 
in July, 1915, Bro. Martin resigned and 
m-" 
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succeeded by Bro. SoloTloff, who COD-
tinned the work of organising and attend-
ing complaints for about ten weeks. Upon 
resigning. Bro, Solofloff was succeeded by 
our present manager, Bro. H. Green berg. 
Bro, Greenberf. with * loos experience 
as one of- the omoera or the Watat and 
Dressmakers' Union, Local IB, brought his 
knowledge to bear on our affairs, with the 
result that we hare succeeded In organls-
1ns a membership in good standing of 
4,600 to 6,000. 
By adjusting grievances of Individual 
members, calling shop meetings and mass-
meetings. Bro. Oreenberg had brought it 
about that, at the end of January, 1916, 
when the strike In the children's dress 
trade was called, the call was answered by 
fully eighty per cent of the workers In 
the trade. 
The strike was called on January 31st 
and was set tied-on March S, 1916. Details 
ot the agreement (already published) show 
: we have gained considerable Improfe-
ts. 
You are all aware of the bitter struggle 
we fought for Ave weeks. The heroic 
manner In which oar girls and men stood 
the test of police abuses, starvation, Incle-
ment weather, and yet won the strike, 
should assure you that the work, energy 
• . . . . 
_ and money spent by the International has 
bntlt up one of the best local onions, | 
feel positive that Local 60 has cone to 
stay, and that we shall not bate a rep««. 
Uon of the experience of 1918. 
X wish at this time to pay a tribute to 
the excellent work performed by Bros. W. 
Slrota, A. Greenfield, Charles Rlssuto and 
8. Martin, who nave given their best tine. 
The untiring effort put forth by theae four 
brothers as organisers and business agents 
made It possible for Local 60 to become 
what It is. 
Bxeeptlonnlly good work has been dose 
by our Manager H. Oreenberg. His cour-
age during' the general strike Is to be 
commended. We feel sure that under his 
guidance Local 60 will prosper. A word 
of praise should also be Riven to Bros. J. 
P. Cohen, J. 8. Greenberger, 8. LefkovEts, 
M. GoldofshTi 8. Gorensteln and Bro. Pine 
for their work la helping to bring the 
strike to a successful termination. 
Thanking President Scbleslnger and the 
International for all they have done for us. 
1 remain on behalf of the officers and 
members of the Misses' and Children's 
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CONVENTION P O S T P O N E D INDEFINITELY 
At a special session of the General E*ec*tive Board, held at the rnd 
of last memth, it w „ ciecided-
(1) ' Inat in view of the general strike m the New York clo-k industry, 
involving a Urge number of our members said requiring tb* attention of 
the General Officer* and many elected delegates, the Thirteenth Conven-
lion called for June 5, 1916, at PhHacWlphU, shall U mcWhiitely p^tpoocd. 
(2 ) That an assessment of 93 for men and %1 for women shall be levied 
forthwith on the entire membership of the International throughout the 
country, except the locals of the Joint Board, for the general strike fond. 
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Directory of Local Unions [Continued] 
kCAl (JKION OrpiCE AMBUS 
11 Philadelphia, Pa.. Cloak Cutters 625 Mifflin St . Philadelphia, Pa. 
si. Chicago Raincoat Makers 1145 Bine Island Ave, Chicago. 111. 
«. Boston Cloakmakers i, 31 N. Russell St., Boston. Mass. 
ji. New York Waist Buttonhole Maker! 100 Forsjth St.. New York City 
M. Chicago Waist Makers 1816 W. Division St., Chicago, III. 
t). Chicago White Goods and Kimono Workers ub i N. Rockwell St.. Chicago, 111. 
0. Montreal, Canada, Cloak and Skirt Passers.. ..37 Prince Arthur E., Montreal, Canada 
|L New York White Goods Workers 36 E. Second St., New York City 
(I Cincinnati Cloakmakcrs 122 W. 5th St., Cin:innati, Ohio 
«. New York Buttonhole Makers W W . 31st St. New York City 
li. Brooklyn Ladies' Tailors 46 Graham Ave.. Brooklyn. N. Y. 
ff. New York Bonnaz Embroiderers...; 25 3rd Ave.. New York City 
C. Toledo Cloakmakcrs.. 619 E. Woodruff Ave.. Toledo. Ohio 
fl, Philadelphia Cloak Finishers 39 N. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
W. Toronto Skirt and Dressmakers.. 423 Sackvillc St.. Toronto. Canada 
1L Chicago Ladies'Tailbrs ,.. . .1145 Blue Island Ave, Chicago. III. 
;!. Boston Amalgamated Cutters 8 Levering St.. Eoston. Mass. 
"i. Worcester, Mass., Cloakniakers. 15 Columbia St.. Worcester, Mass. 
It St Louis Cloak Operators Fraternal Bldg.. 11th and Franklin Aves. 
H. Bridgeport Ladio' Tailors 67 Olive S:. Hriugcport, Conn. 
IL Chicago Cloak and Suit Cutters. 909 N. Homan Ave.. Chicago. 111. 
». Toronto, Canada, Cutters 101 Dundas St.. Toronto, Canada 
IS. Cincinnati Skirt makers. . . . . 2897 W. 6th St.. Cinrinnati. Ohio 
». Buffalo Garment Workers 73 William St.. Buffalo, N. Y. 
M. Toronto, Canada, Cloak Pressors 71 Nassau St.. Toronto. Canada 
H. Cincinnati Skirl Pressers • 417 David St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
». Pittsburg Ladies* Ta i lo rs . . , . . . . , . 211 Amity St., Homestead, Pa. 
Id. Montreal, Canada, Raincoat Maker*.... 20 Si. Cecile St,. Montreal, Canada 
IK. St Louis Ladies' Tailors Fraternal Bldg.. 11th and Franklin Aves. 
1* Stockton, Cat. Ladies' Tailors 607 E. Miner Ave- Stockton, Cal. 
1* ladies' Neckwear Cutters 890 Park Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
111. Cleveland Raincoat Makers 112 Prospect Ave, Cleveland, Ohio 
II!. Montreal, Canada, Ladies' Waist Makers.. 147 Colonial Ave., Montreal Canada 
IB. Newark Waist and White Goods Workers 118 Market St.. Newark. N. J. 
111. Raincoat MaktTS of St. Lou,is . . . . . . .Fraternal Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
Named shoes are. frequently made in Non-Union 
factories 
£ ^ DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
- i -
• 
no nutter what its name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of thia UNION S T A M P 
AH shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP' 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
246 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN P. TOB1N, PrtM. i CHAS. L. BAINE, StSyT, 
•> .. 
— - . - • * - - - - • • - - ^ -
—„ 
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P3»i o*o v* o5yuio D*II ,o<a T»;"5P 
arum P"TOD i ron T»« «W> .Tyrayepoiit 
PS ya3«o an* ; Tr»popyDU*o TP^BS K 
TTT no OTnipepyouOT yo'sppy'yij"* n 
•n uiu p** pit ptfjm t'oo* n»opyorui 
» n r pit BT*DOT wtii im *) omm o w * 
— (noDVU'n 5jmpTm pit pmoo jyoma 
. . . . . 
T»B w m w UDDryan n iv pn 
pioi ' n PH t»iip*n3itp DO"aT« yjyaicup 
.MV*no«3T« im iVDpjr&iip v» pttan ,B«r 
* * * 
•BOPll^P TypT»» W n Tfjycij^r^; ;„ 
•3*11 K D5t»H lya^Tp Tys 1»»»T*e»ii 
^yo'iup iyvo 
PD nn l * w nyaBDPi^P TJT PD »n»MM 
-»n 5yt5'i«p Tyiyn .5y:it^y3TyD3'K "an 
*y* n T»D Tyi"iwyn TPT pu oyn VIBDC 
|yo»3T8 otjipiv Tin PK |j5jm D*« ,yi': 
5m*3 TyT pD T5yc uvnrwoKnv cyT h«w 
IV tw»n iinn'o T » « O W ¥ $ P ' * I '.nooni'M 
pit v> iwoyo "i .t«tts«p Qyjyo^pojy in 
•U3"nj h o'o nirw yoopTKDB' jmoayn n 
.DTmiBWyDOBD yovn 
•3yc^rt)3y .ciwuoy BS;B^2:K Ditn 
TTI V* ,Tyt3"3TB *T P0 J3nyM$E»lK ,t3'^ 
P»IDD iy«nrip3D»n wn iv i»>3np IIDBP 
Tyait IJM prawn *»>o«p |yty»T pit .1910 pc 
n ffama iv lyouTpo DTrnBwyBiatto ,_! 
*ft tyaijn o'OTin pit ,|ipjv Tin pu ODB^  
.TSBBrryrn DTyo»aT8 n epTBoenvc 
t»it onitpii* nm po Jmv Typpyrn Tin 
T* n Tyiyi? n pit prvwwj**K TPTMI 
txin DWM ,DVCB3 n po ;;utn^s ye"t»tK 
IID P '^TOD ^ny3yem can T»D ocnynpj 
po«D « autu PK |M>* OP»D Tytyn .1910 
yo«oe' pK yooyo TUB -Tyo^aTu n 
.P»TOD iwvyn I»I»H p« Tytaovp 
-an « earn D»T TUB tsBBoyp w w n 
Tin« yoTn»3WT« n D*D WDPP^MP i^ t TPa 
ix nam Din T«B ; o»na »$ya p5»rmvT3'n 
To yoay^r \vm Tyo»»3TB n lyx'wa 
.Tyiw n pit pit^o^TPDn |yayi pafroxa 
V3«>T)«TDnyiMyD >T TUB OCBOyp |»'11» *T 
l«5». |<n .i*f D»o»a roov n prtjm t»n pn twnynya PMI5»D ffann J O W ,i*c"'i 
JH5I<» ' .Tnij* 6 yoxy? n pn tfSottfr* TIT 
i - ; . 
1'DDB WDpyOHTB H 18 ,TW^ P DV'K ty 
n ivoa'Tiyc ix D3«Htf3 U8^ limiuvo lyavn 
Tya*i| Twn»A"DDa5yt H \n»y. pit i » w 
60 *i T » * » pn tvav^nisMp Domain n 
Tya* ; Tyipr n pK T » " 3 T 8 Tsyp.m 
*p; t n v i "T .*wvft ycDMDiK imm IPJ^T 
n un'OTyiyi x&vn Tyo^ aTK n »8,iwyain 
jiwo t w r o n ryaan »i Tya* ,w*av-
TOT tveaoyp DTyriETDpyBUito n 
-T»ft PthlNIKJin Ty«t TOT — MP \Wt 
t»» j»5m"'n .notsro'it Tin pit tscsr 
ix ,TiW"aT* can WPVSV PK iyp»TT vt »TB 
nn r»OT Ty"t TUB pnyo^x omit jy:ire 
n ajn> TOT iyony33i| 5itt ny -na > » 
ya^»« iy:BWH38P pK pniicw n ,oycn"i». 
-1 y 5 » D y 3 M t OVTI cy 
x - . t 
Mi^ 
* . 
lypwn B # C » « mg# ijn 
.DC"J wnB p*P l ip o n IPtfni PK DP 
-DWijys DDyE PK DSJH C*T 
tvfi* D'PD wcuyiPK- Tyr .yosyr « n 
.pawn o'3 p*n Ty t» .P'TOI^O DIBI HP 
-i»TD |»t IV I»U»^F3 *B* Ty»"3TB |K IK 
•gr DTWrppH P'OPBTB pB TysB .JB'JV 
.DJ'EV) n» a»ut ,"fl»«3T» oyT. w ^ n y D im 
BD'J PB by pm .|«o | i |w M PH'TP IB 
ipyop D»J I»P iw> pro ; JBTBSBP DIP p»p 
-iiroain w 3j**ryB o'-yn»r»pyBMKO om 
•"3TB n D*n D3y$r v i lnyjya pit iypm 
3«p rn IB ,iyo»nrj» tyo jyp MI — nyo 
Tin 03St> *VPB ? kgp-tumD K jjnyii >*i 
PBD»3BD y:Tyi»o I#B BBP OPT PB ipa 
rut .ivryr o>m Ty"D pK |W3«33nj"* 
rtJu: n mpi pM twntfjmyj n»an 5ya Tin 
.iWVHJBP "BO»3TB H pra'Dpya pit nyr 
iyjipvuwp ytyn its iyony3 3JB5 tw eyn 
K ps y a w TJH wjy»*nyt»nB uftfr 
.BBenwroo 
cijniropyDianD PUJ5P n pm ,i*Bim 
pniv nyra piaBn »*t IB ,a« puyem^ J/ODB 
iyreyn pK pK ,Ty»yp DJTOD lyrrpwvvut 
Tj^ poay iyj»i «t itt ,'»t iy»tp oynoB iya 
in* PB DyoD»D DBI'IWK tyo"3TB iv iyo 
.PTBDP fjui- i n " t lyamwruriMi .BBP 
IP-W IBIB* o»3 m 'ptom nyt3"anB «i 
H |IB DJVDUTV TPa-?yo»B"inn I»HPT |\c 
DV'R PB P»5a« DTI JUt JJTTrtPOpyBUBD 
PB i t fp cwuig-'bit tnny$py3D*ut juin 
•jujnya irujD'JVD TB ,DPBC o n T *D" * I 
UWJ ajrwiinyu pip o»j tyj*u p»*« B>J 
1»B cirt i\D 331P1M1 ya>?ryp jut pfo'B n 
nyfi vt tB ^ j v w n n y3*v3*n* n J B P 
Ti\ pruiop DO"3TB JIB 5"PO susoipir 
TPDP»B1JB» IB ,PB inmi DTn'DyaaTn JJ^ 
p« DsyonjB |M. tya«npTywm \rtm oiyn 
T3DMB iram tyaiajnwnyB ro»»u !»^yii 
i* i n T m *m .D»U WM ns i ip opm 
OBI DTya»iTyB iyD"3TB oyi oiyii IB*3 
•JIB iBD orni^Tp y3"t jy33»na«nBO DDJH 
*biny3 \wp PK iiu«m» ye»B«tm»' 
!W» I'DOB ivopyomi Tin pB nuva V5B 
BKP p i * n IB ^ O B Din jjwnopaB &3 
.'•BP OimD. TBB DTB« TfT3B3B tWft PB 
-BO «i cjn
 ft33in3yByT3'B p'Tw^a iy3*»i 
-DjniD y3n;yop^BB iyj»n ,D"3TB P*I lira 
.oypooBi-.y"B PB Tyww 
ocnyny3 BBP \v*n n kSfn 1910 T B B 
lut ,PTB1 ft IiB nooru»B PiB^ P TPT pB 
]y3'*i TW3TB n nnv yryoB^ D**W Tyry 
pB D"3TB dTWbr KUB9 .iy:BDry3D^ut 
•3BD .3B031I PB n3P &B D»3TB ,C«r, TPT 
inyT3B PB 'OnvpyD-l5w ,)3't3PBTD3BP 
y'VBBB^BDPP pM ":j'ayv.r,_ \:L (yDT«B 
jtfa'K ya*>pyTP n pE> yj'3"B lyiiys jyj^i 
y>B PB .p13» l'X P'TB ^B3 IW*H y3>P" 
ipi t3B'^  lira i» .0P*>3 Din 1B3 typ3yryj 
1010 pB P"TOD p»DMT3 Djn pB DS'O'lSys 
DyOD»D yiHD^BDBT Dip |y03»3TyD IV OIK 
JWP lyBB PB 
• * * 
Din P3BT B ,|* 1BT pB N» H*'3" , n 
'DB» I?WDMP D a m m t t w " ^ ^ L i Z 
DTyii jmvfi DBIT ppai* n 
•ya y3>mi lyoiw lyjuoriyB TB5P vm 
Tyo^aTB n IB /v* OTinBB oy in^uan 
1B»3P n PK .Tyiyp * i pK iyD»3TB jy^Bi 
D3inop pB iy33U3'Tya yiyn v w tanyopys 
,mypry3B DV»B DTJUI oy .pnn'Eivam " i 
PJH'TPI* n«np lyno Tyts»'3TB n IB 
D^ 3 ,iruiop yry^un iyo*>aTB .mrap 
-»*3TB T*" "TOl TJp'i "WUJMH pB ptfyop 
Wn yo»t\y3 iy3*n ,n«DTyiiB Jy^iv iyo 
pM B»3 lyDTBT " I .D*»T*5B?T lUt ,W1 | *P 
pB Tin* ,(BP"JWTPDn pB T.TBBW PB 
iPtjpyouBD yjtniBP po D3BiD3y \mtn\ 
iyn .o5yr3Bny3 tsay^p pnyn TJT.B ,cnyr 
DBT iyaBn " i IPBTBT .oyriinp lyaBn «i 
.IB»3P Ty«r iv oysB5p lyjj 'na w'oayT 
D'ut ,^ i PB iypm PK tr i"? B'J pnntf " t 
,oya pR |»i v>m n*an >ya Tin TB ,BTIO 
oy .6"p3*D3iny3 pnmBo 0 W " I a'w 
Tin tf'BB IB ,D3ypry3B «aa DV*B trm 
t"B»DTB«ui \»t o»a prp man 5ya Tyooys 
jaiMsBn yay3»*B p»i yaus 
iy3JiunyaT»»3TB ysnsyopaK yiyn 
i * *T WP , i r t TO imim DT'D3BTB3 jyjyp 
"3i*oy3 D*Tyo"aTB n v m v w CDBB IB*3 
DBT tnim TBBWl PB J«>3jn yS'^ DBBP 
-WB BT'P3B3TB pn IV T»D»3TB PB t53in 
.DBBOP ]yTy* PB PB T3B5 JW3B3 |»B Wyp 
. 
« - v .-'•' - . 
I 
. BSEs-P--
ov»»«PJ»i«o P*«S> ' i — .»BD C«*D p * tn)"ft3t=w jrtH l« «w""wya p « r n «
 H 
p3»JC'l*-r.iJ12»0 y:'*WW »T ]J3*"I*'V= I'" ° ' * )•* VS«« B "HOpO -O'O OJTT lp3>3 
-,» ) t o v »n—.lycsnu 30,000 P» cwptf ip^sons ijn—.iS«"njrtpip jrtp*s*WJ p« 
—*3jroBD b»'"»»M,n lyini'K ipn»tjj?e^»y3 p * l")«» «'•»»»«» »T V*« " in 
ynjjajrta ip"i—.om'nwp lyacyu opi B'Q a» i n t»en "iptjw P*u lie n)«»ntj "i 
iptp» wnajwro'" ' i W»»*W. w*aTB W » BO-.'rtWtBo Pjn p» »»»m»3«oin 
iwnpn on »yayn ii»»»irtffi:»ii powerpen*—.3'rraiO pit r^jw ,|*D pm m 
uuqmya TjBt'a-m n P* n t» Wl P» u»:'»*Bp^» p*»V>* o i n n nprtpn Mot? 





w i »*** *B*3i* i* 3tn*B o n jyay: pram 
lB*3i* jrupnjrDTTsu, imm oco»oTyE 
- » n po pwinsBn ytyn n r » -"»"* 
lWjmoorttw JB*J*.* n 0*n ,0TniropyBi3 
TIB pB ,3jnB*3**B D'TB*yt> OJH (VfilSVUB 
*Bn t rop in D*TTB© PB T n r o t o w r m 
.rinywBP D"3 T»O**3T« n pranoTyB iya 
-'iwnn v* lV3«n T»3B om*,e'DpyEi3K3 n 
-3BP DTt ('« ptt<5"aBa W D3BID3P J.*T 
.ttmyo 
o«n iy tB, orny*ny D*n »i*»? 3BP**»n 
-TBB 0*3 5»t "IWBOPB P3 »B |WBtey3TBB 
•ijn.5ni 03*IBPB5 i in* P'Vioo p*p IPOIP 
*Bt J^nWJtt PB HUM TJWBTBB IB,fD '*£ 
.11030 oin inoyo i* *y33**T0iMB v i tyo 
T I HpJp.Tjn pc ijn.Tp n IB .03*1*3 Ty 
V» o»n "W »B ftnratfpiy o*np5*n D*T*O 
nr» pB POOBM *T 0*0 u w w a 0*3 1B3 
t*M in TOI" ^ « H B D ry«»T tvum t « w 
H»3»5B* IV w i & »»B iB'Jw;^'tB ,ipan 
os .1MB w r t i y i D B viB 11D3D tun 
-»tP» IBB *aOBP B IBB IB*)\» Tin WQRMf 
mm ,»MBPB9 B pn iwni W a*iB PB yjsmo 
T i o-vurtpTjj tJTBDBi P»noo 5BTJ»WTI B 
- w v* ftr^* *^  ftni ,>*E ojn pB .pn 
OTBO^ n a'in,»un"iB im^vn iv ufoa^u 
-H"*JT3 *T tW»3 1|«"3TK »T m*W3 BP11 
nropyfiUBo v» p& )y$BBi»3*M pB (puu 
,r3mWJ3BP 01* 03*153 |M*^13*0 pn PB 
.y\*xw .UHBMW IWTW&B 1*3**1 tr-m 
•TPE oivnw i*» IMBn 5*iW Jnip 
lPT>p»BUBO WB^ P *T »« ,1»3JB P^ PMnp'r 
"B5 B 1P3BO |p5m> J'DDB 11*DPP0B1B OTJl 
.liniBB' Jnj**» PB •UTD**31« »>« »I*IK O-IK? 
,P*noo &B"U»J»e*n B nn>n9iv& 3»TW>»« ;IK 
iin*m»3 «m DBH o*w iw l»i**^ *i PB 
I»3J»na IVP 1PD**21B t » P » 60 lie HBC8P 
,PTB* 1*3 11B mPB3 13PT*10 300 03**5'B H".B. 
0»D
 #TFlhD"553 w w w n i »3*3'*K \yzn?. 
-?J33**IB Tt J ^ ' B C "Wn IB >pro*o 1B»» 
TJH pB OlH? !P33»^ 13 D5B1W3 1*K OP'C 
1»*5S DB'T; IB'PD -lyT .nDDVO*B pllfSl 
no SW3*T»S8» D3*n*»riB |jhB5»u**H vnin 
•njnii >BP :T»nB 5P3B*f»3n»B3'K MH 
o*o prriyftiBP w .t'BOB -an n& DJPI 
"3BP PB 5'03TBP CJTl pB DTJ»3D»0 *T ,D.VH 
ir»5 TPO3*BBB OB?» ijr iva>>nv,t'fV'*irt'D 
iBpDB ,vr'3BP**mi D*O pB ,iyon pro 
i»^i» DP»>»B .vi . i jna OB*VP .OIBIO? 
0»n i r i s D33n«5**B oin p« .nirpB PB 
1051353^0 »3Bt»3 "iB*yo 1VT 
*!«3 p» 33^pB Opt 1MH ,1Jtt» IPMJ^  
"i»3 m*u » rayija ,*«npo rt« ,TB ayi ,D»TTJ 
.ewroajp B lpO»tSt>pMII i«*» 1P>^> »* V 
»n»* •n»"-p*,>3«* tiD<ins K itiua o^v" ^ 
«n a m n p tPPP opBS'^ jft ^p » ' » IB ,n 
.jpTfMpa t|nBy3t»iii ir> 
WB3Brn*-Jn|iVOBnw o*n ftp«» n 
*T 1*B lPJJl^SBrr *T D*D ' imynDttfJW 1**1 
TH£ ojn pB o**x Tin TBB oryriEWPBUBa 
IPOP3* n»03»p jnjnwo .03jn»*TiB iro 
^13 yo*^o p a ^ a n iy3**t D3yo*T3« o n I*B 
*BT3B33B fOOB *T D»n 1*Vl3y PB, IP2KOT 
Tt own *i D»P o*orn ,ojyo*T3B o n \v-
•m |'.E m B^VS Ojn »wnP3llfJB 03BTD3T 
OP3\B T l tB ,|BP**B*^03I(P 1*4 *»WWP 
--. -. — .-™~r-T.'. "u . ' • • Ht 
?w $$M 
lypn^i njytnip thr^ Tjn 
-i» iyi iv otnypynwK T» !»3wn TH>"yiK 
•jn »r p* ,?Mr*H)ifp « w w i u t 0*3 
•p»TOB DTI 1KB IJJ»D3P»n?D mp"i pB 
/T3*B 
7D*y5 H 1KB IK .WIVGV2 33* VM0 
•J'K IT! pB B»B»1V3DJfO »T PK iy0K3*O 6 
TD v * y5o«.mn toK'cwyo 
•pcvrinws^ rwww. .*KQ y*K *M T»D 
,npio82 ,«'B5m«5'D p* onnif i 1*03*00 
IPW'I WMtJfJ )nyij)K pK IJltfll^p JpBP'B' 
MIK i»»i .oii/or mruK pit in** w pjt 
irtyn VD jaftm o»» ,0380 mnvmiiM t* 
J3K* |yo*J*o *B=KP ojn |mn*BJ* iv»p 
DV pan 0*3 ttfm ony-ncopyBUKo n 
,m* n»o j'ODiu pn**i 0*11 IJDKI y?K n 
,D»V mn PB tatam n pun 0*3 ufcw w 
IV 0*3 |»P \VO IK ,IPD3»nD»: 0*3 pAW **l 
Vt pit 0*'* IVT PD iyi»*n n |»pn P*n 
iw^tfon njn PD P'DPKTB nin iv pnnypoi* 
w iys*i* jny»*t iv mtto « i . .IKV iye* 
*y*B nnyi p">»* w o w o r oy IK ,DPKB om 
VI **t •*C*P i n T$K3*» ,I*V*TM> ix 
•yn |yop8E y3nyi»K- yiyn flwmnw 3JH^ 
•D"H PH yryoya H prncys ,T$K3 OK \p% 
pB DmnHpopyEijuo f /woan 
D-iyiitPopMSUKo- ftojjp+i iw»*i #33 
D*C syo r j» ' .i3«stnx rnir^ D33i3B«n K p * 
»i MI ^ j «ITK IK
 r|y3»iD*un»B B"iny3»i 
l#yn j w £ i n m i t K w n tyo*ntf3 nrtuu 
Ww. in" o*o tJnvnD 'yoy^e- i»ow *i 
•I'DD* *K 05« TJT* ,I»«113*V3"K 
J*BC>*J !<» 
' 
iny*? "IKB nymoyp D5K 
-KtDPuf^ p n prawn -yesm 
|W ,yiKOO*n ywK^ * iy3 
jyiy« oyoK3 n pe 33i3**o H lyo^Kn *ft 
.aaiiH"5ya ya«Ti K IKB nyopKiK3 iy**t 
•jyiK yo^riKxya >ny"i P* 09092 **i ,noit 
-"3iK H |y^n*Bi«mK pn 'an i jy5yn ,iyo 
p* ot*p3*3»K pc :mi iyj'03'i cm pe IJW 
tl^yil nySKDpiK P^ n ny3K ,oyonKT5i(0 
in«Jrp»ii« y3y5e*-.KD ys^inyjut yaftrtw 
.SJIDDriyD PK -a? : 1 D*0 t y i 
.IK*3V i n iv 5B**5 tut iyo»'3"iK uny* 
iv tywiys'K o*3 i*t oyii *iyo**3*iK p*p 
-1KB t*K iBt? ijnm .Bxr pK '^iwm^ptf 
*T pH v i DJ'Bya iyD*«3nK ijny* pK oaysin 
"*K |K*3V 1**T0 *T .DW'tDD *i pB oWi^ n 
lyvty.T H pit o^ yini(i*W3**K «iy*o t*K yr* 
n»o a*| **r o^ypy oy .nyo**3-iB jnytsut pe 
^KT iyo»*3iK nm TV lyoiniyB pK oaypo 
.pnnv PK jyo*iiy3 "iy*M 
-ty yjJKVpnnK* pB »i Brown Din nn 
DKlt'TB IV OMfl DK3 1JH 0*11 T« 431inKB 
3*ny3*nyB Tin in* .o'3 mnjm p*p OKA 
03KQ iyoTP3K3iK ^ln inn ,IK*3I* "\jn pB 
•KO i m IK ,1'lK'DEKi DK" ,|r31''TVblt,JI 
y^ K jy3**t ,o-t*i*. jyo^*n ?K* "TyiirbpyBu 
0*3 ,iv jya*i oyoKS D*H iyp*^ 3 y3yi5*> 
.PKl PK onK3^ 33**iK *n .3i"ioya K *fl ^nyD 
H*IK D'uwnn PK 3*i3«o y3*^ 03VBy n 
•'nriK y»3K3 n .nyD*»3"iK **i PB D*** ijn 
PK riKn o*o |yv*oe **i oyn 33uyny3 iyo 
- J10T3 
Vntf\m lysmienyB *Kiy3** T*K OV 
n3yi*io 12 TW IK JV*of y^ y*V3K3*B ^ y*E 
• : - • . * : 
. 
PD n^yrnp jrw* pN-Dunract j y w r n i» D p^owp-ipomM •n 
«^ « jynyn oa^pajj- ,iPB?jn»rfi r« pwn was ojn Mto^ o^ 
&w#wo jntria TJPUP w n *WB -VTB jnp^ T«B Sr i 2 JTK i«tta 
• • • 
-U 1 9 1 * . i j ^ 
*P*BKII i n B«» i*ww» pit t w w ' ' — • 
I.* 
.foe* njn JIB amnjrtpny n 
-ya .irw>w ftrowm I* 1910 PD ^ ^ ' 
9 m r a r i i . en imm ow» ^ B3*O ^ ^
 D,D roHMIM rowopwur 
-jyayaya n p n |*p»iB'ai« 11* -nuip -un 
rvuw po«» B*U ,i.i»p iww5 po pwpn 
.o«pya;ou wy» unitf 
pfi MXD*1K 1W11P K PK BK .B»JI3 *p; 
: anntfVtf ipm 
Do'owa pa*n DnyiirBpyci3B2 . n _ 
•"it pit ,O»\*PI0 o n i«c IPB29 wn 5 n « 
•n 1% "n*W3 n iS3t>i lynno wo j»w 
n jut n w p BJ»*rn m po BUJBPPI 
-3K -nwp .pyipy jysn un po Diysoyo 
VI m^DWVB Y* OW 3J*B'B * JTO^KTWi 
jn3w**D .P^IOD ^ruuycn K IBD unitf* 
B*» irupva' oo^orpa |pj«i DTMQJTD 
,B*t>*DtJp-31B Wjn»*trtfD n pD J t t » * W D 
P'»IBD ?»n»3VK»ti n »pui¥ pftttr DHV. 
. L , . . _ 
'.fir-
iaftos 
-»"ip BIBD BTB i '« ts ,ipipMipa i* I>B cj 
"ysa'B pcn"u jpapn v » B^piaan o? imi :.( 
K - p i B B B * ? P I -"in i '« ipr tp i i iw .ljcpi 
-rpti ,tpE»patBDnw pat I P « I V C B B p'lpc •:;•** 
— DM tip lp3*es<B Dpi IT UtflSpJ jpiffl ; ; 
ipiBn c(r" . ipira W: im ipaBiiyt 7DM15J i | 
-,JMtf> 191 CO tWfVIU«P9- PD'Ca'B 1"? t<] 
.wro(ps iyr«o»ip l i t I'M ipw'iwtiB VI (•*,, 
l i n n t y t y oy >• .V^apoaiB r3#a I»B C; 
VBI c j 3MB .ipeBrtupi psia ipoipeii-B 
I" t VD'-'VDM-n 111 017t3»B Ip i IVB^pui 
D>TT» p i»a w a r n s is ajaVipB W*'03'YB>: 
»P» Tn ^3(p IJB^BB K V* VI IjrtytS* II 
i?piBB» TBJ ^ntBBripjya lyiayiiBDMpg i n 
I»B D> i»ii njnjnw ir=«o ojni op pB jpyn 
HB n'»an ^ya IPB"IW a)i=»VaiyB B iy=«o u 
.ipan--^ 
: j n j tDip 
.IKDiyco :»Q'D»P P»IOD Snnv»ml:'-r. 
•pi?*n . rn ,l«oiymj"D>»n jTyajMjtfr ,a 
.en .13 IKOWVB : D*iyvnv3VD opnobn 
fljilBi . r n i r m a iwa-iprD-D"n ,p8»3t'Mi 
•»a ^O'D*P Ktf PK n»^sn ,03W*D 
vv« pc jnyDnpyo D:«J*E H PD onTOe* 
ipyo ^KTpjyrn o n pc p« D?«P»5 
I » .K ns ^yjipeyruHM'K *iyn pD 
.ro>nii>i«) .6 .na 4Vff$VD 
jwttsip wr"ni»n»"Bn PD I *OWD 
.royo
 ; B unna 
^ « D .13 jm^oip Wi>i i r i PD jBoiyrD 
^PBJ'lllfP t 'B 
po Utoiypo 
.1W 'BySTII 
)»p lynyi u n PD woiyro 
HTW3 .« .13 BY**) .rufajynfi iiroSjr 
.IveiyrD .ivu'ijrk' j :I-D'S»P Dyia 
PD onyovya VB*DKP KV*n>i«DrK'n 
,1in»P J! .13 ; DPH P^ BJ»^ BBW» J^ K 
1
 • - ' 
M 
. 
"ny^piy i* lyt^ yaDMiB B«n |*»3v n 
: J - • :JM?IM> m iv in Bann DKH a^n 
i i ^ ^ i i a i B np"? iya'Bip*B3pi a»isp^pu 
H VBfl ,1pB»21B; lapt'lD € 0 (1* fi'lBp^ •;•; 
i y 1" 1P»B>PA0MHJ 1'DOB I p l 11B U'BlpjllpJ 
n I M " wajrt»»»n» pmw Dpi o«n a i w ? 
•a*telUiiBarvpB n i(j'Jit ipi»i pB npcnr* 
T1D DBn -IJBO»l« l|Ot^>i*MW Dpi 1B0 B»p 
.ipoiMnpa «M .ajiVMsn iy»T i i» IPOIPBMIB 
I B t JIB p"1CD B BpWBIBOpj BBfl ]8»S1« 11 IR 
."•BB" 1llB>pB 11B TB-iB IB B:B->*-7J 
ma » u jBiaii n i v .wy i B MI inpo I M » 
PH J»"»D B lrP'Diyn 1* DIM J'DyiJBp JTJI 
-BJIPWIB pipMtB pK BJpSBO IpBOJIp 1yi?»l 
oy t» ,W'Ji* *1 *Ari»t , iya in '»p3 PNJJV1' 
cipiiBxpptisBO »i ".tiB 'jz'~ta yoMipa B BJ«^  
P J cy . i j n y i t opi ipa^mpao i«<ai» ipi i « 
DB11 OlTW yi"3 iy»M1* 11D30 VIV BW'J 1BJ 
.iB»tt'»ta,Hi r n i lyiyi* ByBP^ry-* B'J IT? 
,lpiipi t'B t v m v Y T p i u i i p i « t yj'«»»B «i 
PB l y i m i o i n tp^aii DipiinpytisBO >i •» 
-31BP D'lBiyD Dpi JIB DlWpS Ofl " W F * 1U, 
BtS BIplVB W i l t .11 ,lfV"Bt^i03*P ••? V'B 
*BD3»p |1B Mf» 1Tl(r>P ' 1
 t"Bf»* 1M»>P» P'? 
DPI lift ••»* Ip i 1«» lt»»B p t p Iplipa B'J 
Trass BBn t'DDi n iprtjrn
 l B q n n a e lp=»r^ 
n iTjf P3 ajnnyMny n 
. 






Tjrpvmi ojyiriBa o*r^ TJTT ! • 
•n D*n ip JM
 (D>KIOUI y» J'DDK n t»jn 
n^jr» . t^ j : V I B opn in** PR ,0'ni y * 
nge |p:*'i ii'Bippipp W K P B I'Htf » i i | 
•003 n-DlpJIIftt H .J<D»BW'R fi»3 * f pip 
-=*s rV*'l "-1111 W»B/ BMBpR* opt ipu ' iu ye 
ijo'in ytOBpa. ptpo IB M*»», T O .njnp»*a 
snpjte-jnj!j idaijfte cfln jnyampB | | IB •** 
li»:?o »B ,1>*B r^ BJ Dp JBI V» .era4 u p : 
tx^'nsw .eeoiniBw BIB v i « ipnpsr prtpn 
•SMVjJO'na pip ;ic ipepiBiyB «i | m i t : u 
-iitppfUBo <i DBII peep: c r P " . T H B yi 'o 
;^I '» iw »np« " •»» »«• i«na ip:pp d p i 
pp>m BIB IM IP^pew »' : VI ipapp T O 
W ' * I yy* tpMPinpiB ipVn B»«* <I »U 
-ISBC rt M» *B*i V* *VWl ,OT»W ipon-u 
-*;• 7t'Ofp JTDlpJTpP 1p»T |1R BiyniEppB 
•i m .iprtjn MB ip*pn JIB pi** »i ipnp=e» 
"I OTK ..IJ"P« BipepspJO'iB tpru OBI* *»t 
IPJ'BVJB'M *n nrjjm ,i»in» DO Dr» pftni 
pK 33U»D *3'503PD* *1 W .»nKP TJ»"J W 
-1PD31W IM IVBWD PPB^n K |1D I1WB JPt 
.DMTUM IM 0*11 fPV'OP 
*»*03lK> Htf *'DflMP O'l'D |*OTpW 7W*T* 
: Jirinj^pnp" jn*3P#*c DSBrvi .w t "M 
Ip ihp djn ipapip;D«nij ipiBn T O jpii 
o-o bnp+iia r^ii ipiip; j ' t e i n I M ,01*72 
o p c»e"epx'i i i yjzfTx T O jpr. ipiB .i;m 
•paypia, B o:»n o*i IB ,"H0-|«»3t»
-
 cnun 
•"we:p ipum "? ip^yi » t(0 IB'JT *VlJjn 
-,'t pK | » l i o ' » |M ipe".#«p;pm» »sm » n 
•gn "T o«ii opTJ^o . l p v u E u n n cp s:en::7 
2 o;pe»ijp Dpi lpe^dn IS wcB-y : "* jpa 
c?n ipujn ^ t V>e:iKp ipi HJ pit
 fo"» 1*|» 
,1P»B"B^?D u BJpO'i:* opn orpT 
T^ep;»i pn 33"te» rtpiaorpa ipzsn T O 
"WW ipsfln T O .JiUHippypt npipn on^ 
IPBDpZ ipiJlM Btli pit «*f«pBM1?3 D»B"Bpj 
^PKPiptP^*. Dpi IJUfft BP31» Djn *T5*BnpB 
1p*» pH tpup: 1P3>M TO p« "tB» lg»il' 
B>; V>i 1* p*» IB ,inpi i t pjg^ npsi^npo* 
• jsinitffBfip VMM iponpjaB 
ipn'-t lpsfn I>H i^t - - l i ::-•• 'H=p3 I'M 
T K .ipcpnpe'«n C'SHMBO' ipn ipj?« B;B<P; 
-piBB u Erp*i K B»'d BB?: r:BBT H »B ^ " i 
^(t tp:MWi»"ii p w i t pe p in J p 'p IB .lP*i 
^5»priB Ti" ynn n ip^par inatp: (M E«3 
.IPCBJ n p * uutrBBW « lpoip Bpn Dp a«tn 
PM»u 1B» l?=N»i cp i:-.i7*;?^ e^few n spi: 
•DlBTatf 1MpC» JW.p^Bnp ppn«BP K ippiBo» x o-o Mi^riBsm n I P V B B W H 
-p« »T ijrtpn ,ijri;pB«sm *i ipBiiK P B .iJBn 
•10 .yaitfr ipip ' i i» B=B"OPJ ip=sn DB" ,7^'S PC lMOTJ)Bt) TPi ,DM"ltW *lKpD< .TO 
•pa oijn /ivmtNfP onn»io p*?avt« TTI 
:»V3 PfPWtNR K IM D3T1C 
IP3BR ?BWJ el it lpnplJB np*r IM ott jn 
enpsiSuptp *>pi PH ipoip ix B«npj r » o »i 
*)fn op pa^pn jpipii ipj«T« »1 iPTnpptp iw ' 
.ijj'PiOB ipa"t " i PB» conpi ?i»i o^jn 
.lpoip u BBnpi m m ip3B" »i 'B ," i ipi**» 
CP ,BSp*UlK )p3Bn " t IB BO'E»p3 BJ«» Cp 
T "^BB epptopt ptp B»3 IP3B" "^ 'B ,BJ"» 
in lpBBlonpB yi i-K ?yn ^3ij"o ipa'^uptp 
lytp'"! p t 0B*iB0'aBO Bi'in ipi ,iB«po tpi 
V * UWip IB i n fpjtffB)? " t ipn ,B*IBCP 
« om B>'iupipi»B pt» p » tprip»VP P* 
"wp i t i n BpTBieo OBH licao » ipest^o' 
C»l .ap'ip •jrtyiTBM'HM POPTJ K IM.jpVpiU 
. . eybmpEJtnpB »M p>Va« 
WSttp ip Ijn 1B» «13»T»^p2 H MB DP 
rtB •»*».-oyi IBB «u»v*^n « ,aau»'o 
IB ,ui3"o ips'VBJpep ipi ps ipBjncnpp i r i 
1» 1P2BIB3? VI IP^B' DljniPBppBlJBO pipH 
•"••VDJHp llg T1BB3 IPIP'T B»0 JpOipiM'U 
IW IB' IpipiJB Bin B'O ,T*I'P8 Dpi B'O .IBB" 
,iruvnpiu»K jnpm ,opiii^p mp»»i ipaprvBt 
'** op DBii ipapii inpt *ip>Bi p*B M n : 
jnptteiB o n BnpS'^BiBi^sB^PS n \yu$-re ]pi 
-
ojn M$t trvwpp'W ti*!* 3fcjp*»rn .no 
IFDPVDUH© W « 5 P 5B»« »« »« nmpBJip 
TIKI(3 ivDippTpy i m pc onp3cpc ,mjn 
|M 0J1M IV IPOWP3 IP3-M 4*000 Ip l pD 
: a u " 0 H Dpmp:D»M 
-i5fo n ipVpaewiiB opn VoaB IPT if: 
pr»»ipBp »1 ,B3»V •:;-: ' B pit BIplllTBCpr 
— pBCil? CB1 P« ," t \fXSl JIM Bpll I3i:<>Q 
•pil ipiJ'p JIB 1PMTB ,^ P3pO pi'-rtlWlll IB It 
Bp- 3MB M
 t tnnpVv ipaan »>» . i p r ^ I P 
-ipB (fit D»> »n tpVn ,p»"»o M n tpoip Bpii 
EMBpirt ipi c«i\ iinn* it ia» y>»ijMttH 
. . . tpJ3«»na BTII 
*opo ono DTP* ii ipoippa T I B |BJrtM op 
-tp " i EBA ipe ipn |M ,1'DDBJ ipr p i Dips 
,BOtt»p>i! W ip3«n .UUI—tiTB «n Binpp 
|pD pB nVip pOMTJ B pit Bill EtlBpB* B If 
-IPWVlpl B'3 Op »p*T 
iyB^Tpa OMH i p t« . t t f nwun ^»r . t o 
p»< i»f'3p i jn pD P D O « P 3 invoippipp H 
. . 
n m ,irunwi oyo3ny3 nynswa PM oy 
-yr *i pB D-nmBoom» prayn w s ^ 
pM v^mnfi c^ s " *i is nwgiyj pM TW 
nyaqi "!»P M.pnwou PM DMV ."UIDJIO 
i» ,D3iny>ya m D*n aannww n -ipaoo 
" -«o ,]\njri 3n3yDB»5«D D') 5*03»P lyjyp " t 
• w n inp»t w ipo^rM( r » pflim «» l»" 
»T tya*n . T I D D I W pM n y n a KK^ft" 
K CD TWPT n D3H"5y3D*1M M»>« 
T n r» ,iymow pM uu»ini3>M TOW 
i n .>*r -ma \vrntt « Twowm pit i r> 
"TTUIMH DfrDPWHp T» O'D Dip p»T»B 
-*3MTi» ojn jypiiya o*n TP .ey^yxo jn»a 
.TOKDplltfp n pB DP3'D03*M D3*««t 
-3* o»n PO'DMP P^IDD Sriysym n 
-3vurw» ixn* tPaaninMD ru»5Mft prowyj 
:D"UrmropyBU 
*MXIM -wn « nrmw 48 <I 
n trmveingDv ip^t op (2 
l»« oaypiias ijnyn D*II s-ijntMn 
Jtv:*~nn>inr 2 MI wo e»a eiwwiHf (3 
;i#V»e> n o I'M •)*» 1'* jyo 4 pamp Wit* 
•wriB "Mm T#I ov in i a » •
 B*n»*p3 t ^ r t r 
T»17M ">I» jrttIB» K BJJD 76 | W W ,*>JtS 
60 >w ipapunvipc IIM ipi"iv?'BV .trwjo 
.nptru«» •*$» nwpy . rmw R capo 
tpi *ft ,1916
 f"Virrt ural on pa (4 
-^ ytojro r\h ,ips"a"M! 1?" "*» piV DKPS>D 
Vn*sr^jitojH> ."ljc^mpi 1P3»*3 Tprw 
Dpi "HW :*» « VSn 25 tpa»ip T'Va ip*$i 
m . p n \*Yt oio'ro irr * f t . "*vn ipeol 
• - A 
$30.00 
! 
'. • . . . . . . . mrewip 
. •^jBjnrTjaiw W » IIK apppwt 
25.00 . . . . . ipDjni^ja'm mnpo 
20.00 . . . ..'-, "ipDr^-iywm m i p s 
23.00 . •muji;« I J W ip tn p* eppprn 
17.00 . . . .; . , > . tyorv w t 
16.00 . . . . . cnyeoya iw Bnyi»Ti 
13100 . . . ; . . 6w»'»»i w«P0 
Bffl'J'fl H |pa»1p XfiW Mppl*trtBWfC«3 
-:pw*= »wr»3*ipjTs*j 100 * Sp 'uftirt it lit 
j w ' i ' f ? ; N» jl .40 P" n V 
i r f " «*r=?eju ipVf» «""•• P»«r n (5 
tut •**«» :;"i ,'Mpi^tiM ; vnt* m ,*W 
jm jJiinKEi; y^'7='Wiin lit r^p**iap>ip0 
n B3jo 75 urw*Tis« u«pp 4vt 8««p**W 




n <i'tn D3«opa o>3 uipiMi BMC |«p ip:ijn 
2 H pD IWI 03PPPJ 1PD D*n ,1PD»;1» 
njrr ipawsnij^p H own tripewy PIVOMM 
,(yi«a PK Tyooay i«n .tyayayj iprun IM 
lyotny Bin yw*noB3ijoin yiyo^yi ^ " i 
-«'HD3y njn — lyBBsy iyo«iw -«n .-us 
.p'^Do Jtny3yE?n Bjn «i*w «ma» IPP^DD 
^«n BPT D3»wy3 B»n BMKPKJ nyn 
•t ."v'TtfijBTy onyi3uy3 i«n«B |yannp» 
; np3«opi^P n PB y^mBB3ipMn piupn 
-B*W yi3yE»» PK iy3n»M> iwnSnipi mr-i 
•\P3yo n po o»*m vxtqov n ; ipocir 
-ya D*n r5« B»T — 33»5 jy^ior JP>IID \vr 
Bimiw5pyBi3BD P I ^ P n w \vw w D)»ET 
: BI»» t)« 
DW' . i ^ i ' TPtsm i i ana b*w W n , 
•'CDPCins ItB D3MO n 131M "3 ;V^V:"»:K 
•3IM pM mMp |yay> irx«t»3*oi» IM D*» ;p. 
ljnn'M»M D5»« imM j D^a^opsjnp; 
->1W ilM3BrnM3P 1133^3 « n 3 3MB* IPB8 
ix "» jya^nD pM iinvo pM nmna JVF 
JK v m iJnjn3« a n D»O "WS^M lyvnpw 
~M*tDD3ipin ytyn DM ! IDIM |y3^3yca»c 
IPJPDH ?H ll^jm TO 1M ,T"M D3«l! P'V 
•vo »>a ,ni:y5B yny»M t»pj T W M »H P5B 
DMn 1PBD3P -lynyp'iMD*!' PM lynyopa p*p 
pn>Br*B*iM *i PD iy3»M ..pu osyppa o*) 
,BD3yD*"UM lyajna p»p \vom oyo'i^ya on?. 
$MDJ"P ,DMT —,IMJ»3»» "WtilM lpaina IP :* 
D"»yp""ioo n iyj"i onyoiM pM "lee": 
•Mtooay TVDDVD nyiyn D>» iwjvnwaw 
" ! D B » » J > M o i»» p„ iD»nipo 
. tyuwy TVBI3VD 
n ii3»n iyBD3i jyoDiD HD«i«r o n 
D'D -ivoper 3VD 2 lpayiva -iiatrap^^ 
pM p?»Tt» Jwwiwrt un?n3DM»no3y ip"i 
np-p* i]tt»n Tm ,*WBJW DJin3yByn3,K ••« 
rwMa 03»M«'n i n P B ii3rwniD3« ,ii^ 
w«i I 5 B D»B ,*yjMMWtfm3»M i n iw 
•jrao^w ^ayoBOia PM ,iyjM**priDorn 
-3M3 n PM n » IVD3 DTI PM ,im«nv; or*z 




"fpjrwfn wyonw on"* ijn i » 
i»'W^s*n« jnaywopp ,panpa»* ipiaw MI 
7j(f»p»n ** irn*»» ->Bnpi .'.'.BTBcups 
.-i in p i t t r npi i t n * warn 72*311 ,ijn 
aBoa'aip* no w a n r% i« J'CDB u*r«wrw 
-ajj "i . . . ijrwBp *pii!n « i eji apo ,wiyn 
•urirrv^ev JW'^BDK n p * **ri.V» W im 
-HI pi'KVp'W ipsjna i?na »»r TB .ipc'sap: 
711 ijnb *n »(j "i3?n„ yipin lie iswcriri 
veins 60 ' i P» onop «i ,ipB-tpn »i |pi 
-jii wiio ppfiaj POVIKIIBIBJIN jtion wapa 
c r .wan 'Wipt ipiBopitfp pcpnava-if n 
H JBnSipVf W3jrt IBB BflOtfP Ktfl|l Byil 
iy:«opia^p • n »u ,wi"»Bap eyn CBH HBOB? 
ra'^ t-ayoaiB jraj"! i* jnya pm* lptu w^p 
in *n,"i "a tysya IpifVg* *i *tt P* DPOBS 
-i'2iB in .o»naj?ajrtpa * ,vna ijn. »a M»»IB 
piyi. mvevDMH p * ,1'iVrwaain « nui |RI 
--7Q im J** .aaipm-waaiK p» i awmipa 
•pnw.urtjTM MJ V » ,WTBDjraioi is oitpsi? 
im utvrgo w*l»3K Ml Bi<3iB_ njri u jnpa 
B'O W I^a»mpB. IT W^M! W»6?B B B'O ,1 Bill2 
cayi ip>n ipapv IHBP#>*P oijni»oppBia«o *i 
- * ,W2)rt WJ'Taywan IN ipui wajnripft n 
:?"!'. P* Ipaaiaa'Tpa ;- ' ' :r:>- ~;r;;H wo"3 
•siSopp p s aaip'Tnyoais wfl» tnpampB 
-P'**= 
iwnepii^p n i» &v*puj HHBM* i n 
•J»K ip»»i — tyjp n»"t »»3 "pi-petai i* 
-"it *nopa pn w ; uupsitn I * na lpanr 
*BD npMi pit i"*tf *pl 1* . i nnau ow ipa 
w o*a ;3pn |'P3,IPDBopp « pK op*5»D 
PTP»n pK BPD*3 n pa prvpciPB yf
 I B t ^ 
ivj* »'j ppopnpB pnpp w ipeapa* 
DTPIHWJ'BUBJD n PB o ipj* |**p jpcnw 
Tin lynini mn>t»j jono ipui^utjawfi 
pn |BVTD ipr3»»n uTpi ^ r ww TTT 
|»t Dim f)*c*p njfD»m iptpn JIM DD»?BB 
^ -jrm |w» Tin ny* 
(ID tnjiaoBo »n jyaipi 5nBB 1BD29 nvn 
ireag^iBj i»»n trimupayin f DD« *un 
.ire»3iB w i o ' a o TW I« <IMK tmnpttp 
iwfrn PK ,i«5wnf N imjp ^tapjjB^ijn 
•>WTI HOKO «T j nn pr> Tin mriyn 
"**0 P^JOaPDit JTYJJJJ »i Oafl ,0'p'TaT W3W 
•en "pon.»»»»i T8 .oom«> »ioyn u u 
"IB "3 eap?P3 T'H D»« P'DP«D *T 
-»*ob*W, »n ipcrutf ,|*'3P ijn pc i r w c 
pH ,tjmy: py^mr PK "PTOPID,, ,"D*I»T 
•n»D n is ,Tpo«3n* n |pi»n:»n |p*no 
n ITV'DD'IPP >»r DP D'J pm^an ir> 
»PP3 n IPCM1V "taP»Bn3"lD„ P03P JfSBO 
PPT.TC n D*3 pHl .1PD"31B PK D*fC 
M nnpj ounpa D p^^ lE,t^ PPD 3^Bo vj IPD^BJH 
-p?. DIJT |W "3»^P. Tin JCUJC'IK J»3»»5 
•p^ D«n jiK JPQHT1V onnpj jPDjiin "p^pt: 
3"^ IP! IP" OIPD'PPJ Q'3 Tl O^ ltW P^ PO 
-IPP^TPE W IP»13P3 DPftJIl 
1PWV3 ,iP3^ o»>K ijn MI onnp «IK PM 
-^enyc iptpn bit pnruDMK o«n3 *£p3 H 
1P3KMMH *1 p t P3"H .03PD13-1B IPD*j70 
n jpiBnenvaif jpnp3 t»« I'DOK i n no 
-M53 trvPD»3lj( n |P3«T3TP031|t T"*I ?¥W 
.iinn*B n p» lira 
* r f S H ufrjm :P3»TC *1 IPPP3 l(t?B PK 
1P03W ipm»nnpo3iK i n ip ipr n pM -uro 
i n po TponoipB H titn ,i3«onx KTK 
"OMK! .IPfTM'VlK IP3PP 0»3 Vt |p5p« pf»3V 
T» JPUBPIPD pK. iPaJnn*c jrar"? IPO»3IK 
anp W33nn»B n i«u> IP$*I QTU ^ P S n 
n * fl |p*pn ? ;DII* iPD»»orp3 K wn r n 
p a w n pc jpin^DTpc wtf T» ipo^s 
"nplafD^nK T*K pppV Ipa'W^K I P " ! DlfP 
IP*PII m « ,D"3"«J iP'u pB ipta^crw IP* 
np**t PB nwp n p * *»n o n jpa^ wc «» 
JKO 1«K Ml inPDT pK P00BP3 PPMTOTpB 
"P3 IX PSK3DMK I B * !1K ]K'3P m "1KB 
?peapi PTP«I IPVE-
|K IPIB^PJDMK 5*^9 0KT1 JV31i n 
i n TPa^ pn PK ,ipp«t3Pi^p H « "IIIB'IK 
DIP',' I'DOV Din)rt>PPB13KC 1P1 pC r>vy 
DTPH DP1P13K iPPiW .Binp^pip 1»^)*n 
:0P13pa^ KC 03V1P3 DlBtl 
n'aaimpVw-cjp'ip » '«% BM«asft 171 
»n p» i«'»»t'a«ai* pa'capo n .JBUH >ri 
PB oMia wiw3 W W B"T **» iparapif^p 
,»n .cnBBBceifrcpy yecry »i pa wa'w n 
n | w ifjMUfm *i ipB»n» n T«» »»B II«JIJII 
IMVipaain .'npaMiB'WBtfP' lpapa n » 70B7= 
,WB»»iapa CTD*3 p f^tJlB .J3ip»wpta« t « 
•.ipBftr'-V» i» wmppoiB »'3 m wapp " t t* 




w *e j j r» # * oipiiroppBUBO-aBO *1 CS»B 
TR yo'JO'pjryM"* n ji» ^ri jrt i «i ipwpipt 
.T'OOB iimpp&Bi> ip i i « eye 
UlTjnjJ 818 V I 05*H '118 ' ) ! 
?TM8W>18JP '1 -VW IM 
"Pitts- i y i .yowiy to W **B j u r » ** 
P» Ip l BO ,Unpi3B MM BB»»B T»B ip3*0 
l*t ta$n ip3Bopi*>p ip i tpn ,B»» *Y .)BOB 
)BOK .U^'BIBB tm : ' t ' i B<O ipBpiB BIBUIJ 
-pw p ip" ! j i * ]pjilp epcBaTnyip »i lpipVo 
W » • !J»\p wf* can iywpo «1 U» 
-ipo»3iB nyi PK juoroi oi» M IIIB ,o» 8«t. 
iy:«apiv49 JW lJ«y)» yi 'UMin .uiipiipa 
-C2**XB"U<C<II yoiirt »t . irttrpr p'rvi ,|"? 
,ijr»3jm ,iptopo y o 83Biap;i ty^an ipof-ice-
-pi f » ' en ' i jnpipa 111)011 f i t tysBit Dfii 
mm im IBJBI i>i ipafn yaftyii'iw ,1B'»^?» 
ursBopiBSp 171 tnir I*R ft--put ju«V"nos3 
.;-?nir i»o i ' jmu B ipuvayjam 
Bjn IP^oy* =<n Dfa piB)p iyt"Bi1 un 
BS^M 1tf> / W W BjmC T i l l DMUBQ 19V0"! 
"*»B ."isyn,, iiapji ipiBipya mayoo* 0*0 ip 
-jmrntB m j r y m w B y**) * i »*•> iye 
tm oxBviisep w'Ji* in* i jnpr pir>P 15* 
,BPUJ*P lyase )«n ipsum /uny» . V ^ J W I B 
.*** won K iya#n no 
U w n i in* o*n I'OOB WBPP&KIB n 
nB.oy -J$-tui« »i . i i ivn i>ii m m B BSBO 
•n' lpa*opiB>p n ipayaur i * ayii B I*IHB 
i r r un I*B ©ay* w o n n A'*U»jn .WO 
B**J» .ijtSBopiv>p WU>' l i * w*a 1»» I » 
,!B3jroi* « w o n i i j jhi B ump-» v*p*«i 
.wmW'Triw ips rw" W«a »l u ,i jtt)«" 
«11 JeWP.'T 1f» n;yo»tD nnjruBOBi. i»»p 
TB.»• > •»»» 1VP ,'(fD a«J»o (iK irwW^iriHB 
l«'2ii iyi:\H lie wpp Dpi Tp3»* .Jill B)KD 
snyw.it p^ ' t
 t)»ta mpo « uruenvx tin 
<m i n . urnpj >'M - 'DSprnxK =?pr ojr'cojrp 
-TTpfl wWi " r t »«•» ' v i m vw» ,"a«»" 
«T»1 Jl» 8JB0JW 
-i«« 5?PD * i ,B»i»jra Tyvn jnp " i * lP3»n 
cienyi Djcffi-pigVp n im U»8i»s I K ; P I 
,»r»p3«)oajtir i j i » 
• J I B ' J wn wm t w i BpB«a ' i an» t « 
nm' (sr i* |(jrrc »»t tp3?p OBli HO ,153513 wpp 
iia oo
 ttf*3)i »t m 00 onyaB* >n uwa 
I i u ^P'lyoB n t i jo»3i« jmvtoBJi* 
.,m»50 un ^ i « ' 10 o i tor y»»p »i 
jw«top n»P 1 ,*»»«•>. o*misb 
!»ifBr un n» ojytiB'D jreap'arn J)B 
? ivip-n P'»IQO u n turn »8> »n 
v o : m a t ) n t | i n r ' n ty i i pineo u n . 
.VMTP um»ru , i r v w B i p WiFB* oy 
• 
-cjewp e r r ] j » jm 
PIBOB* IVD I'M «»0«P 15D1'-U 8IB |'M 
-.pn'C |1D I»3313"0 ' 1 "pM DTDm5D3'K1jD 
•OMM DPI IV3V11 .1»Jl»3 »03»i'DK1B pK 
. DWl iyO ,P"1»D DJH HE 331PT11 ]IM «W 
rooma n » U « D '. o ^ a n B J r w r i ' i m 
H IU) 1»3"M I'M T» 5»11 ,O"PO8«nV0D'lK 
PM jjnn«Dny w n n ta'D iyt»»»p PO^B 
-15DU K mpi i v u n pM n&DTU'K PIM^P i n 
-i8o» i ' i » t yrmtnti M PM .IVO3K:KP: 
D J » 3 eprnwun 'R mm PM DHII "ODTJII 
i p D8.-1 jraino n»3'53jm 1W3M3 u n pn 
,|VW3"D 5O3e0in»t33'M inPI BP'YiPiO'Ut 
1MB iW'M nm?"Pib 8 i m ' » T D »5JI«. 
r 
iyp ttfuruniy 'ici>3m% WMID i m n'm 
" P » I O D I W W M tan po iimiBiny i»o 
. ;or iW3*8t oiycosyw •)» oan 
0>'ll TB ^»3 1»B )*11 |»'» B»33 l»p 
Mo«P ipo ' iu iyiy» IM. .aJiinBtip i « 1;;? 
lyuiB" PB "poNrpiaBV. «i ipB'apiijn'ii t*n 
ip i urn ,E'»B B jyiiyi u p t»B cy .i"is 
»i p r n y n n I»B lysnyj i t r o t n une pir>? 
.unm yown y a w «1 ;;t
 fiyeBU«D y'reit 
•Bis mBi jn i ,iB««B»ri iyoDn»ip3 ijn m 
.lyo'in ' « r iiB 'mxipofo .ipiiyVtp'it ,ovi 
•jtf ynopp yauym»y«B n 110 B » * i n p* 
OTpiyawiiB T B ipwDi i i y i i»t oan
 f " i 153 
pB ouruBoppftDBD yain »T ,)yBV* I*1111 
pjnVp n .lyay^p irvfuya ips'u iptjw pij"t 
.BinyoiBB I IB Bip«3ilaya i«i lyafn tspFW* 
•yi yamn^iyo y»yn )KOB I»IW 3«n T * 
1»B ^"wiyiiiBB. | ' « Mjya jpayiBya poiVri 
Ip l W e»pD»tp1pBB»lR ipiiB Ipfl'B 1?3« *»B 
IB IflHB t»B Op .1»10 l'B Pi«) 1pJ'»<« 
-pi8>p Biyiiin iusBiiB ;IR yaitay i » TV 
i»i*a tfJJBftn I'oot Un « , i» lo l'B C;C«: 
BO tp3«»T patura'B »i p t yu»»B ,oycB3 409 
-BO-3BO iMVaiiia'euniwBpyBWBo p'noB i»p 
TTU »i i«» yiBBii ip3«D »»t jnpiiBBp;"" 
.ourviBflppflOBO ?ny» 
i y i n» Dyota »i i» , I«B T ' B eftpB* w n 
11M B I » » P U I I M p n i<4piin ipVyii I'OCB 
?B«BSityi u n pn oy« DBII .a«) «|M« '?«= 
j» apii B iyj>*yi opii uni»tpjwoBOTBO V 
IB tyuni Bjm ur I IB DTBBO yjyip«Bny» n 
ri 's i 'B >i m.Bpi i i . l y i i npy i i ^a • ; ' • " ' 
B.MB C'U-1(«?J»M*4I 1«T IpSttfl Oljhl»Bp?»iaP 
IpaBji ot» ,w«»»T ya«i »1 !» JBBTI ori 
. 
:
"T'^:"^ ;" . 
V " ~ -*~. : • " * ' • " ' • ' • -
» 
_ _ _ _ 
IJJp'lJIl B3JJD1KJ tf»V^ W1 
,ar*j o w n is /*•»> IB»"I»»IBP « TO 
73 IP*vpn PIJH .ijro'n "ipiB omopjwi V * 
fC?"1BO 191* BMOpK* p» B»* |1R oS'MpIP 
.•flpn»a w^njmya MI espn vipe B-j tpaBn 
iftiyt n»M»it M iv .IWJjnM ipa*. W U» 
W i«inj« * tvvBOjnB »»»> 1* wpn n B«n 
-» i"t t'» ijWXJipa ••ftjnr Bf» .ipspwpe 
1<« IplBllpJ IPJisapa MB DBll lpiB .B'Wpipil 
c^n i"p ipa«n OTMU p i y i jst'iuptpiiyj I'M 
J-^JI «i ijn"D .iffipii^tiipi l l » r » « BO 
'jrWMfnp ps'lwptp; 
,anpa»npt *w»»n B < O > I W » I » pa v* 
•ft) *pjB'wyripn)'B ipi m Tjnp»^a»B »i t« 
\7ff7n nrtpit |gta* oippTon BipcriBJ c»i 
mm W B .p'tan p* tpopipw* n w » j n 
efll BSpDfillJBpV D'tyl VI tt) ,B,Ml)H tp^ttpl 
rytja wr tpo'mnB na t"t I»K ep^j jams 
-«»a i« jmsyi «T 19*M?y3 !»• MWBTIB »1 tin 
. ,B"TB» IHJ'l I'* 1B»'»» JH 
. B:«IEJP lpipn eu *BI n(Wwn=J«p t" 
.l#no Bym U«BJI 
nwBoputfp »i pit 5yjB'ipy3iyD3'K *i 
pit w i a yoDBo it itm^Bniv ipaijn I B W 
na ywmj pB pK D5BPB*«I>B WSsmtift 
IfXUtffVrt & "I \pV\\ I'D .|»3B'X»T»JB3 
llfthpa 
1 ,e»^-iypt5-Bt*«* po J33bn> K « a 
- K ^ pD BiySOlID yj'DV^D pK DyO'CBP 
m M tnyiwi |yw)yi3B 3*B'WM»K v*26 
inya 33ioo»iD3» O*IK opm DBII .ivwftii 
•PI^P n DDH3V3 ,1'DOB WDpyDKIB V I 
IBB JUMW JjT»B OSriBtriDB PM .VSBO. 5lD3 D3y»»13B DJTI W*3V ;*! iW) 5*B tttB 
T1 IKJPTO 1« M W H H DDin5W»3 3*Bn5 .1WBD 
imsunw^nsyD V W H I* TKIWO im IB ,bTnj*(ny ^5prno*w inmi v»*m 
1« tr>jm B^ jmstfy* tp*M »!«•» H (6 
n>-» ajiavn ">ri- o'e tVBtfiiy n«3n <ijz 
H .•W»PB' T'OB'l* UK V'DJ'II H (IB po«0(p 
.tia-ijn p»i B^i if»ji» i p tie -ljjBsnenpe 
IF i^pOMiB eu *BI i^Pr«3iP P'P (7 
P« oinecupT n?n v ir»"P ,a"3i» p»p 
-lWBppfiJBo on B»J t»'3i' n tw t i ' i i ' nri 
I'd JBVft 05 IN ^anpa»"p« p3'*>u«n» n -»pn 
TJB 11H DTMnipOO 1R*Jlt *l B'np^g B«V 1"! 
.trajiii'ipa tneo'Ve TITS 
Ci'B»p»73 tJTJTll B*S ^Bl 1«By«1=3B? V'P 
•aiB'.ipsjrtt panyV |«*i#0 T«B D? ni M0 MIB 
-IB il3j3 OitlB D«3 CJ»1p 1» IP" 1JHB ,T»C 
wpBca'ajni lpe r^ruB ipJpp ITB? -^ •« ^ ' a 
.ipa'»«a 8 
P 
T»^i ip^ »<sa»it ^BI m uWri»»'lU ijn (8 
n ip»ni» .T^jyo MI •»"« •«» .U'one -t 
fljKWVWW nmBV.i"D3>BB'i'it Tp»»aiB 
P"TOD IV3BO 1* IPO^niPD DB" ,lfDP31B 
1JBO h W P1KB11 IPC'lPlfD 1JHB ,Dn31B 
ijn IB »nw oy pnim *»3 Dirnropye 
t5yD3*?ony» ^iropyouBO* n n .puioo 
TniB tin |yoy3 n |y3*'WnyD iyo?Bn « v* 
.waiB v jyoyii TBD OFDVB H PD iyo 
V3>3, n ]y3"x iv PK
 fjnBBii binpiyo TTIB 
•unp ix ( B W ijn | » '^ yolr«^^y;B wi-« 
HB^oc K ty5nBify3 «f P*»* Do^or iy . c v 
iwy^iya otni ty 3MK ,in5in ispt'tta IIB 
P« pB .DWDnJB O'pB 0P3IB t'K Dp pO$»H 
JIB jyaionsys iyoipy33B jyrn I»B*III 
-pi'ipo n ;TIK«3 W B I P " VB5jn*MB ^r : 
TTisyMv^p ; 24 5BPB* ,1B00B3 PC V3BO 
JIB 1B*31» Ty3BOPlB>P ; TlBlp^ Itt'Ktm 
v i m IIB ny**a V3*5>nyn K * • m»Jno 
"w RHiisyn n |tP ftr»n>Ktin K ; IBDS'I 
PK tyiBtaO DnOD tr»TMl»T -*1 TIB VB"3 
•D?BPB^  yVWK pD W138 y^y'B pB 
^ ,T*3"> 11 B t»«"'"W*iPB. typ'voSi i n PB 
** ,!yoBBB'[ninty3 w*vn yosw^KiyB 
itt ,IB*3V ovmBB n n IIB n w p o j ^ r n 
U^TKJP nyoi'taK:5BiaK i n JIB tB^wtuBP 
^'aiB PB tBWyiUBP HB ,tB'3T mypTBti 
|ytJP3lB PDMW jy^ B»
 ft33yo'13B V«'Wy^BP 
-i3Bo y*yvvn'T3»K n n c p K jyaB" y w 
.Diniropyc 
• 
-tyts^n y^»>nvi lie yosjn 
• K ivaynem DBH V)J*?y5r o)m'tjriB 
•3B 11K DTtKlt V3B%B"0BP D'^ BB IV W13 
lysBn DT1B3 y3yany3 o s n yaSim .Dinsya 
-BP i n ,tnyp'»n»o p* ooyp'B iy3'3»B iv 
: OJ*B» *n ovB»3pyi OB" nysK'^o 
-•* v »» »nptjn B 1* OT*B o»»ia T B 
v» :ms»iv R c«n Diti rw« or» tyajm ">'* 
im opii ^iptpa ipi ,op»i»o ti« »"* v t 





•wa'tK^r romm it n»na n p* 
•yncya OTjrnria P'BK*TMI yin*& jwru n 
-yew jyaan •"» m varo*i ,DFU3»?KB tw 
: w w Tjn D*D o?yo 
.=••*• :>•"-•' om B*: ^gaya p»p v;z*- T O 
P» B»»* ww»'»ta jy^i w>p nrt'H TO 
ijr»MW nipitoo i « E"rariynBis3iB: anpn 
•jm BIO o'lSwiiatfr irVni T O .-tpB"«v *•» 
-ttenn -ipsa"1? i»n wn *'*ft /iJwfcTv j^?» 
~.M»WBBI*»*P tyayn ipoip 
D*l.::jy3jn»*np0IHI win UT3ffl TO 
-fB.jpavo T I iyW TO *ni EU .epruvp 
tft'ooui v PB ivnep: cm tyavn T O .vpsfB 
n ;HH p»nee~ i;;:*''* • iym»B 'wA* -;l»i» 
...f ppit nreo'cwps 
Ufc»n rwa*rw uooiKwa.irwr »wu w 
iw-iWw "an o'o MSWO'O opmwo'w 
MOW an xm mm w vnrmtry& 
ffDWJJ) »t |M"I IVOPWJ #8 1T»VP?WB 
iyp J'OOB tnjni©wpDii8o *vw ,W>B» ow 
wp t« ;triw*Vori -wravcBsn-BO 
*nyw** H jy»a p«: o«n© M'miro K I*K 
•M-^D po«n «i xxwfyvn *un pB I»D 
tvo^ vn IIK PCSVP K |yrpJ8n»J )* (parte 
•n\iK tin p« iK»wn»Tjrp vsrur^wc 
HB)w r» D&nrn *T .b**an« DMYW£P 
NMHI0 TMBpnpD* ywww3. iw m*w 
.prop px TOPD ,IPO 
?$'•• 
-fccusxnjnwDpyDiwDTyn jjaya ww 
"KP w»oi«npy H D«n >vo ivDis c;,-i 
-j*. »»> DIPDWMBP 5w*>wu i n pc w o 
i n jyijj w»x^8in-DW»mtf « IVDUP; 
•*fl ,->»PV3 -1 1801U .|'0M IVapRHOB 
-ift i n wni'w PK jjn> ijri p& bannim 
p«ii Bt»«B »i wmpln. »»x\5vjn n 
• - - I . - , . - i 
"W.»a"» "3 .800 l^ H ,T'C3'K 1^ 1* ,=?T1H 
S*w im «•» T'M'n p»t .T»DOMK ims=?«-c 
p» i«^ tut |fty» en* onyt ^'sjn? pt«»i 
,ny»»p n ^OBB« ipoip T?n» THI ,>=••*: 
n .onyofloow li» ljrujepjiwtK nyapsw n 
1JWMW Btr mto'^Oiw ,w«jr in PK t?»T 
JS J^MI ,T'0 BO<M njn »^m ijn«»n Bjynyjys ^ 
,DjpBcenp»B patEwmmm e«e r w i7x»i 
lie li-Ei'v" n tyw"a v *VIB ijronjia -•-)•-
f'poi ijri i « oayrtr* -»jn ,TB» .rn j -
l«v ipojwjcrpjonirinyr it B?n lp ,i"^ 
.IN baieopvpa *v i«:
 fi<v»? JTBBIII} 160 im 
wijf-i si\ii iv ot"« *v .nyona-nj 150 T» 
500 W"i I« an cyi tpav .r^»e» eio ifr 
•3»p TJj»n K na ea<BB9vjn ir»yii IT=":TI 
7M ^n« TT ij:*Bya ipijw Dpojm ,IP?CPB^ 
'n*iov ,BI-»O H«ijw ,B»TCD D'XIV ,en=c pn; 
Ti^ jtt 0(0 ,n .TB ,« .oi^ wo jm8 «•* ,B»IE: 
~VO I'CCV jrooyu n pB 10 M BID -KE •;- m 
.ov i^itCTBMvp wx i« "ijajnrBpiiD n 
P« |jrpp«n' \vt ijoipairt «n pn T I 17^171 
t»3 n<y p'p i'i oio TT ipp.iv'ap n .^ nti 
jMBpywna ijn iseam unnatv »T Vm ,tpayj 
•t 'Bin 1«Biri 'P«B nrBV) .I'OOB i p l« 
« • TWB2 oaivtfii n .(I'DDV iPEpjeim v 
IJBBFO'H ijr»Ba DO P B ^BTOJBP '-wotap 
a«npj a»s B$n »» T * « jV»*ji'Bri ip=(r"""» 
•TV *qnitjpi «t« "W li^B'o n ijnp crpo n 
•yni» BB'HI <n IIB yj»n P B "»B»iyn .5": 
*8t Dp TV jtV^P "VSfOpif*? tjn t " B"» 





»j8t>»3 "ofcyunnvot, pn WP*DI« IK pn 
*1 |B3^mi D^D DP8D 8 W M " n -«nB-D"ll 
D'J B«w Df«n Dy MI V ' lKMtfi o»n: '5n: 
!B38!Ty ;D3V3VT1" 
tw lyunr oijTOjByiJ'B <T ]>B ?»•«» 171 
-yjjinvn ,w O»H» »myj ov»
 >DBlyo>7c;o n 
np»3iB n^B ^tata WPtarHr.N » B,IC H =:»= 
.WW 
"O'STV «» TBtVa V ! PB SPO'D UH?' "= 
pv ipo^inyj invp njpn o i ' ^ i rn evn if?"1 
nv *i o*s i jv^ i rwip T O tv ,w>yo«" i"" 
DypB3 »t ijm .nvtyv ojjrwpBjrtPK n PK C": 
^yi«o .10 im
 t^vpmnB ojn i;:K":;;:« :;:•'" 
t:in ipaya Mnn^wya •yr^rjx i r i o»o c»^ 
."DO»B pnv1 v»„ ipi 1'* 
*PVB o«o T O litevn »BO n«8 ojn ,Wyn 
TO auf r t i rya 7*»Vi3ini m UMB o>p»JiTi !?= 
,WPivs T O uravn *BO i)re3 o n .nw i;J 
/!•**».-UOnU Ojn BT^VT03|p IV'«» "I5"1" " 




i9pv*tt wytnw Dm** ->yi 
:oa«t9a DWUB ivenwif 01911 09 |93 
— ^ 
» 
im T'TB pli>P PK ^JJ3r\0 lpa»WK Dpi 
Dl» p'^31* Ofl ITS**. IPB^R" " i ' n Bpt33 
IT? »"VaR, .("Ton '3 P'^sat '*" , ) "Vjm"o 
•yoip « 1 M lMMBapv** \rvor\jn c : ijro 
071 pR tyPB'D TK'FD -O'D py'VC'SP R 1* 
jjn»»DSye n DIM IHV"H>!PD3«P IIB TcaiRp 
•rt»D r3*3 T " 1 V * B ' O "W»JJO .BMRPRV 07*1 
Ifijti i» iyjJ»T2 73*911 H „ IH ,u«t 17 1711 
-iyt p i ce«* 11 nwpo 17110 i7V« "isfwrw 
tc** 7'P'i .p'tan ojn i«» B"po»toT«i»*R 
-O'ITB wto» c "» t ^ w n * " « , V W J » 
n pit "ijm*»a~H» 11 ,o»fo »*jn »i *if» pwip 
*:( 17*711 »T 3MR ,p'*3i» p t 700*0 70 nia 
jrj»^ <iW)?a»»i« pit TJIBMIXIJWJIR ptpH lyo^jn 
•ijjjo n jawis nnyt p u 17*711 ,33i*ycT 
•ftn'Mi n « 7 TROT** ]?a*Bt 17*711 DTTTreppe 
i?tji> pR ot«tr -«n n»w ivajma ip*7« » l 
•MTJ R p i ijnnuepa pR 00*1190* 11 PM»IP 
. . . a p n p i7»">i* ipo 
,nril»tp?BUR8 »1 1M, ••wapJjTHlH 1»R OJf 
6 W » ; isatm iiH ipajr* u v a u I73IW » t o n 
=-s ijryjn JIR ^BpRcrw 071 17M1R e«» VHP 
,B>« lyaiin pe tjroRMO'D p ' p u n n v w n i v 
»» BMMI» oan lafori*
 ot« M« pi* iyjyp 
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po nytMnBTyB r%i J\B Rrum Dyt)3»>ryj 
pit lyavwyarBfi PM oy >II on> ,ovr« yr"3 
"•timys |yj«t Tyo»arB ¥i Tya* .$B>tD»n» 
- I * Tyr PB awi^Sya nyr pa fiyi>D»TDjy 
w prmypoiit o^Biiy3 ou ?j»- iya»n pit vs 
• 
— . — * ~ 
i m n D^D1B3 CTI«V VT SB 
.jyann oo (M(n TV p'P PR BBOTlJlliyj 
-jru» «*»> *i P* OJRPD pyto n n r » 
4»*tw 
-pn pa pri"* *P»D IP3#D TJUJOTW n 
»&3 n ism D«x ipip* w .iRip^ronp 
1-DnUB no IP">P»I "»D» B*R11PJ JP3Rn c i a 
p» iVP'ttf W PPltR "T BRBP3R ,iPB"3"1«t 
PC *iP3BP© \m& hrt w **•"» iPojnpo 
DIPOPTB Wfwi |m nw»r n w .I'DOB -un 
OTMWC B*3 pftm o^ana a w iwanB 
tn»n ptfpn DP vm A'DO* ip-; TIC pnpn 
JPSPSPW'TB m DP im ,op«noo pwroDnw 
tnv1 pR DPI ipjjni O»B«3 R IPTRW i»a 
np*r pR w»3V im pa on r nptp*t .sue 
"V3RQ PR nPD"31» H»1K BPVW3 ORrt I'DO* 
.T|y3V3-«?:|»»i'B^8«' pR an»'V* |po*o. ..-!»&< IRM ipeptp P3'3"R pR .DTPIICOPPD 
• j g w t j ' ^ i i . i w i i n * o^an* pipcpa 
un*- ,»1 unvuiaD*w pR IPD"3">» mm 
•x navwoB' K iPi»iop3 ipa*n »t pa^pu 
«! IPJJ'IW o*oipi pR inn** >i »n inpnpn 
IPwemraii QIR .h£» DR1 pHB^PB ,w 
treupJSR TO-tvavn.,e3ifP"j'&npoii PMhn' 
anno PR n»TPwaT»w» -\mp» o*n ,*n K 
ftp 1*PD PP*D PR ** .iPO'mva* 33"-lOP 
Tip .jjram Ttf^oi* f »5i BESTIR PIHRI n 
•w n 5*i TUtt.rm-PB n3P w tir ,nnpo 
tfsipmv* imim oVuyws T ^ 3 o5n** 
•J*K> imv ;")poip PJU"K pR .5WP w a i R 
*»'DIK-w-BftFran B*3 jpaijn "ipo^aiB pa 
•'K O'DCR.-W3W B«n ,nri'3Kr »T ana IP5 
wo Tpvaw npn -wi t ?«103RP jpoiipnya 
JK pfo pn npo»an* imp*B$n8*pjonR p* 
D^ PDDKp n ."nn»a D3«V9tl TPl pD D*W( 
P#0 p K « ,?n K ]PW3P3J» i n n Dlfn I»»3>* 
•EPPP3 Onjm 1P00KP p*K "1U JP11 ,lKt<D 
inim o5'T3T« i"^a mvar i«t **i o^a'D 
o^ai8P3 ipa»n oifii enpowp 0»t tpmw 
•c*% pb-'B*3't3W "a (VD'tnyn wr»'n" 
1
 ."DPD*'P 6fTTwen»nB inn "W»"3»O»TP 
TP-PH P3rT» W » ' W » W 3 1PT 1 » 
5»o rprim pn pn ."DPO»P VTYIBCBOH. 
"»•• ,oamP2 1MD ip;icp: T3',K o«n tpt> imi 
/nr«»5Tp» iim T^PJ *T t3i»op33"H T O i»a 
xmt 
T> DTP" iropmoMMraio po pjric n 
IP DnpnWDPPK3«3 P3*3»>H. .I3>3 WW "3 
•V:B ,Q?t3G*o c«i im^EW3»'K ocnips tpa 
n wpi ^»pTtj3p DIP WW *iw m i»3 nw 
tnpJiie*bppBi3Ko .m .tim^wra DIWPS t'oo« 
,ipti«yn( |»*3v iPipa isn'3'onpcri pa j^ni 
.o"anr*wtfin m W ' r * n o r t - » w 
|W3W ;on ipo»a"t» "I lp^ nwvpa IPTIO 
oa«eKi-'trami«vtt p»w».*nn no noipii 
".V,;J--
•P3 TO tP2*n ,OP03*P3 0*3 D't>«3 DPI ttjn 
•jvw iP3»n n^o ; ntivov P33"TeB' M IPDU 
vw DSPBOTB I^ W P3»T$ir n iPcispjipD 
."iPD»3i* inpn3B D-IK p^"T 
n IB 4<1VTP3 IP3»n D^ POplfi H |P11 
Ipcwnvaif iPDw r^o3P ?*n Tiwp D3,*rn 
jpoipaip ipoupj "i tP3»n .o^ais-p'op 
PB OKD t^pn njn .pUJfl "wn pt o^n i 
IP3»fn ""j ta?a i» ,IPPP3 I*K *»BD«P ipipn 
>*P0 DtOO'B t»T BB*nP RK B5PDCP3 I'd 
DiPDina paJKo *m ipowpa ipa«n -wa nu 
.&r»pB opn npa»« IK^KI 5 \m 3 Iprmt 
,IifbD»3 pn Dipopni m m T B (Pawn D3"n 
W'3»0 :DP^  -iw tnfe tPO»a-«j pa^pn 
(DnpDP*i») 42 c*«>¥* n ipa»n- =inr» 
,pnynn*«nn tPoi3P33» (DIPBDW) 73 xm 
\tartpiitx$ Bsn^np v>3 i»n npsope p*p TB 
p*P.t« pit ,iPDm D'apSP ipi in» r»t^ B R 
»^3*1R 1R lPf«BtP3« B'3 ^»t ip-mrOpPBURO 
""amr (pnri «t an* ,DB3 im pB TPD 
-I ppav ipn pR ipi3im V' *n IPJRT ,TPB 
•tnBnpn'p^Rt .B^a^B t»a" D*« "wo»*an« 
.TR*3^  tpn p* D*D« PR IPBP3 P^P"t (P3 
ovai* nyi n r»5» R i"t ojrn DP im\ fw 
UffP*Bl'tVl'lV3 1PB»31« H |PP»P |PO OP11 
•3»R inRt*"3 IPBniPS M-|«3 fR P3$P1 WT 
•»3»E P» tn«B'»np»R 1BD IPIRIWI m.VBP3 
"P3 33RB3R PR TO |P3»n *&&&& J»iPt? 
o,%x i n o»o ip3« .iPQ '^ps'Tpne ID R DRD 
n» T»B^3IR *i p>c o*na »5pa n Tt |P3»n 
IPO^ PT Wmm DP PR DPBD'B D1Y B3HPHP3 
-«D .rRf'B R tPOnp33« R^l VB"3nR JR »R 
npn .o'DR np(3iR pB'opmin B^PII TP nn 
"«3iR porrMpasiR n Bs^npa iram B*O 
PTBBT i n jpa'Bru enw *^ pa ?pit pR ,"IPB 
.-WW P33RD 1RB 1'0 tP3PP. *WB"31R PR 
-3RP pTpopa IIR mT3B" pipapn prs^p ipo 
-r*R oir»R pw ?n* CPBD'B DRT .tPiRnn 
" '
;
 • . • • 
. 
'"' 
• i lfiaV 
100 H T'H ww ->vnw ,n»K 
v IRWr ib } 0"Vb"3i» n TSQ* .awa 
UK
 #|TMpm Bj^fcwurB "un»5 PR aimx 
-TWJIR eWft n T» "MR o5n*BW pawn VD 
j j iosn i w t p* B»rw ipororji* 
-fm owro rwtflR pR T3R5TIP barft 
i»o l»3»n 5J»B3R *RI5 pR nun op3 t»mn 
n»c pwwun p5» n pnmttnvt itaftjhvi 
•*w» i * w n » v w 5*« VR .nwrwwa 
TTT PB "WW,53D*D n PR 1)03*1950 OMTI 
PR W*BT ijrtiB Tjnn IRB TIKR3 .tp» .en 
PR BRW* pawn "i wfli imv*)** tan HH> 
jpetaww n nm58irt»D w B»WWD p*o 
.B5«PR5IMR»BR3 n 
- . r n n w n -a* ,5*BB33W»* 
•aw . I M R ^ W BO"3i* r u w a no*5niH 
W?*DW cmmewwMKD inma* tvayn iw 
p»tuo 5rw3»pn *un pm .5r*ae»o |«> 
»5* Bonn impwi Bnny5p-» D3JBVP* t*n 
D» jiusmya "an pf pDRtamv m IVBPT 
D«n B*BW 5rQop*ri njn DRII TO MPC 
t'BBR TTT »*» tVBETiP PR JPDORCrtJlD 1-( 
n .5JP*3K3»D p*nbo art b r o w * e»n ;•« 
IK D'lH3in BmW PR 3313**0 W»5DJPCV 
M*BB3*3 *5» JTOn ]W» D*WP'*TBD **1 1PBD313 
J i P m w D3na»3 WK p a w irwoeciK 
• « * 
-Reo»a n B ' i /IRUV par ty ojn »»t 
5RD 2 33iB"» « B*n* -nwja w i p m "iyj 
pa PVPH «i pt>»iiPUHt vt B\R ,BWUD K 
.iW5"3i» jnjrnin |y»Mflt BPJRW i»no 
3K3TK 
T3CTWP fK B"31t 
jjnm an 1<P iw "*»• ij^opif^p pv y^wpr pitfp irujrtntSR n iwjm myn* wuwjnff'i' 





D3PBB»*D ir«n\ B->¥B»1 
M"5p -»ip pn r»3rtp 
!V-
^ : 
tyouprwa'n a*n v * 1»« 
PH naj^t'Jp :» ,U3«WT»& I^»B« TI» aun 
v » a*n P3H5 wn»n n .Duvtrnmrnp-ii-
T« tn«n VD J35y&tryruuj DO "ora* v> 
K o«nn Tvavi TOsawift) n is ,Deimt 
• w n can TW tmmmrHi wrmBr r3w 
W 3 K W « | « 19U P* P»TOO 5fcVW3 
•»J B»n Bltfl ,*KXtP B«3W3TW> ) « WH 
-a» T»o"aT« n iw»n .iirbwip 6 o w 
^ jpM VI pnnspow onnyj pit irv0 
,lP3»*jruifp rorv "vrnx* *umjw 
-nJM Bjm cn j j awum nm jm p»5an 
•»»'B T«3W "On W» Ba'5 >»^ BK» K }»' 
V3»DM in3» 
I « B » 3 T » n ipay«;rw3»i» *i*o •W33MP*P 
PK pracwp D3v^Kioiunv e r r tyvnv3R} 
K IW3"3T« I 'nB BTlpO pH &1H9p pM 
*n»* jra5»t n oitoa pK - t f iw I»D3»K 
" t pB T3W1B 3 It "3 ,"0MW 7I»BBW 
TTtK 2,500 !»3"t P1JPT PB IW fgVnt \fM 
n .Dtn»iPt> pn DBIK9P «a B J ^ K B ^ 
-rui 9 ,\i .VB M B3n»r"3*B Ijf3«t yinam 
"i fcWtfr ' tWl W V » IJP1TD *1 PB B3W 
nnpo ,iv8W3»5iwirT*3 »3jnu'i!nW» p» ya 
jpr»Dnjn B3W>D 
03»t>BBOT3 r r * « B3»TlfD»T»K pWTB n 
p»3"i pR Bmpjpjna »D»ru n«> n pR ->u 
D3jn»"Httm T»B»njriR am pB 03»VKIQ 96 
tft&P n»DBMR pR 1"DMl*n PK 




- * im D V I O W I * tv&o*a p* vno cum 
iifonp pit IPWW cam pit DD"n n 
i>i»' 10 PR >tt tromtroj enjru* iw«t 
Tfl JIB O^ WCarD |M" | DTUDr* DD"W 1 
-Dim n ; 12 >*P*> WW cnvojni PI*>P 
• twiPD njn pB tnp3ow> [w»u enyp**D 
n* »DO»n> n jw ; 24 5*pi# ,i*ot» cnyp 
ov5*tD3*p IP"*!! own i yw» p* t » " 3 
733*0 .Ti**a 03<*rn Ty3*DD*3 i n JIB 
DTDW ,co'*$to*p T*B tupip 09 pro ,5*0 
K 3WU *?5* P* DV .rtfQ"E7*D typ'DP M 
n "3 p f t m w ) " * *t\ 5yo>o it paws 
im D«pio*nt TWO D**P*5 ny3*DD*3 
.o*oi*n 
-
,!W3«run i*o |w»n pni* m** M O'D 
invn ,JWD .lyoDiim p*.Tyo»3i* «i tit 
.nivar W»»5P I*D inj iDp ywitf c a w a 
1VE yt*DO* IK tl'JSSDU;:* 0*H pfO p* 
D'D >'po O W D K p* ymvov jmnrw 
iwjnm*& o^yopya vo ]M*n o**t Tin 
*3vi * T*y 1* TO l»3**tn3*p snyow TUB 
•*H 4 |W P«T0D * 1*3 .TJOUDpll^ P OTW 
-310V n pntvpiyB w jyutfya tawt r»* ipa 
n trivsvn i t p* t *n * K i t 68 no im 
.DaUHRTE- 10 IK 5 tpiX DVfflT'V. 
auyiiya « ponjsyas* I M D*n cri3*J 
IBD Tyo»3T* omt wm p* ocm- n "a 
*ipwrwM»K *n it* "uwiwo prurouva * 
•onr* p* utfTyD njnn orSntya o*n *ya 
.43 Tyota om ij/DJiK TyoTWPD * tyayays 
-IHOWT* t* prauTimaiH " i po*n *»myr 
T»D my*n pB 5n*t H p* PJMMP D3**» 
l*on n »B ,o-u>Djnra» *u* i»t Dip DTI»3 
T» ' *31» n oy« n *« .oa'inw*!! T* own 
oro « jrt«o ,i»**n3ro*ro praw DO 
•n*0D»3i« jnywra tvtwwww »i I *B 
.pruiun 
"J*P BStVPW *1 O*11 P^l« * W * *WS 
tnu DV*rm fm oo"N n i » w«p or5»nD 
n jm uu3«iow« r i pjin K npa* n w v 
w*3»w pu n*»n i n D»D ,[np3ca» w»Djmo 
.Timp Dj*»rn i»3ipD«3 i n pe rootn 
lim D3«»3 JJK^ IDD p»D HMK JP3IP »3?JH1 
]"» vw twnm w ptui9vi »IK TTI
 #T*DD 
•3w.n Bucfipwa iwJpii ,njniw3«mu»D 
tm vtmyt vwrwm i t ,ij»»anK DTTI 
-yiyifp DJH "3 ."r*n D^njo. n pw ram 
.irowiuc « 1P3WSH ni^p «t i»« a«n r3jn 
-1VD31H m v f um I'DDV i»" t an* r* 
D«ll V^K ~KD VfelipUttWD !' 'I IV ;*":-»; 
n i»3#tTt Tjn» iP3"ienjn33i* p 0 n " I 
-i3Bjn»D Bn»ai7»5 TD jy^jni im ."iro^sn* 
V> " i tvaip v>n» .T»ii3nf3"* "» D»O pr> 
«t Dt> Da*op3 p:*n TO p* tnm>wa> 
njnrjw Tin I*D Worm \WQP&np * 
.nyo"3*i» y>* Itt 331D'DtnV Tjn ens ,1»TD 
Di*p3'jn W3«3 n r* ,i»* owtf im i r i 
H .0TP3*T«( BflRH P* l*OD*a p* T«TB 
PWTW i n own IPD Jf3^ 3ni nn* »n"ni 
•jm»TD n ni imra 03W**w 40 D»O po«t 
.|»T"i» DD"3i* pan 
-UWTIirB ,7 *^PI(5 T^JfpKO D1VP3*|n H 
aararapn * puim I'DO* njn o*o o r * yfi 
ipo"3i* 1 .in** ivDoan I«B nrrar t>* 
1ETJPPB13BO n P * 03WK-M 20 IPUB^lPB 
5*1 >3Tijr3jfn n ;D3wmB IB p m otjn 
njMen |yoi5 nin DBIHP p* jrono3»* 
•a* rnrno imwa i w i nyo"ai* n .1916 
•papn n TBI*3 jj'ain»o*p wn lyowrrv 
^ * a D3W*T*7% — pnim o^^oivt 5*i » n 
njn .»*5irn prolB DJH 03mrm» 7% p* 
I** ('DDK " in pB 70*0*P Tjn PB Dl*»jn 
- * n * iy»i »>a 'irunm IPOUVJJ* DO -»3* 
i * ,»<aTjn jjw$*ny> T * iw*n "? .wnwo 
am DBmp p* lyomoi"* 5*t aaniraffn n 
"jwrn iw^nr ins rorao .«n9wvi pmlfi 
.D^yoyow DO 1*3 i^D3D i m r* oi*Bin 
i t Xva^Vi »3i* oyn oy t* ,an>3 T * -«D* 
.n»o«P * prtnffWB 
, * -* * 
DD»n *T»ni ,P»II» i*o«3*o pra*«* D»D 
•ya D*n ,49 **P*S ,I*OI» irwptisemi r»* 
-OD«3"IK n tyTywatyB jyayn pmn tyoo 
op'wn D»B* j y r n i n o*n ,Ty3*nrn3*P 
p*ev>in .">a *iyna*3 p* nwun'Of n* i 
- i * D3**t*to*n* T»«t i n * lyowwE'i* 
i m ons |yt3yiyco*p yra*** 1*3 .D»*a 
osjnnjnB yaftm "a ,Tnt> nmn p* J'DD* 
•ai^ ya «t t** .•uytynw vrvttn t»* iy33ny^r 
inoa* TJH .Dayoni* tams * jyo^r w iyj 
n pB.TyD"ai* n i n * opinva v w o*n 
-yj j* v i IWT rafcn .nyBtr Dsroywru** 
no»n o r * .fnuyouo ir3i* "«n t* |yD*?r 
tW DO"!! p* TyD»3TB n pc D3Wn» 80 
-
; ; • 
:enw 
>n*x ya5y» n oi:*3 Djn 
T*B aa«en v n n « o*n n Tin* 
D3*t |JTD ,013*3 Qtn O'O OVPT 
: • 
'£-•. 
W O 1*D ,013*3 IW»1p TyO'MI 10D*M1„ 
i n lyyww I»K oyoDn>.D*T iw .*o"3T* 
n <ea»rnri e*n oy t* ,B»MI nw |yr*ii 
T$*JH IK |yp TWO -winnow* yoosyn 
•lyr 'Him* O*J Tiro 
ymwyiwu yiyn i»o*ru»t w OIK 
KTKE 5m»*o D*T iy38D wr ow ;("a^T»o,) 
Oin'MM^K ]V& 0*71 JfOVB TJfT pD T3"TB 
"vittSwv yo3*3yr*r D*T TyaytB» n p* 
T«D r'Totfa .par** oyovo »T — oyoonj 
•y«»K |y3*n «t ..i**tfn*w C w a i u n 
-janwyr ,OD)r»u»n .ofeo'totn. t w o 
DanjEPW pram Tysyr ya3«o p* -"DOW 
D*S ,Tyayo p*- P^ITD ,iywyo y$y«mo 
in MI TWS"2TK n tyjry5 w ,DTynrDpy5 
yrro* p* PK b » # T PK pntfBnyo i* 
n T*C mvw yaJyw iwatte jiyoanavt 
Tin p* TJWE» n no tyvro n w a T * 
K D'O «t pHM^ pit 03tUT*D p* nnD 
pit ."oavrttu,. Tin* "|jnrip ei3„ $ya»o*» 
1**0 n "a -flwiB iPPipya Tyeyw itrow K 
a w t m oto o>3 tM»t "«t nt ,typ*i n iitf 
oy 3MK .Hmft yaypno '«? tyb o*> j» 
1* B«n* DKWyraoK "»n ivo DM .ojyam 
.w .1* .* ,inya 
T»we urn Tr tw w w « TM*» n pk 
-lb lit""* »T nhw ,D3»otyry3 1*3 »nyii 
OTWipy oy «m Tyiw n p* MI Dawn 
rmio oyr D*j o*o Tya«p JJ"3TK i*rpyo 
Ty.a»w ?B yinnrowy.tya'imxowK ft*p K 
pn iyrViyo Ty iyp .tyvopyoKTB oyw 
lyoiajna'n* o*3 *** t"P in* |w- a w n 
-3»niya*n DTrwmmuKp *r>ni .pnyii 
l»p 5*D vm. jw o^o»5 mrwiVi K om»Dy3 
Tjn pn ,»nyi3in nr i y p w w TJO«3TB t« 
"^.j i .PI1 ipW*PP 0tt1P V& W*" #TM 
l&ll I«P'*rt50 T>3yr»5Tyo Tin . i rone 
•3pjy$yi «t DryTiropyfiutto »*i ivsyn'j o«n 
PK OSKOTBSMH yB *^D3K T tPJTP Wt 0»»n 
-yj3»T* tw»*» nyo«3Tit *T PK. Ty«w n 
.rTwoyJ pa T3»«m K PK t^Ku 
K Tfo not» w fy33i5y> *n P K «wc n . 
iwrtun jw> o n v w TP3K /wno jyou 
00*41 )VO DlfW QiJ Ty D1TO .pt3' *3 QJTI " I 
bPtno ,»no n m an3ynyt ,D3yoeny 
•OMOKP MtK OU tW ,MTD yy^OD'lp 1 
Tjn W D3"3ya Mm o*3 w |w 3'DCI> 
*"tt» tIW13DMK 0*3 D»T 01TKW — W*3v 
*5y3 yimK5irr60 PK 50 SMK ,ojre 
W T D D jnynyoanu ^Mtt iy3yp nianSe 
•ITKT ?yo .(y3»n 013 Tnyo «t tyo <nin 
" I DKW ,OyOD*D IKfpyD 0»T |W13D»W 
K *IMK .Tyaye* n pk OTn»ty33»w ipaijn 
.3B0VD8O IVTyojnj 
DTyrw?DpyDi3«o yryoins H (yavn i(t5« 
,p»noo o n 1*3 ^»$3 ,Tjn# op't»y3TyD3«K 
-3«w tyaip «! .Tyayo m tyouyjvnii o">: 
-pjnm pK oyoo*o mrpvo O»T oywyraiDyj 
.Syayo *T i>o Tyory n *JMK IPMTO o5yoi?yj 
l y s j JWK "» no SaflWWW o«n oy pn 
MPOpyWJKO DKT lTPI'3«Mtl5l|Wjn « MW 
Ty35»n ,J«no Tyry m ,OPIK5P I « jjn 
OTjn> osyoTW oyr v w w o e Tjnjn ,5»ro 
*»l>"p\in" W V W ojniwK 03y3yry3DMK 
•Dyws (Po .pbKD oonj»3 oy 33»5 MI ,O» 
y35yi^  .tyryiMm^K -»03y*B"Dy(f 03*0 
K mnosjf v»8T jyo Ml 0'3 I5»»K iyo»Mi 
,MK?P K jyawo pc OTyryasH p w ,PW?P 
DO»D 5y»e»w osyayryaoMK |ya»n " t PK 
K POKD w tyonys i n m ' W naipyo TJHW 
.osyoTKJ pp 5"no yo'nyj 
K OVJO DKW Ty0^3T» fK Ml Ml* pK 
Ty oryw . c a r * DT*O p w 0"» yoMiys 
pn T I o$ypn»3y oy pk oy»Toy33»K 
K m .T^iyb iw oy MI MI* ; o»p5y3tr 
K TK5KT 10 Tin* 8 iya*»*iyp WW ^ ' ^ 
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•PBioaop y33»o •.DJWut'Bn po ow» 
n po y5»»o .bnmDyaain ooi |yaon bioo 
W n j jm .iomwa b'j iyao eon neon 
,NKr*o»DoeDB n.itm baoiayjioo oy e$h 
:
"3»3M-«IB# moiiys 33*5xi*o foots n no 
;onny$piy ono po "aijnynn^na,, po 
%rf=h£ti Ji»p w»o aw rob ,arvj» 
'Tiya»n nr omm iy»o um»-uBB»n 
*3»p |ybpnn bn UKMIK oiobponbsop 
"*i:blrn'&nn i*oo> ,tow un no 5ono 
•!wno n iyp mv 
peon I'ODO i n 110 mnwtfupi n 
I*p ou tjifri l ow i ' i » ,03"oyi oonoo 
'U f)b$n ,D» .nyp»310 h *P1tt D1$M"0 
ivo ctjn nyo*? ysjoo PK w .oiyrryj ^ on 
:>fc«io i«nt> PR o"p3*;«5oB"3io i n amfc* 
— .low i n po om iytaot w biynya 
,nyp>ayonoo yoay^r omw'Tn* »i ty^'t 
*ri*w8 Vt .foe* i n jib inn'OTanpi n 
>*no M tun ,-iysyp u'opnostfp *i poiyo 
» n w ^ ' ak ' i i iw j ' i n jy>f " t PB 
ymt i?n3 lya« v * noon ,wx\* "vri po 
nran^mnyo « o»*u nhWi jyj»»i po'iysn 
-oow 'ipt o$ii> ey nm i5*o« j«an'yiy"t 
• • • 
iya3i5i«myo nyww »a *no*yD m, nc 
•Obb, ys^ ytB iw*t iny« ,byo»(a n o-c 
-"? Vyyi .on*vi0pnk bco W ^oyonw 
-oyo »n ipw I'.K oinwopyoUBo »i jnc p; 
•y* t J U M K i S ir^i* vwio puDTJT: 
5yoio in« jyj ne'SBB' lyorauivD^K \vm 
yoony n a*w |w '^ ppnyoo«n JIIM jut 
Ttt io»3V »i ?»» b^yo'iau oy»o oyi pc D*'» 
on ay^nt I»3H?JD»W O^ O lyowiye imi |IH 0*31030 wyoiinomo o3yon;» cy; 
-ya iwyp iy?oi oiyaoyo yiywii* i« .jyji^t 
lyoyBtf no jrosn y*o ny"t po IVD-J 
iyou x po i ns iw o y^ocyapynv oy^ 
T» m o n n pio* o«n.jow-n -.awm* 
-*>ayo-;oo »i po p*?3 W K jyiayiiw* DJK? 
-iyo y\ po ^lyiyo n po pumbitt y: 
yoawonyiiyuo toi io«o o ivwii ]VO3«TD 
.Wnonaono lytaio po \viw 
loun iy»3io po yaoio-i*bpinb3iip n 
•«b I'D^W in*wyj o^yowa i^Djya«o PK 
•oiiya om*oyjain no oy D«T iJunrcw 
.19J3 mo* po p»ioo lyo'Via iy»io in 
ivctsL-ya no o? |yii p'noo |io otfcait D*<: 
oayonao iyii»bpy5«p lyoeny i n lyiipw 
DiniB^opyouBD oayrnoa lyoop. i n m 
*o .inoiiya o y^oovaooyo yw r»o 'I'OM 
(yriyn jyno ,iy»yv M D^POBTOJOP H po 
jyaon iyo«3T« n ya5yn ^aiaanya yjr. 
.T»ip inraoa on po ouooypiy T' 
.lyaooBnyo I « I pw iyaif OOTI IOUP n 
inayiiivio r»opoio oo jyiiya o>»n oy IB 
^HP.i in^oibJop po imwtttytiyvi 
pv*»opoi» isrom oy MI ,iyoyBra»bpir.D 
"5yii ,Diniropyni3«p n pn lyoye' n po | o w * i ,I'DOO i n r o oiyaoyp iyj»r w 
n po jya'no»io o^iiya onn o*-
oy *ii i^ oioaoo o*« iy»yo-M*op8iDJ8P 
T O D3jruyayT3*o n po on^yvyiao/oil'** 
^iinji*.i*vi» i n o'D jya^n »Jmi ,-J» 
on. po,.oon I'poo n jjoiyoiao. ySyn 
•no ooii oioopr«3»p .jyo'ii »?oiiya o'3 
I'ooo ' i eon;— onyaoyonn'o ioo l»o"2 
-uonya oafrtn jyaon iyno-^ o'nayD'»3 
.OTniropyeuoo »n 11 io»3i* i n po x"* 
po lyajwnivw jyiiw no W ^ ' H jyn P» 
.•0M5OP nysyoo n« on loo b i n "ponmop po bpi»nob jyon « film io«* K 
• • • ' ; , 
• - — • ; . • • • • 
U"""*^* 
\ 
^ • • • • : - . n l . . •— 
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" W V B I I tuycnw D*T*V -ijn 
pK 0"3HS piPD»31tS p-tfPBP10P3 If U*5 *11 
|TW> D»a D»rO"3"HS "WK 3 ' * .I»TO 
.ptttuyo w»t pw PK Ptt»*WW IPU* 
K pK iwn pD iya»aptt o»3 iyanp n no 
pn o*n IPO jpn pK .^ipi »t IKSKI 3$«n 
/TjnnruH o n " V m i" io WIS TK ,proi 
.^Tns yaai* pnts TPOO'K IPDIP DP nm 
-pa "iPB"v pou pttfts* n pf «i praipi 
,J«RP tpoo'ovpam IK IKE- mrop o"ai« 
.DJ'lW TBD»rU M S'lpO D»'i»D TJTMW PK 
TOT PTPUWS D*B VW PK P35»I D*1 
10 jro5jn3B a^« n IPCKBOK D*I .ipo»aiK 
IIK # v TTWP PD nap iyi «a oayir* 
Bn»ni ptfoyo pb PDIKB K |jnrnia»K tun 
•un PD t»'rD»iK m ipww ,ooya K T < " 
•0»'«> IPOD'DPPS K 1*)K ^OnSK^T'lB 
0JPD iPDiipaoniB o*» pOBnp H DKH ,0'n 
Dip m * inpo o«n .pD»aiapeenyEO'D 
oipn POIKD iptyn WK IPP»T> p$bpD 
,w*w'DM'«4*i /*tw*3 Dam**o, a 
IPwwj«e»iK ,ijn«iip: IPDBWJ PK DKH 
jrp'3 pe iynyoBn»B n pajjm m* ,IP:«5P 
o*a cnm PK ,ipav"K D»3 in ivjyp BfPW 
nyape i n .o^ai* £y»B D'D tPDi*uiPD 
•pa , i*r .0 mvia rPpjT TPHIK pc TPW 
H t* ,1P380 i* m ,«monK e n lyo'K oa-D 
"V# pK -Q131D3D "3 ]K'3P m PC 3>\tyQV 
-wtfnn panp PK ruppvu K p't >»t iy» 
o n ]ID jyopaw n pai»*W"HI D"3 .IPO 
IPDIPPJIKB o»3*»r .jpap* PK OPKIO3*P W"J 
.caioao y?y*c 
jpnne ly^Djjo DBI >"po m o w i jn 
-1WWW lWtHftiy etrr TIW 
-yaoope PK o«ii ?"po otswo m 
n p*n TjwaninK" IKD inKiiys o*yor 
•''PJ'DDMW Jy^ D tycnyaomK D1** ybpny 
•KV, nyByf n PK .oyoip V3;KQ O^ O iyo 
um PK TyD"3im*tt J^y'c KT I»3"? oy 
JIB iyaB5p n iirum TWO r*« ,oy*uyi\yu» D3y5r jyiiyj pui*i »>t pu 5»no iirp^ns Jt 
.DIOO*D K w 'orxvun nyopriKs KIK Jyw MW D'3 oywp n pnpl .o^ nKirya 
TTI po w a i t s \vmW39 lyarn PK iyo»3its yo^nKtya-Daj^ t? vw\ m P^VtP 
•JKP nyi PK BPJW u n ^ n oty^ o«ans yiy»t pn arvaynii 33i5vi5» JW»TP iy5«T 
:D:^(D »W ,Diyi«pi5pynOKo *i D^ D DPBID p'a a5tin N PK IK^KI K JWS lyooaymyB 
tny»B*wi liny" D*3 >*» iyo"2iK p>p" 
urn PK ;'i*'3P u n ira eyo'ivopB ajp>w 
Tywwrynyesntj i n KIKI ^5i*Dt» o*i 
•an us trum o^jmryatrnw iyD>»nis 
.-D»31B 
nyo ,«"D "i»oi» u n itso oyanvtspts^ 
PDD*bis>ya M ivna t»\W 0*3 ,vr »nyof 
; i**tw»3tsn* e t^s i«*3i* u n i»o D"31» 
•ws PK \vo um , T W v^nsw w**o Dtp 
-jnya psw *i jyoStsmwrn MSV PK WO 
M .t M ,|yt"i» prfoyo D»<a»» ,iy«« 
tPwmay byoKa pm wv^bniBMfiW) 
-iwyaw* rrvn K ptr *n tya'oy:
 fiyo"3i» 
o»pa'5jyo »i ry3»n 0'3 5*t w w n DKII 
-npuH jW„j iyo"3its ' i tts '.jyt^nya w 
Twya lya* lyapp'i^ _.jmmw ovanj 
1'DDti pe ty*$p y>8 its ,o"«rnyan on> iyo 
• ^ JIB tyovyjcMK^ iyiy« DKII ,iyBW 
^yoa»5ryi -uyJyoBfjjnyiow Jjrw %#$> 
^roatnw OPKIOJKP u n *WSIJK PK . 
T» iy«imiy im? « pi> iyo»3iKJ urn DKI 
."taiyitsBD. >K o$ts oayainya ou oy oiy>i 
bo»a oyi- lpopa e*ru«nyj |yo«n 5»t OKH 
•ya M |jn«nya iya« t^ K D*I .IK?KI "iw 
n tK jya^ayi PK oy pK i" io pK royi 
"W^Mon oyowa ya^ yiK 5«t wv^Kfovois 
-iyo pftwws n T W BDU iya» ODK .in 
D'J^K 7>jjnro*n K t'tev iyi PD nyono 
T»D»ui 4 t iw ICB'iJoaK « iwi owonjB 
i n 11B aats^ iyc lyoanya K PD lyo t^tn 
•pa olyii DKi tts ,y» onyonyc .W'w 
I'DDts n w ,iyo»n 5& Dip T« ntts Wno 
T^ao»o nn'K po iyDyiyoa:K H eatnura 
»p^ 5n yoBK w oamays own D*T pn . i n 
,b»T« n " 3 PD lyontnyD n iur»i« n m 
DDitsiya o«n "Twaa oaywia. n cnpi 
.|in»s?03y 
mo»a»D i n own iya« o»» i n O»D 
PK oy its ,*nti ,"oipai»3yaa»*K„ i»t 5**PD 
latjo my* iMD m*5p pK TJiapOripB 
DW»r»'« PD inrpDa^ OKI .lynewyD 
IK ODiVyasK otm i " io lytawi pK ^»po 
0PDK3 n IK>I ,w»x*OKtfDCpy ya»5t?ayo)iK 
tynnarys ix iyt?ip.Ti"5K H ipnpa iP3*n 
PK BV'K .iyo"3its pip«i PD oprn , ,fl *i 
•pa K iPUfwa I^PIMI ?»'PD trnwo i n 
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cnm&pny eniti oy nm ,B3n>0i3 yoc* 
i*t ccip Dtfv. DJT>K tnnsvo myui* 1KB 
-J6 jtfjhXyiC »3 .|K*3*.» Tjn DVHJ \\n pK 
-uron5»*o iwu p»o«nv t*\»* n o t n y$ 
w pB o$*n yo'vu n pc V:-K p * OEBV 
waw n DT"io63*ojn mjm w *m ,PTT 
e w nw« .W*KWKXI« i m po oerw* 
Ttf It PK IWtfBnM jruyor M>31» nyt3w 
•uson* jyimunnn ,|W*TW 
H pb o*3 T»W PK I K W TytsiK 
.i»anc w r o t e wus IWJK&V 
n y r n s y ^ Tjn pit yow>>vm i j r m t 
•ajujrojD Tynans 
• 
0*3 ?*t ea*enyo»3n« n |im tut wni 
oraw »«MPBO»VIII »»«owto |K iya*n 
era o«rm n IKNPOTW Tyoo*K DTK/I jyo 
•tMM» DiypY*n 
,T»*m i»5yn w n w pe DP«IOO «a 
WiwaKTHf TP?3IK 3» *iy©o*K T » DOT 
ryotwnynyp rtnom *i pK joSm o*o 
-«n P-HP w PK MMjmya *wo»3i* i n JIB 
i r ^ 1 W3W ."WDjnO'WB 1»MW TO I » 
-*K -an pK r»*» nroawnMo* K bonwiya 
J3uyny3 -iyo"3T* w i 
iyi38BW3* Vpw TPUW YI o*n3 am* 
iyo»n3 it v w pwoKptMKnfw^Kn* pt 
yo pffttn "wr iwim p« ^wwro«b 
-m^  ,1'ODB -ivi cm jwjy-iVDj«ri pww*a 
pmo Dim oMy iyt3W .]P33viinwB y»o \vi 
TyO"3"W IK .071 TKB WW) D»0»TJ'3T»e 
e*e eayiKiiya tw 5*O3»P PK pr»m»3Kn* 
*«D ||H»n 1« fttm .1W»> tJO*5TOT» K 
...1BBKP DjnVtK |K W IVD1P Dim 
nmo jyftm i m v »3»w«n*3 n 
5mo3*p *un m i n t irwm pmnruutK 
»"J i jprwn 5«t ro IK ,m« ,«*»' v i po 
I»ISMK wp noa v» O ^ D pr« ' *t 
•aw wn i»33w»wpr'VBtru'.m» p« |»n»3 
*JIP TW)13 Ijn IX t»» t«»31» TPT31K 
in'jv >mpwron>3*M IVIJIH pb tveuim 
vt33VD»^ nji* o'o w t c i r i p* Dssr^ ps 
> « » 1 TT1 pD 0"p3'DWS 
^pu» 
0 »1 
TO *>»ont r*M IK»3I* lyoiH njnnpn 
pit w»«»"0*p n lyo^.nisuMit oa'DEpr 
-fc*m o"v i i aJ imn I « B *pm n HD ,T>TO 
pit i j iwr i n j w i p j " ^ p»3 n tK ,IPDM 
pniP pK jriMOimK pnpn |y5»t r no 
i m ,o»3T» "inyo ^ T ei»iwa ov IBII S « 
D^mn i»K o» .Tywe* »5yi8 spi \mtv 
DTJfSDIfD jn^ DPK rVMW TV ,J»HW 3'iTO'U 
Dipi JD»Dlp 03»»VKP3KriK }H |JPT?»3 jp^i 
TW M5»i« inn s«w pm» in itfo5«n ?«i 
»5lpt33KP i n 1VD31K ]y33»13 »t |1K ipB 
nu DO unyii t»noy> i » D"an8 w5ff:8 
•ftTO "3 tfim 113 ,iwyp yo3yarpr»3 »>: 
rt tytHtfryjj* iw"i jyoTD 'T IKU JO 
ifDK DTyinpopyowuD o3yonw [youp, i r ; 
»'« opmo3»P oy"3 iyi3iit pit Jmpisn 
•yr H pM Tyo"3i» iipsi* lyayii OPSIB IUT 
ffl 03m3P»*nu TinnyJp *y*o pw -WB 
^in 1*3 t»K ,03yon38 jyotny cjn pn 
pK o*3 t8fom» yiyn np«» nyi3m i?c 
K w ooip obK .jmifiwa ot"Jy> |yvj»: 
*i pK |K»3i' njn \9v>m DMOwyngnv 
i n TKD 03»^3 DV pK .om ayJix row 
1kpy«o*3K ys^-uyor K (yo^Knwif wr 
,Wsa T"TO po nyo"3i8 H unnyspwo1* 
,IK»VKt'3K3TK pB 0"p3H3iniD*U "WT 1WP11 
N »m tjm*n inytsiK pK o»*anK ytyn 
0'3 BKT '.tPOVO^UJn 033"13 pK PJ^ DM) 
p*t TV o»n3yay5»i K o-unbyo jrtvuw TH* 
TUTK Tjn w »n DTyo3ynyrun ov ; W»DW 
nim n Tnyo v w tin ty^ma "t ; WVBPJ 
.0«3TK t i n ! « D»P3*501I(11DJK 
li©Tjnyi5aoM> n ,0'*5Tyro-»BB» iriyt3iK 
yra*n K «t o*o pK TTKIP ivoipytw "vwn 
»? pK J ) "3TB j n m p»wo oiyaoyo $w 
^3"h3yayyiy3*K pK yar? o*ov D«T i»ino 
-3irtyB f K 03rya jytyn pB -iya^np tn) 
, . ( i*w "on pK o»«3i» nytyi o»o im 
-^iw ^ D-IK*IPVD y3»53njnw Tys^ in 
DMiK pi*^* "W3W otif> ,tyo*vi3y3p5y3 ira 
i - • 
Jfc 
- nppvini wyona: twb *^n 
•wn» w o w jyiano ix D5JT»XW y w *u 
.ir»*» 
i n n ")*# IVSina |ID DOjn* oin pit 
n w'(imrrun i5i» maoMS mpow Tys* 
•*w> Dvabw tw w w v o w po nun 
I>:VJ pa* PB i n a o w tit D-O pit .tin 
yx V3P»5 D^ c D5PPty3 |W .CK-'.C WOW 
VI Mi JM«n m w i n "wo orwapw* 
yopwovya on> |W iPDuyaDrw TPDOPD 
-on* »*i lM*n .Dojmj ym»DBmpya pM w i 
"i oarna oyn ,i**xim3is3-w n o5w3*nya 
.iV3V? pruon?* K viyo r5* -IMD iyuuD*n 
-'s-cpnDDn iw iyj3»D*t3-DOUD j ryow 
pn«5a a»a»it |p5yii ,o"X mray1 pit IMJ*D 
runaW po B^aoainya can pit oxnpyaj"* 
D'wir *n 1* D*n 5P»D »iw .TJTW^»'D 
»J»5 5y»» *«H 1 aiapmra w a n * -an po 
! aawwa Tpow (ID Tjn'oino y5« n *WD 
•pnw ,t«r5it ivno w p»«»\mi»a »IK pit 
«yawya-myaa'5 P5K n D* |PTm«5Bnx 
DIP jyan crwaovo jnyuw — 10*51353 
T I DJWMHWJ om D*D D3"*yaD»rw i n * 
i n pD Dip p'H D*n D'lP pK .-UV&rDJPfi 
,TOTD I'OOK in ,j»o pit i*B5my PDTD 
w o 1 * *W"t,, D'D m" 1 ! w y r oamipa' 
m« ,wnP3y» ny?3W pD oorw tan tpajm 
n w w t t n i v * pD i w » r « p5>t |ya*n 
pn i i w r w . , o w b r » D*W ,rw o»»an« 
I'DDB * i t«t'Bpinw•')« own Dip .P"T*)0 
i n w jn^viya • "inw iw r tDW' 5«V 
i8D jini*WD)r v t pit oip po jaiJnustt 
.ppji* i n 
V« D*n .DJTJV P5* on> v^aw , « * 
n paua I'DDK un pe pUivmLmm n 
- w w |jnjfj | « w n Dip ,on»DwnDj*p 
-«a*W P3»TP3y5 H ]PUVDP>3« 0*n |W ,;i'C'; 
3J'DPinD3*P n pM D"P3'DpnO*D3»'}tt!P3 
Ti ivrE-ya m u p y^viy y:-B tsyss .lyftyc 
-iyo
 ft»n I« ,XB» , :« n pM ; p5pna pn 
nyw v w pnipiya Dwoya ^ n onyor 
.yn«D*iyo 
/DVBEnyT -tf«3 iya«n cn»oprvD;ip n 
-'»an« my"! (yen w i n D^-U \#fp n IK 
m w a i n T» wawn »i j»"-a» pit iyo 
-mxvi T» |ya»n pM I «VWD«DD« IK pH 
•"DTyc 5ft P"TDD it ;B 490P *un IX o n 
"» D'o iwajnywip y3'5oy w .imyii j r i 
.0 Tjnna ,"\yrt"iyayi> m m iyaii5yi Ml 
•J»P »"< D^D , " i D*D $ w pntravsm , i l j r 
- « n .bayo5yDyo jya^nn M ,Di»Dpno 
-5yoyD Tain |y3»n "wave w n po nyo^a 
n pM .VD3y. y5y'E iy3~.if.ny v * - - - ' -
jyopmn M D'w "?. v\* D3»it 9gn 
. 5 r w w 
•aipnjmya:* W irufiwi DP»5»I r*n MW 
-pno;»P iy»wt — I»*JI* TTI pw yane yo 
; lynipyaa* o n <** oa"5 D^a janc-nip 
»nn IFD .un»nya mn^auann PK oy nya* 
-unaaut ^« o»:n* jrtyn IK .iPoyaTyo o*a 
Tyan'?m-ou K pw v » in»)wa jyou 
-a4 i « : D«.I T ' I D pit D«n IV'D'IK . e x 
K *inn D^pan^DD^aiK o n iyD5«nya 
Tin pit |ynya o n »*« ^HOIWWD pnpna 
Dayncya own 5\a53-iyDDaaya *un \vn o«» 
D'3 v w M Muy>u»3 TyO"3T» Tin Tysw 
roarvn *•* oy .i*»ai» Tyrawt iyi»5yao»Mt 
-Iir5yDri*3* i»i oyi jyar) 
inpiw K Day5pnyant m i r ^ * "WMW 
5tu — ,ytn«DnyD3'K j t t ' ^w iya» , D » * n jn t1R ^ W i p n a p t oopw i j n 
D»n oy-um ^3twDD"ay3 pit aurionH D*D . .tnv^oyn jnywin p» "Tyewp 
rwinn PD rtow n D5ya^B'ya3« IIJ5P m ^ ^ m n pr^iw P K , D «p y 3 »« 
D»'nay3yaTpa»n pit D»n*nD "iy»r — IPOBO 
*.|»*3i* Tin w 
•WD r^wt yDveojnij IKT n t«
 r ^ v e 
,i»r Tirnia v » "» uw^w pit ijnn»D 
1 A S V ^ B ) * »nyn D5yopya ^ip jy5yii 
tit ,oa»iinya'it DX^K ^y3l( nn D5yn VYJIU 
oayji5 v w DMaya 5n5a K iwwa pn t Dn 
.DPa»iD3*K jn5ni pit 
'D'IK D'j pro** y5v pit 1P3V own DP 
•IW i m PD D5U> *un UWB5P W onyr 
• 
P 
Tfa Da*n5iwf3 iya»i 0*11 ,TjnmB-iyo»3"w 
•jnanpD y5ya»o»Tp. parafnyD pit jrwjn 
-ant po lymyayo i m iinipa v«t /oaya 
•5wa n v » .IKK' .D -urm3 ,trai»"«" 
^35y«-TyDaiit nm PD man K pc jyiaian 
oiy&s'yaa^iit » w nymit i»wt IJT5» I«H 
n pmjtH jaiiywriPD Tpipn PH prwia»a 
D>O ;y-w- aauyiipa -u>D"3*Mt t y i pc o^itair 
n pK "uraimr jycigr. iv Dxup3 v t u n 
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50 p Dipp^DDpn p ? i n pi mm 
T*3B*O pi3pnpBtroi3 oiyi3in 15 BMPJ 
TD IPSKB pnw w v * mo uvinjm, u n 
,TO IWijn »"* u n T i " -100 * o»nw onp 
•un B»D tftriJttrvwD ,v*w° O»>I J*I 
-pm»)»p *l B*D IW,(I'DCW Wrq l y n ^ p a 
VI* |»*n "t *n*ii3K ,P»IU»Y3*'K OIKD 
.('DDK |M B8.1P3 
•JITPP ft»BM K D^romip i«i page i*o 
-HJ3DBD tn^Krur»v -iwipi / m a p IVDIP 
juinyicnyD »i p * BWIJD K SKB 2 g»Wta 
,DPD»B* ttrurvs tM*n fl*» i«» ipopnoon 
•ftM T"1 DPBD»0 K B5PBW33"K POIpl pM 
it BO *KPK* 1KB iimpa Y*W» PK BP |P3 
un i)p rowm* P B P P I I n IPBJIK |yn>>3 
.DiypUKJi* irwK PK towwrwwn 
'8>wn pK B I W T P I B*n PBIKO . IS 
etaWPtttt 0*n JW»»W3WM»M H pK 191B 
WllrfMD -13 -B1K I"' I^K *)K»NK$KD .13 
,iP3*>l 10 TKD BV3T* n B1TP»y»1KD BKH 
•p3ipB3*K V\ BBD ,oi*33uyi o«n ip imi pK 
Jip33»i3 JI ,ia o5poppaj$ ftEHpv 
fr'B OBnva B » 5 ipbftm ,3iP33*iii .13 
•»DOD»IVIPI PK IMBBWD D*K 33nnBDi» 
jjimuBiy yty*i o»n ,26 *KPK* pp3P DIPP 
1*3 W3 |1K ,B»*31B lyiJ'K I'K BYt3p3DMK 
nr»w i*o i»3»n n n w unm m » n r 
.3BN0 1JTMW I'M DiySDVD 5,000 PK 4,500 
BPWTP *1 |P03*5V pB B"3TK Iffl T«3 -
iratenaK Tin ,DI»3DPD i^jmnvu'n po 
•BDV3 iVi3l^ HnVD"lVD»C |1K D33'0*D"BK(C 
roojna .-a tup ,1918 , i m w IPB31 DPI 
P»10D 1P1 |tfl TK ,T*3PO 18B Dff B3BBP3 
• TJIIP> Bintfpip PK T I B cam pm£nra p * 
80 i n tpaan ,1916 , * IKW IPB31 oyn ,\m 
Vt pK t,y&hyj3* iya"3iw n PB DJVWIB 
.p'noo can iv tvcstovj:** 
i»i imipyia tj^oyova PM P^IDO u n 
p« lysftm Diponjn u n PK .WDIKD IITO3 
in> IK ,or*t D3^D3yDjnyB \s\m \%w 
•lyunyoiDiyB wvn vmmm \vn 
\rwm M IWB DVM DDwiwa DU PK DP 
.D-V IVI'&H'B oimDy»« lyavn 1*0 »IBD«P 
lyiaiK |IB nyjyo PK t r n u n t» t3pw> u n 
n r a n iWKOWttemK ni$yn p>j"i I « I D 
"IPB pK -on»m D3»9r ^3»u. pK iyjnn pc 
•'DKB H 1« D1*»yi K ym ]WV 1^ 0 
-now n pB ,in*» 2 ptavy? n I»D pum 
-patl^ D DKfl ?KP«^  1P1 Dlfll PCBOPP P3^ 
pc PK .npoonpy pn IPO^KHWJK EAR BSKD 
n tK 1PWM1 1»B Jft&ty IW'VlW iyt31K 
•ip y;yotfteyjj« pm*K ;*s ^P3»*trpjipBj*K 
ipuw pK I;\H D*o )pnpiD -,'T tpNfr D^ tfp 
.OPI;KIB 
•pa, 5BPK> W J W D«n 1914 'K5«m pK 
1P3K .V3y»D»TPP CV3V1VMD K 1-1^ (3KH 
"J*K i n pB 331513KH iy3'*1)TV13 1P1 f m 
i p i pK p'^3 I P D " « ^^»K ^ n ,Jp3i(*pp3ipo 
t« ,inp)P33"K DKil M OK11 D'Dlpl ,OB3\p« 
PK 1PD»31K H IPtfMllf Spt D3*BPi DP 
1PD3P3»XPJD*1K IK 1»1D Dpll !P1l5'6?0 
1PM3 IPP !PD JP3^ P11 pD ,5KnyDKD-IPB'3PS 
-P3 T31K *t B»n D'OTPI— ,I*'3P PPIKOe' K 
PUK^ K DKH ^ P3K*rP3iP03tK n .DP1MTDK1 
lPD*«np3 PK ,5«PB^ DPI lPD^»nP3C,W B"X 
H »5n»vp3 o«n n .IPOEPPPS w**r IPT-TD 
BP'TP^UD D1PIV3B31K '1 ,D*BK ('1KB D3P1 
,tP3K3D^K yiy*13K pK 
-V$V B3yiVP1B DBA 1914 1P3KDPK pK 
•"3K31K 0$» pDIKD .13 D$PBPP33K 1P;3'T 
nv3K vi D:KIDE>IKP3 DTPK DK.I PK ipt 
W 5»Plb 1PI3W T>3yt3 0"lt ni 1P33»1DC 
D'T>1P T»10 DPI 3P'5W 1P3K .!P3*DOpBP3 
,13K^ [W3K3 |'1P3'K DKHpHPa JKI BBH DBU 
•BnK yip«r K IHPT BKHP> I*BIHB .13 B»n 
!'-; c«- 1PBK3K&, 3 p o n y n IKB .y-tc 
- .D3K13y3 B*3 lyBKB l^TPI |«p B"31K 
PK [Kt'D 33*110 D'PD 33KC3KK DPI B»D . . 
B**31K D3ryKt*3K31K '1 I»K 1915 1«138* 
pK DK« iKBiyi ,33KJ jyiyoys K W* m\v 
TUDMK [K'3P '1 Bljn .1P03KO 3 P3»TKB *1 
1K-n PB 03»>BOKP n B5PBPDP3 pK IP013 
»»D ,B»5 IK'3P "D .TPByC *1 PK 1PD"3 
Kr5» IP3KT1 1PB"31K n .B"J IK»31*T3»3 
« BJ*n> 9viv*vir3iyo3*M n TK ,i.iytpu"K 
ojni'lir3P n TK PK yas? ip'n IPIPBP3IPB 
•jm «t ^« a*w .ipayip H PK iyn«tps»*i 
iyc5yn PK 60 >KPK* IK I»B*5WK i n \rt 
ipp»KP3K3iK PPIPBV K prnasHK 
"PJ PK P»lfB8*3K 1P1 PB DBB^TPI 1P1 
pir i*o !P3Kn 1916 * « ^ m jn3p t» ,IPII 
S3* 
• ; 




OKOWM .one DW TO oy'aTn'pa n p r c u 
•uniropPDUMo M o*o i«no w t»yn ix 
*i »*> ^n ipwi DTjrun'maDV ri *t pmo 
H v w P?3BD KAMI ^MfrnMBpmojMp 
4">» a***3 BMM? B»3 
TTP* n "w» IPPJHW W B i n rot nm 
rawfe *5M JTOOIQ n .mrr imp 6 FB 
I«O i*n pM wo PMD e B"3"WM tn«n 
.n«5*i 13-44 
TfllPi B3MBP3 IJTPn t*K 1913 VIM* pK 
po <vBt*nv n un*ro«3*iM ix TUTPB Kpn 
-*n T.1M' ptt^Pt I1C Mil* pK .1VD IMM3 
-10 D>* w i w r o M pnauyaom* T O m 
.> .11 J .5 -K 66 5SP 
it ivaaiwa i3iM rot ISPD rot . 
•an O*D w r i B *n*x invojru it 'vrm 
n pnpop 3iPB \&v\\ iu> IB ,3Ji3p-uwn»D 
inr rot
 fiim DMII "unrot TMM JMM5 
IM5D3MO pnipa rot IMOV n , w m wro? 
n ^ t |M"t .*»O«P M tJWJWJunjrtMiM 
.poumtar DTPSOPD 
IpaawPaaH "wrii I*T BMH 1916 pit 
1MB «1 FOlp ,|M»S8?*iB)1M "1MB UUPWa 
D5H inijn P* PH1P3 PIMOT iny? mt 
n jut ,DPorn p* DBID ,DWM5P TMD a>o 
Din po mroruntfviMU B*n nmnroop 
uiPTm * DWW DMH noitfo *i nia .pofva 
B33WB .T"TB TPI31W VIM |«*tfDW BW 
'K npnna B3»5D IPB P3*jm ^ r o i tut 
pauawa m«or 1P3«T ,«*n"K ju> IJTVB 
nt* BU B"11 tMTOt "I 1VP IPD pM pn» pM 
-paun* fewa* BMK am .nmntpa na«* 
.i»nB TPiaiK Bin* 
"M3M 66 tewtf Byn 1916 " f t m P« 
n > n o c imam K *utb P*K«P K IV;JBD 
~»a • w»n >MP** P6 "anp^3BT3 y»a^rwD 
*5WD p»>im TW»"TI«I n w
 Pojv i^F2'w »m 
-»Bra* i»»ni pn JM*JI» -an HE nn o n i»a 
.]»HM j w » w rot Mm .s^rw n p* 
o n imrtWJ lwra* i*n P '^BD $rwaw mn 
•tf^?«4pM JMO»ODMJ im* 2 BDW'W 23 
•ftYt ,DgP4- n B*D 05PDVD&1 pir^VB DMH 
Djr3**(a^ K Bin pD twmva'M inwro j o 
V^ i tvwwi r . i ru« tnn> .>«TWMBD 
•wa»h mio ,nPB,,3'w ru»"t lwnpnt^n* 
.Vttro tan pn^WB «* an 
nmwa i*w pit BirrMwa syn tV*Jm n 
^ 
: 
* , to 
B»PBTP3M1T>P1M "tt»"t 0 " ,BTMt>'n»i« 1JJ 
•ami JJDDTPIIC H pD »j«jt r>» *HMJ CK 
TumpD «i .lyiyMpjKaiM iytaiK pc iv:;-
.^MQM PD r«*» DPT B»3 D"IMC ipaK ])«: 
...BO"-«J K VW 
"*«K m ,p^M in po T I BnjfBenpD DJT . 
o*n T n o JP3II3 pB w r m ipayo n in? 
mi IMD aaijjmpa « mavBtfaMf arunx yi 
• ' rno i r i jpaya i w v » V» ns .n^vpaiu 
^m»ar W">p n pw wmpjMp JPMTD IWT 
n pn*t*jMrtM .p»iPto JV;V^D »i D*H 
pn^SMBy iw I»-JO pD pnvu> pM I»3|TD 
j n " 3 nW) 1PB»3"W WSfam *WD !«"« p'K 
.*»'« "U»«» pfiw> rot — nwupJcw 
(pn^ttjri B3KOP3 |pj»r iP3ir-u»D PJ»J»K 
JM an3jna>-a
 (19Q7 PM $J>w»3 D« »II 
M Alarum -umsw pM jr3i*» Baina»»m3*K 
BnyonKiropa,.' .n .a .5 -M i n pB 5KP»5 
i n |P3»n t»in»D Vfyn'M 5»PM5 D^ B 
Tjn Ht — B'mp B»B lPtMft»»nit 1P31» 
-DIBQU'X^'K n pc aaicnoap iPDomi 
t'K i«o mntfiasv "waip. "un 
'1 i m «amx "W 5roi — v n o wt'o K IU 
113 — n«TB Dim iw B«J ,WM*p pD np»3' 
.D5»BO ^ PD auajtftt* T^xitfa vix I'H IS 
n iwiwa iv D*w3"Tin n *=j*t B5MVIW 
,31D no^M3 !>« ^nitJWDr' B*B BBJPD1B1 
K
 fTP50B3*P It pD Tim W3lp Mt ,D'3K 
T* ,B3HTBJT33M PM 1»3 D0.1P3 |PD JP11 
!PTJT1«3 B'3 |D1K DIM T» IJ^^II OPDM3 H 
P« TJW1P »T pD B»31M »T ISp^O*!!!* D'D 
xp W3M3 n PM a'D^ PD tronf B 1*3 UKTIBN 
n po npariB n a*B3n Benp jpo onpop 
-T'TB TJtfcXW'P IPtPn pM nW"31B 
-13KO Bjm p« B1D ,PM P^ J»33«B .TOM 
n0Wj*nn.Jjmnv»M lP3Mn
 fD-unwBPPD 
PM *UW *1 Pit <|U »3 IW'WJD rP3»3 
IP3PP P$M .n»B3»lt **UrpMT3D» n JP3BD 
x p 9«DO «*i 3jr*>w .IMW B»a IWM wn 
•amrBPPDUMo M DMII B"3T« npvipa 
jp5pBrnra""w B»a O.TM i n Ban* .DB.I 
•in B»8 y* pnpiMa ^IPJ'B^D npvmaoy 
•3MD n . w o W . m » b BMI tw OJ«I 
.VWfam aawmBWP PM 33mBWPDi3i«o 
•ojr pB |p?'n» n [V3«n -nna PIM>P po 
-': -v^ 
pc warn B*n rumni .n npctnwpo w 
im .DO* pit | » IK pit TP DSN t« o"* TP*I 
|'H D3»W>30'VUt D«~ -,y DVU nDUd DPI 
•y& K 03P»TIPD ,P»TDD Jpiwn PD W&ift 
-n»D |«t WWW IH .i»W l$3»*t "M^ .on*!* 
IP^II I*B .pmto 60 **p*5 osm bcitcrm 
.B . m i n n a *T urcu OW puipin T W 
.D .wwifPWft .o ,np)iP33na ,o . m ,pmp 
•«n pa5im ,i"B p* p w a n w ,«wmnSw 
i» prnoo j p m e n p w o pmfcppa 1P3 
-3»?p*r Djp^nr* w win bum> * b*o 
mpwut po ,^ pj»*w»rtpoi^ K i n pit nan 
mn »i D*tt tf* I*D ,DTP3OPD pit pbb«P3 
,t*nbjw ww I*D pa 
,oru n w i 
.TPBPTPPO ,Tp3Wt» 
P31WW3 Di»li |1K ,"Y'?MI 1P1 (ID pJ3t35tfE 
*1 T8 ,p3<injD'tt IPOP^ K *n«1 ,P"1DD DPI 
•PJIPOS'M H OKI! 15W pH »n»)P ,0"31* 
D"lt i n B'D ojm .bnjpBDPi o»n Swipr 
PbCP3 H pfl 0P3»K 1KB 60 5*p*5 1P3W3 
K twp 60 $*P«5 i* 1P3M pa V* -b5«M(5 
pB jjnn^B^p n nj p* rmcr>tpy Tua*i 
.papnnni b>3 «pt bim 1913 
Tpi p3im b">»n EM n p3»t 5m Y * 
.» nnna n pB b«:nij ipwpa»ivpjD*wt 
.0 pK Kbittn .Dttrb / tfpwis .M
 (ttb*T0 
Ttt **«! |P3|»»>3# |P3*rt JO*W .PffHJb 
D*n b«a-»« pa'Vuwpjw n .b»t POD 
-«3Wiw o5« mraaw tP3*n njn^a 4 ran 
Domain b»n ttaprri"* owna tut D-IPT 
.I3»OB«* pjttnmt o n w 60 5«P*5 
•31* tMpi b»n« WW Pb3Pa»www n 
Dp-ip JK wo JOB Ti 
»a b»t fcp p** bpoa ipt)»n» p a w « 
opofci pa^iin »a ,TJ»pr jrs^nn jw b»M 
im TV Jp«b op» bBpnb 5ip p*n bw pw 
-lg p3»nr«w H tJpp*"ibo Dip TPSP* ipnif 
-TPD t/b'b n*B D«i3P» i n * ton IID ipb»a 
-DP t»*> tan DHtwwK in ,nmn' n IPD"3 
IK DPinsD pn p»»r . i j r bjm . ' t rr ina 
\m t p ^ a Dnw boi|p P35jm ,p»5 nin3tt 
.9yavb«tir« tnpo wt 
)P3»> H^nraov "»»" nn IPM'O «a 
pa^ pt t»n •IJ'^ID B3ybo"b »3>bfiprva 
Tin \vwi pr>« "wip ww«ra « b»o t»n 
•pj m«n pmno -n .n»nb ww f om 5»B 
.T»no pit fcpbaip tan b»n 
iP3« o«n WMp*n< pc prxms'bjt n 
• PD 5n»» rwBjn> M Dariampanir w w 
•
,
**^*B >1M» P»3PV^3^rwwn»»»rnoit 
n ipw sannnDip imn«* j^p't D*D J;D 
«i ^n ,IP5DD:'P pbiri .ipj'pwn tyjip 
i^j5a ni'maaa K |pbmpB,n5»a ipa»n MI 
•PDPT3 *1 tP*WWl "I !*W PMOP5D*3 ]1K 
^tp IB3"T oy ,itbH n«"» pn D3so m 
•»a pr*v» 5n«v p«fam M IIHWD vm bj«n 
. 
•^ipabp i3pn |ut TP33*D i m p ojn "a 
ivrayn b*3 brbBjnppa iw*n ,-i^w 'njn 
pj pn npb«an« najmw 6 i»a 4 pB m 
IPD bnpbenpB "tP3*3, Tpb3iit .p*5it p-iv* 
-ipD n "a ]Pb»3"U! pa^pii o*i»b»TPBit n 
ttf* : iP3*r»o »P3ip Rrr ip teW imtw 
tarn ,DTprb»bDT>p^ i (Dnvm^bD p*5t 
.DTpTbTlO ,DT»T3 ^npDlfp ^PPD'DO 
^33*0 n .|P3»^J Dip pH D5yannM*K 
"»B3»,ii Jp'B *IIK baitbpa bnjm npripaop 
•*iT3Dff *i3pn i n ."ijiyvm •W33*D« in»3 
I^D'JWTH PD IP3'Tb»3 bjm 1*B *Tjn 
.TPt3»3TU T3»n 
tin* «w» •I'nt iP3«t rjogD <m prpn 
I»P ivt>*nmi **P3»3, it Dip ,BnmcnpD 
p n » 1J331D N *WK 1PD"3T» t3'3 bl5»D3K 
B"« •wb»n»iit I»33»D M : bTnyrwD pK 
.!•»«) "i»3«a. it pit tpanpiva'^* *n BU 
n a n e n pn 5i» njn DP t»* "mpe ^»3 
.^ KD npTipsw 
Ditf/& TP3» pwn ipatja , v n p^» n 
1P3V) IPP IPO ,tn313nPD pK DB p^lpD 33"K 
lip jnn3« *i »j»it^  in IPTT3P3TP »t m 
-np^mpB^S tr^ ts *n pa TPb^anu n ,nnpo 
if 
: a 
• • • • « # 
-
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IBB ipa*8 i « oa»*3 DP .pimp jrsnvfi n 
01X p3311PtipaiPB P3'3»8 1V3MO ix nw 
.Dipaopn vp:mp piptaut pe D'oyaya 
• 
IBB IMBT poDsnjpiwia n po P3"8 
-DPD mpiaiB p imp ' ne aanpDpaipo i n 
TBD DIHBD'JBO iy;i?J"K |K t'« D1P3 
"
1B' 1*0 D8lt D"X i n IBB -Jlpai1 1PT318 
I»a*n *oipa*5 p*p Dipaopn rorww pp 
P3»t lWH!Q?tTjn H IB !W»13»K D'D 
H ipoaiR . ,i3p5peK»3nP»iBix WW t)«"j 
p*p anapSRn tse^j .piaporow yrtnt'R 
-3BIP mptiiB PB5PH ix »n 5PD>D IPTPOPS 
np»i8 IPPM? T O pno urw'Sso'D PP 
i n p8 .IPXP5B o w n |>K DTP3DPD 
-ppuB nita D*"3 T* omBo 0"p3'5pi*ii 
PB DBI5 jnmo' i w pparip a r t ppirw 
•>in oipi o*»x i n T i " i t "»u A"uv van 
l 'w TP 5BT wijb'5 pB 033"i3ipB ipsopo 
TW» i rw 'M»n* \*r Mtg'm paip5 paw 
pn IK innpppmx T» w n I P pro "U>D 
1T8'11 D1P3DP0 P1PI318 p31p5 IV .D»31B 
K I>K laiwa pun i " i pro inpan ix T I 
PPJRTP e n w V t f a bt"3 o^panapiiona 
-IB P35pu OTPSOPD n IBO IMH lis ,P '5B 
I'K cm rim* J B P i'K on\K o*o po«3 
poppa n panp jp58t »i m a n a n w u 
on DBri aa».5u8npa PB 15M w w r o 
I'K r»?fc 0»V.»".E 8 I'K pB ,-^iun 113 I'K 
•pa O5RII DI*TBO'JBO K .T5JV=:IR DP 
.|pxia *p'B mpt oipaepo pipi:w 03B13 
IP38.1 JP3PP 1*0 MIR m ,W53 I'K P3«1D H 
•3111 PJPP 11D *t -pR ttmD10D3'« B»K 
J31Dnp31pD318 PDM13 818 IPin'D 
3'03n AllRO'JBO OP3P3»8 J 8 1P«13 IX 
Tp "^HH \03»T18P33"8 IH* DDp>BP3D*m 
"85 IPMW .18581 13»f*10 50 D118 tPW 
25 i n * 2t> in8» 8 T>" |P38il IPP 5«p 
VJ.18B tmiBD'JBO 8 PD P8 «1PaPDPO 
"3li Bt8 D58H .|"» 0W3 1*1 P'P |PP | ' ^8 
i n IID i n s i v i IP338DP^8 33ionp3ipo 
D8]in8
 r1»*TO 1pt3W p8 5P38»W31P03»8 
IP58P85 P&8 P1P1318 1PD5811 A3POD30P11 
•pa H883 t»T8m i n i t wimtia pafcm 
ipj'D'u u n p n ip3im |p38t«npM"8 pni 
•P33in 03PPP3 ^Bt H DJ»1! ,WtnO»D03*8 
. i n * in*!5 .B3»'5 WW inmi ouvc 
oin'BP33*»8 IP?8P8> vbt'uhi iw i»«n 
AJV 
i n \\o PDIOT i p o m i n * ipo"iiv TPT pn 
lie 3JU"o i n b*fl j ' o n p h .o»npj»na 
1*8 i rum op*rp3 oDiinPa |p3»n ,IBOPJP 
PY11P 8 p8 IPTPll Ol'llp 118 Oin«0'3BD K 
•pawie' >P*B o«np> jpa^n n n 3 B n -D'*X 
28 n |«J .^t i n n w DIV tPtwnoMK m 
P3B1P 1P158DP3 T* 1P3B.1 P35P11 .D1P3CPD 
IPi»i\papniv 1PV3B3 p8 8 lP3"t .inif* IPIP-*; 
JID 0«P3»DP5383 '1 J3»DP3P3 pD (PUfV-Pl 
D8i ,o-"ii »UB tvaa»3p3 !»K onpaopo PIPH 
ojpppi ot"3 mn3B D8n POIMJP »\p«$pi n 
*i taonpa P5PB pa^anpiipa p8 .|p>i3nn 
n 0381DP338 p8 i'DpOE* P0»D8P HP^PI 
-Dpo DPI 03813P3 ipa*.i pp^pn lpattniK 
m W I P W H B Pr'MP3*Dp?3WiPD w ura 
>i !-w ivz'BoKoaip p& 5BD 8 p8 .i«';v 
•03P w >"ii ,"urti'D i w PD*O8P I P ^ D 
-V33V VK 1P35P11 DV3'*N IPfi^ pn IX 1PW 
— DDIf (M"D .D»np38lP IPTP'1 pD IPD'li 
B»P3»53PD POXP> H D.TK pD lPonP3PPllB 
138B w f t n i n -DW pn iPiipoBi ]ic 
-18 P« 0Pt)D*D 8 ft»D IPTTl'B 1P38 T' IW 
p8 TpPwr t>r»3 jimpj o58ii DP .3313m 
o*j T * I»a«n pa j^m ,n |jni a»i3pop3K3m 
JIB 5BD P8 tB 1>T IP318I1PD IX DTPD'PPJ 
"P3P3 D»D t>1W3»8 pM «r |P58I t)"np3B^P 
PB^n p8 ipxis P35PT n ipanp JP5B» 'O'D 
1P38H P39P11 n »fl ,1)8S .wf tn DPT JIC 
pTP^t OMP33V P8 05n8XP3 3*DPo5pJP1 
.on n n 8 .i8*x8t'2-8ri8 "an i t pnu^oi 
o« »ITB i"t 5»i po*b8p iirMrt *1 IPH 
JplBllVa 13BB 1PX3B3 i n oftpi *^XTPn 
•»»a H pro 18a Jp^xpiD «vi*J8i8opi 
•1%I?P '"K IM"» *«*fi 1P*P*1 180 1VJ810 
18 3^P'3'»1P3 ?80 P58 D5811 1P3DPD IPTP' 
,\rft\V P:"t IPftlBWD Vt D"» w DIP TT 
0'3 5BO3»P D5BH n w m e PR i5pa i"? 
,tP33B392 0>8H 0^318 PVJBa *1 p8 ;V"V: 
-85 -Itftato flD 138B |«rE5HDJKP i n 
pB in*1 pw3 o n bap5paipa»8 a«n ?KP 
VD tP38Ti &*f IPW'I Tin .WPDDMPP p i 
i n TV« aannBBip P5BD»3B OBnpa pip 
i n * i a PP381P P1PT318 |PB5pn pD ps*nc 
iP3*5pnB» i n pt-m*iavu8 jpum "t IP» 
0I1P0» 1H8* IPIPH 1380 i n .0»nP3B1P 
PR m oapoRisiD unnnRbr ^P*O 8 *PIB 
~.-:-




nypnnjii tapcnw D * T ^ i jn « 
nu vm !M*n Tywr |t>in jnyuw ^rt i 
-"TVIK n ,"pm> ps Et33ma p«K tranya 
,Dirt)BO ,D°iyi?WB ,Diyt3o»a n ,trvta 
TOP lyonMjD'W ya*3"K O'D ;m yarn CK1 
tppW nyi 35«myonK y5u n |yn 
p'noo Sriyapa nptnryJvijn o*n *tm 
I'K'D 4WJ«n«lTlV V?« B5 'BV IMS D"ll 
« n«D DayD*rraiD K itmpw taajtfya nya* 
..Ipygroiinv yp-wor 
TO tD3Hn
 #PJT?D DY'K PK'O I fDlp t'K 
iv oi; mna y5« D'-> [Kroyj DRVJ K -•; 
vramvi in»t*wD -mmo PK D*II ,iy3»D 
.V-ufefBror t«» n iwipi i»o PK 
iyo»r»B y5* iyj>nnyi |y% ins ism 
isa»D ,tyj«3 is "3 wpoyw* i»"t o*n 
jytoy* 66 5*P«5 oyii ,'TyvKnaoy iayn [IK 
IK mm *w .ijny»^o»D naypiD wtfoy 
|tt PM Dim p'BOKp D3rV8P:W1« TP»i* 
DP. oyii ,YD i3ja»i>a ^ijgnwin .a5*D-iy 
nyc .lynD n tnn'WHf ft \vixtyn tain 
DWI 5vww?\yt3v* iyniK m ,vt onyot? 
.tyfiftm taw 
.*iyp*awMf ,>pDr?mi e*c» 
-"T»n n nwj oyvrvm fly *»po K ty3 
pk DK5P DDtnc K i w '^ .K-K- 26 : " » " 
.iKDinyiM D»5P (ytfWffii M I M i»tfn 20 
-IB H DTyjyJpTyo in? iya«n em w w 
vw i*n K in:iD!? 53 pa pnaief oo^a 
DDayo»Ta» y^ynniH3»« |yo*5r»yi PK ,60 
TTD y3*D3yD*D H .0JTDK3 00 TBa'K D»D 
ojn BWWBW Vtti iy3« iya*n ooayojyo 
-"ai* n imi .lyayr H .P»IDD ^nyaya 
iya*n -mrtw n IPIK^WB T"5a jya«n Tiro 
Tin ya>y» ,iyByr »i iya» .pnumn va 
-yaya TJH Dip .lyonyaa* D»3 fnft 1%t iw 
jsipnni yt«3p K euny: «i m*vt p^noo ?m 
jtaww v&vw ynwvi I^'CK >^i iy3»n ov 
oo"3n» n on»pTyD p^u pttpn ya^yu 
»n ;c »pWn»ni n DTyayny: PK imaiDB? 
yDD"o n .w?av "un pn inya 0*3 [y>*? 
•yajm ]y3^aya nyaK w t nwyB? inyi3« 
y3m>Bi n iftfrMpi ?«P»5 nyn .DT.TT 
]y3"i oy pM oxi3y3Dnn D»3 o^ n3yay$y3 
,noK .Ty«w iipmaiK IKD K ppfeDtt 
jy3»t Tin nyaif ,v5ypflyB* yp3>3**^ P raw 
-y> yanayoc K Itfvptvv yp3'3^5p ytyi 
,ViyO ^ 3 .pf»*BP3Wl* nyrsiR I«D inM 
[.V-V 
B n ]1B D138B B V 9 3 *l >w 
*oifb p.yJy-. im Daifsnyc 49U lyaoyvm 
•in oyi vw ,(1916 nyaoyxyT iyD3l oyn) 
DIK .96^40.03 tnsif& y?» ytyn po asiaya 
"«n tyaim nnnn ijnyoys K V' ryu«r w 
n>D lysyn ymo»(p *iy j^n Tin iw D*»ai« 
.•wniitya naip imy* pmaVKWa 
"v:ya lHrBOM03ifp o5n*fV ^KPV^ -.y»J'.K 
nnif* 3 B'D 1«J J518 in»' oyi u»» »»D 
inyty33»K DTyaoyo mytJiM pisun yn» 
IVDJyn po O'wiajnwu'n ?y3«oriyij |w 
w ^^p^ami n»a»*i yaSyii ijnna iny»t 
Twi ,b"nP3irp tytyn pu tWTayaai* truni 
IPJtroa inyaopo 22 ]y3"t 1016 nn»' oin 
ron IVD .i»r»o«o3w> 'vw P3mp irwiwa 
lift n iav "ij*t3vw njn j*« twiys 1^1 tW»t 
(yitfa jw"» 8 yi«*va«M n ,o«np3inp ''fin 
pitrBjm.DPD 
ny^m *iyuiK o*n 1915 imp oyi nuo 
•3»p Din pnu in pK Dsny3 Tya^ yiT ,"U*D 
jnror .a^yayanyparip .o^ Dyaya I«B?«DKD 
PK j^Btiy jyoma K ounya ,Ta»Bli«^ P« 
,n3»D «Hfth nyn oijn im»> o'pD nn^yo 
•ya3"»( ,n3KB |K*5 oyi aiiwiwyu'*'* WW 
nyD p« ^16,189^0 DDayooyDu *W8 inaia 
$6,277.60 PK 1918 p» $4,726.50 D^ V^i 
iyiy»n ovni n»run a^ naypip t>r»3 .1914 PK 
•y? t a m w lyTytN? K nny? jyiiya PK nmp 
•Kbya.vt D«n oy pH 5w>*5 nyraiK J\D jys 
n tyo^Brow* aaiaa"io»3K ypnKtw K tnjn 
Thn &$n in** manKD oyi po jyaK^naijp 
opnuDenyo o"pa»Dyno waw iu> a,,mt tyr 
.b»3iB |"t DTyoyamyc pK wyoonpy pn 
tyD81 oyi $113.72 pc D3K$«a K DKOMK 
.1916 y$* metan on i» iyoi»ay (• 
MI onpi o* .JVDDBD .yenm n no iP3P* 
o n D»D 5IB u p "i pu«t JII5T np*n NFIO 
op»n DBH ,tP3p5 pu eo"a tya'teapo I'noK 
1P3«5 .pn T*njno p* 1P3*> p* o*m in 
poops *n po ««n tm pn vJrpnD pK 
-amp |w mora iw w n .ntfyo pa^wpD 
Npi Pftf D K XK Dm WWVa IVPJPD VP 
.ooawy » v w W .nJpD panip ri o*n 
ITPOOPINP pn "unna ,oa^p otop, 
,o»5»5i »m mo K jpnpn ynt ano 0*11 
!TPDM oa*> D* ?o»ai030 p* pmwon 
VI turn mm un\ .{pipno tm ]pa«> *ni 
•on* imvKrQfB in mm ejm ,tP3*5 w BU 
iprapo «n« lPtt .*«*tf ,onpt »» .|PO»i 
p* imr»» tun w m ipo5n* ,in jpapnp 
-*tf» "t PD w « 5*t .imria tm iPap-o 
lvno 5pa»w iwtonpn ,tpo*>Ta « u'5 
oopar T5»3 twm ,iP>n* n im irunaw tan 
tm ipnna 0310 ytfn .trunwwD ops 
M twpn trvipfe i« ^'VnriD in otorwD 
."tydDijo-DpSitB pe»nm n n«u mfcin 
.Jam "iDto o w n e« nm 
-nrtn it .WTPSB* K ,rapo oainpno K . 
ipap* w TB1W nmn unm tm op .TPB^ 
•wp*m ,*ipTpo*a w o r n Tin tm ipaap* 
js»nt i p m 
Dane — ?f |pe«a mm oiip i»« wfw, 
,nDH .VDOPPB* npyfcnpovam ipi rpaiy 
a«3*»Tjra DW t"P iP3*n tponpa PDO»Q *i 
-unaim nt ou nm tm troy* pn* pn ,o-j. 
o*n "na^p otfr., iPo*a ipn TP3« .ipom 
-*D D'03'& Ctf B» IV DDBEVaW BU mpt yi 
o»o oyn np jtfiro ip rnm -an p» w-o 
,l»a*>r«m pibriv»mv iwcw? w i 
PK oyn iw. K — Tjmatfw iwaajj ,1'nwt 
.oi&B' i»aa»ia iir na: 
-*rwvo »B"OD»Tjrop«n«3 w n anapiyj 
nm TM a*n oawawJim) tm Onm , ^ 
]papa tvcjsoyp no JPQ oan m ,(OSTEP: 
I»3»* I*N ,D»pr^«D |i»t B3inaw |«t ni^ w 
nv i n iiro»m*Dr«! ansna oy IDW nwa 
rooi» •«n* m^a'ajhMx , ^ « , o n ap>5 
rt»(D pic^ in* D»n \nvm ta»n oa^p o^t? 
n " » papnpnjnpo in* wm*Hw* Avo^vt 
\w "n*iaef„ v * a*» ,"n$i3D^ iooai(i .?* 
•po VIK itnsip ,onuw pw in tinpii TO 
: tsastya pit tpoippa iv tnt .Hpeenys 
WW o5»t n»5ii ! Tpn*ia ,oa»>p xx6vm 
04 .|P3»! PDDW "ttQilt IPD^lpn* 1*1 
nptaw iu> nawsanx ojn npopa 03«nov: 
pa»TP3P^  i»n buj ,DB j55»D tptaora 
IP3»$3p5p .iron* DPI PD TPI*»3 \m |papxc 
Cp8D WDKn r« F 3 H 
. * .pev^-qw * PD 
,inpTpaa"K lP3»n »n .o*w ojn taa'monp p« t«io 
« »n *>w DJ'*D 9tMpicyranu«M n t« 
jj%'ai« pwsaip jvm 
op ; tPaa*ti'D mn* iPonpa jpaipi v o 
-ipi iw onpsopo p»»: tpoippai^u |P3"t 
1P5POP ixrPD'na IPOUPJ m oipi 5«p»5 
i«>i Tprain .nnw ^pa ' ^ -w IPaar«n#D 
K p» "r ena m tv&wtwim n^w PM 
m-T5apo 'tm DP ^r-'ppT pw rnnpoaifp 
-»a avn r * i»nDB » t"¥ jpa«>yipD w 
• • ' , 
;trna*o»*mi p* 0D»m TPT 
ornonappouvD 10 p& bnptarps ipoown 
,iro«yiB oTpnaw 7 ra 6 po iw 
Dn»n npD»riH n jpsipi *tpoa»« IPIWP^ 
•^ 3 K oawDpaain p» 5BPI^ M DVWHJIIJ 
ijn .Tpapr *i po opa"K pn p*nBo IPVD 
*npD t»n pK !P3*ii 18 tnpmpj own P^^OD 
tm tPDWPaa* p3 im vn\ .tPauapa \^^ 
K po IP38&TP3 ?BPV? i n tnt'ipeown 
V>VBIP oip tpoip p»o pn ^npaopo loo 
i;-":1: - : - - • • • : . ' 
R - -TV 
. • : . . 
V 
WIHW WJWTW D*P^ TJH 
MIPMSBV fan vrvm W I :*D un ojm 
-ya jypamp ojn \vm) B3yBB"Bo nyi 
VI l»»n DlMDJfD 841 OKI B3»¥ ecu; 
vut lya^aya | » " i lft im pjrvp yi>»ow 
pB .Tn»» l imy} [w DO'J jypainP Djn 
•ya &>nifltyao*iK lyaKipw 263 yann yryn 
.o'flyaya p*p lyanvya DO pann M -ecy: 
•ma Tjn in OMK oy Bnyr v ^ o w m 
p'p \mtnppi B9 iya*n ya*yii n PB B3yv 
•ya IJO urn /lypvu n my* pn o«Byaya 
••nyapnw H p» lyavniH «viM» osme 
1 ps Bayvm* Tjn pn ptttttP&Hl WW 
.iy;">p M 1*3 yjjrpwjp'imrY$PiMi 
•BMK T B jyann 1916 imp om Tin 
-awaya lypamp pn $5,734.0 B?n*iry3 
.$110.00 Yt i$n my* pavs-m pn i n * 
jnS» o'Byaya lyiippys iya*n O'jrym pn 
n aaniBya, iya pm .oiyaBtfa 22 T*« 
-KBIKIIP H B'tf B'Byaya PB aaitanxonK 
-«m» %T T « " BKI tymyaya \vo IFP ptf 
pK B"31* P'P MOVJ PM By iyn 0 8 0 
D'Eyjya myt» B>nipty3BnK Biyn lywe* ' i 
yanron n .|y?«tnmip jnrwx * i ?n *w 
cnyaoyo jnyuw pc" y->y»c DKII PK ponm 
-ya ye*»3*:nyo pn i n puwu ya^jni 
PK Tyiiw n pn pa in Dip iya"> jatfiann 
lyoipDMH »n }*t cy na ,KB«"3 o^am l"p 
PK .Typjjm OXM oycri^M pn tri*?WB n 
lypsmp u n wp |yj*t pre iyp pntfttte 
yoDa'&xw n PD "iyj»i« j»n 13*B B'Byaya 
twama PK i rav lyi jm p« IVHWWO"* 
^Tyaoyo nnm jyim *JPB w i 
.drugs | K # pK qy^jn 
-IKC " iw »n*t3DMpy 5BP»5 nyr:m pi< 
y r n J5:w^ IW iy»Jn JW'DV j» [yo 
W K Iy30l^ y^D J3"K iyp»? o-uifD " iw 
Dysyaaunyc oyn T»T .|yo»w njn B^D 
lynoyj ojypya 9rs inyr buna Dvn nriir 
•^BU n J»n tnyayo snviaiK nw p w 
n MI W o |ynya jyj'M yy-DL- nyc |vea«c 
'^yn wypya o*fn m;«D yiyn |1D nwuno 
b"W*Dy^ 3xa "un ay*>w t»ni5**nB p* .|yo 
;vj'ivyU3M-8 iyaijn y^yn Diyaeyo''" PD 
|ya«n pK wtup D>K $1200.00 PD inys 
pn . j r ^w jny"i Dfttvni3<» uroyrwo 
i n ~w PB yawonw n i«i oy ami 19W 
-DiHtfi y»yn lypTKMnyB IK yo»D#P ny»5 
no 5vp«* lyiam pK .Diaifo lyPisMtuvp 
»"K nya'ooj'a K I »B jyoiBii &»vnjti 
j3i*'wa*avD K pB yariB n pO*VlWo*W 
jnyiaiK ;yayii \jngtn ya«a»»t \svv D» 
: oiyaoyn ya'sa^namr 
0 .y^ys 28 Ibft ID Gtt.-y; ]ya«n ^ D 
»1 |yr»iiY .ya 22 pn nnip pMM9? pB 
3 pn nyajpjHO'K 2 ;jn*n 23 jyiiya \si»i 
ny un pn 18 jnairv'myD 24 .lypv^vs 
yBior nyo"iw Tin pn 10 |IH yBiDB* nyor 
-jrj l»aifn T O %n 04 ,o"np3mp i m pc 
:y^yc 28 n D»D D^ma«n 
16 . . . . . . . i n w * p'p op'rya 
4 - . . . D'Byaya s?yp D5nifryaD<iK 
6 & . . . . . . . . . iypiiyapn« 
1 Dn»o»3KD Tnair in pn iyDBnoyaa"iK 
1 urna1* i"p pnv& iv oaKmay J»i D»n 
1 iyoitfB?ya BB"3 l»a 
•nyc IE n pw^snetttt PB iyDD*p »n 
pttwra lyBMnoya pDKfl »onn'? pn onya 
Dpyr 4£09 DD'Byaya pyp n pn $3^28.42 
onnip BB"t oiyaoyo ypamp 15 H PB 
"ijn n oinypyaDin T» |M«n ]IK jriKitfa 
j3»a-« 
WflM pn 13KB D'cyaya iypa»np nyi 
.1914 >-i2« 1 cy*i ID'*y Dvoonpy ^KPK^ 
"^y\i n lis KPBV "1KB o5y*«K yanaiNMf H 
-Kiiya tyoSKnyaaK o^ npawnp T » I (WW ya 
-»or nw> lyaaK^ nyo n .o^aiK Tin po \m 
-oyD 1PD»DKD3KP H pfl |y^*DKfl *T |1B yx 
pn iJHKiiya op'pya tya^t ya^yii .tnya 
TJPI 1KB nowiw n priuu iya»r ,nD3Kp 
•am .o'Byaya iyp3mp tun p& j a n n w n 
I»K oy tx t*5n*Bata ^KB y?« axn 5KPK? nyt 
om TKB |yaiKt « Pi>a BB«> B3'5BB pn 
pn B»3IK PK naiiM PK ny phi nyaoyo 
pK P3KTP PK ny urn i m ? I K I U ,BKP 
PK T3K6 B'Byaya \vpurn> njn .IK^BB"3TK 
»'K iin?B K PK im^iiya Bjrunaya nyanm 
."in in T » iina^Ti 1* unipiya Bawaya 
*y3ya |VP:K~3 otn pc I:KDC*IX om B'tf 
BK"3 T' " ' - ItUyp 1915 r\>9 13KB B^B 
yiytaiK CKU ycntcciK iy*i *IMK |y3K^ pya 
•nyjiVBiiK lyryn iyay;y: (yaKn Diyaays 
in** jyiyn IK jyDiBvr-y iv PK DV ;IK uia 
• . 
nm t«t TMM ttantfjwD njn Dim Divert 
-w$« mn p* iMitf w»»i n no p ' twwa 
-I"* owns K t£runrv paw jw 1**"' 
a<iasttp*w in turn ,i»»i? w »n .mvn 
Mnuftr -u»i .5w>0 T M W ww H iruni 
-iwjm ijmu Kt9«mi mrou nw * *** 
